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Harding is a Christian college of 
arts and sciences. Its purpose is to give 
students an education of high quality 
which will lead to an understanding 
and a philosophy of life consistent with 
Christian ideals. It aims to develop a 
solid foundation of intellectual, physi-
cal, and spiritual values upon which 
students may build useful and happy 
lives. 
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SPRING SEMESTER - 1959 
Counseling new students ............... ... ... ............... ...... .... .. Jan. 26 
Registration for spring semester ... ................. ......... ... .. Jan. 27 
Class work begins ................ .. ........ ...... ........ ...... 8 a .m., J an. 28 
Entrance tests (all new and transfer students) .. ...... Feb. 2-3 
Junior English proficiency test ..... .. .... .... ............. .. ...... Feb. 10 
Sophomore tests ................. .. ..... ................. .. .... .. .... .... ..... Mar. 9 
Senior Graduate Record examinations .................... Mar. 23-24 
Spring recess ................ 4:35p.m., Mar. 26 to 8 a.m., Mar. 31 
Final application date for degree, summer term ........ April 25 
Annual field day ................ .......... ............. .. .. . · .. .. .......... ... . May 7 
President's reception for seniors ... ................... 8 p.m., May 23 
Baccalaureate service ..... ............ .......... .... .. .. .... . 8 p.m., May 24 
Final examinations ........ .. ................ .. .. ....... ...... ......... May 21-27 
Commencement exercises .. .. .. .. ................... .. ... 10 a.m., May 28 
Annual alumni luncheon 
and business meeting .... .. ..... .... .. .... ... 12 :30 p.m., May 28 
SUMMER TERM - 1959 
Counseling new students ............... .. ..... ........ 8-12 a.m., June 1 
Registration for summer term .................. ... . 1-4 p.m., June 1 
Class work begins .. ...... .. ..... ........... ......... .. ........... 7 a.m., J une 2 
Entrance tests (all new and transfer students) .... .. .. June 3-4 
Senior Graduate Record examinations .................... June 23-24 
Final examinations ....................... .......... .......... ......... ..... July 3 
National holiday .... ... ............ .. ........................... .. ............ July 4 
Classes begin, second term ... .. .... .................... ............ ... .. July 6 
Final application date for degree, fall semester .. ....... ... July 25 
Final examinations .... ........... ........... ........ .................... August 7 
FALL SEMESTER - 1959 
President's reception for faculty ........... ......... 4-6 p .m., Sept. 9 
Faculty conference ..................................... .. ............. Sept. 10-11 
Freshman assembly ...... .. .......... ..................... 8 a.m., Sept. 14 
Assembly for sophomores, juniors & seniors .. 9 a.m., Sept. 14 
Entrance tests (all new and transfer students) .... Sept. 14-15 
Orientation and counseling ........... ......... .. .... .......... Sept. 14-16 
Registration for fall semester .......... .. .... .. ..... ............... Sept. 17 
Class work begins .. .. ..................... ....... .. ........ ....... ...... Sept. 18 
Junior English proficiency test ................ .. ..... ........... Sept. 28 
Placement registration 
(seniors and graduate students) ...... 6:30p.m., Sept. 29 
Sophomore tests . .. . . . ......................... .......... ... ............... Oct. 19 
Lectureship ..... .. ...... ....... ...... ............. ................... ..... . Nov. 23-26 
Final application for degree, spring semester .. ....... ..... Dec. 17 
Christmas recess ... . 4:35p.m., Dec. 17 to 8 a .m., Jan. 5, 1960 
Senior Graduate Record examinations ...... .... .. .. .... .. Jan. 11-12 
Completion of counseling for spring semester .... .. ...... .. Jan. 16 
S emester examinations ...... ... .. ... ......... .. ....... ........... . Jan. 25-30 
SPRING SEMESTER - 1960 
"'"' clin g new students ......... ........... ........................ .. .... Feb. 1 
ll lJ"' t ration for spring semester ........ ........... ... .............. Feb. 2 
It' work begins .......................................... .... .. 8 a .m., Feb. 3 
I n t m nce t ests (all new and transfer students) ...... .... Feb. 8-9 
S ,,,Jtomore tests .. ... .. ..................................................... Mar. li 
,/ • 11 10r En glish proficiency test .... ....... ... ... ................... Feb. 
L' cess 4·35 p m Mar 31 to 8 a.m., Apr. 5 •~ l•rmg re ............ .. · ... · . · :• · 12 
, •, 11 ior Graduate Record examtnatwns .................... Apr. 11-
trtctl application for degree, summer term .. .............. Apr. 30 
\11 rtual field day ........................ ... ... .............. .. ........... .. .. . May 5 
('o rnpletion of counseling for summer & fall semesters May 21 
/<'mal examinations ...... ... .. ................... ...... ... ..... May 26-June2~ /' resident's reception for seniors ...................... 8 p.m., May 
Haccalaureate service .. ...................................... 8 p.m., May 2
2
9 
r om mencement exercises ... .............. ............... 10 a .m., June 
Alumni luncheon and business meeting ... 12:30 p.m., June 2 
SUMMER TERM - 1960 
Counseling new students ........................... ... .. 8-12 a.m., June 6 
Registration for summer term ............ ............ 1-4 p.m., J une 6 
Class work begins ................................................ 7 a.m., June 7 
Entrance tests (all new and transfer students) ........ June 8-9 
S enior Graduate Record examinations .. .. ................ June 28-29 
National holiday ...... ..... ................................ ...... ...... ......... July ~ 
Final examinations, first term ... .......... .. .......... ... .. ... ....... July
11 Classes begin, second term .................... .. ............ .... .. .... J uly 
Final application for degree, fall semester .................... Aug. 8 
Final examinations, second term .... .............. ....... ....... Aug. 12 
FALL SEMESTER - 1960 
President's reception for faculty .................... 4-6 p.m., Sept. 7 
Faculty Conference ............. ........... ............ .. ........ ........ Sept. 8l~ 
Freshman assembly ............... ....................... ... - 8 a.m., Sept. 
Assembly for sophomores, juniors & seniors .... 9 a.m., Sept 12 
Entrance tests (all new and transfer students) .... Sept. 12-13 
0 · · d l . Sept 12-14 nentatwn an counse tng .. .... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... .. .. .. · 
Registration, fall semester .... ... ... .... ..... .. ....... ................ Sept. 15 
Class work begins .. ...... ........................... .. ...... - 8 a.m., Sept. ~~ 
Junior English proficiency tests .......... ... ................. .... Sept. 
Placement registration . 
(seniors and graduate students) .. .... 6:30 p.m. , Sept. 27 
Sophomore tests .. ........... ......................... .... ................... - Oct. 17 
Lectureship .. ... ....... ............. ....... ...... ........... ............... Nov. 21-24 
Final application for degree, spring semester ..... .. ....... Dec. 15 
Christmas recess .... 4:35p.m.,_ De~. 15 to 8 a .m., Jan. 3, ~9~6 
Senior Graduate Record exammatwns ......... ..... .. ...... Jan. -
Completion of counseling for spring semester ............ Jan. 14 
Semester examinations ................ ....... .. ... .......... Jan. 31-Feb. 4 
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Board of Trustees 
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD 
DR. L. M. GRAVES, CHAIRMAN ..... ... . ......... Memphis, Tennessee 
DR. HousToN T. KARNES, VICE- CHAIRMAN . . ... ..... Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana 
W. 0. BEEMAN, TREASURER ... . . . .......... Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
R. D . Fu-LLER, SECRETARY ......... . ... .... .... ... Memphis, Tennessee 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD 
FLANOY ALEXANDER . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . ..... .. .. .. .. . Delight, Arkansas 
D. F . ANGUISH .... . .. ............... . . .. ............... .. .... .. . Cleveland, Ohio 
W . 0. BEEMAN ............ . ... . ......... . ......... . . Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
DR. GEORGE S. BENSON, EX- OFFICIO ...... . ..... Searcy, Arkansas 
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RICHARD G. DEENER 
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PORTER RODGERS, M.D. 
0RAN J . VATT"''f.TAN 
Dr. George S. Benson, President 
Administrative Organization 
Dr. George S. Benson, President. 
OFFICERS 
GEORGE STUART BENSON, M.A., LL.D. President of the College 
CLIFTON L . GANUS, JR., PH.D. Vice-President o~ the Collepe 
Dean , School of Amencan Studtes 
B. J. TEAGUE, B.A. Vice-President for Development 
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JAMES H . ATKINSON, M.A. 
INEZ PICKENS, B.A. 
CECIL BECK, M.A. 
PERRY SHIPLEY MASON, M.A. 
L OTT R. TUCKER, B.A. 
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MARGUERITE O'BANION, B.A. 
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Dean of Students 
Dean of Women 
Dean of Men 
Director of the 
Training School 
Business Manager 
Office Manager 
Executive Secretary 
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8 HARDING COLLEGE 
FACULTY 
GLORIA JOANE LILLY ALEXANDER, B.A. (Harding College) 
Assistant Librarian. 1954. 
ANNIE MAY ALSTON, M.A. (University of Chicago) 
Librarian. 1944, 1956* 
JAMES H. ATKINSON, M.A. (Texas Technological College) 
Dean of Students. 1954, 1957. 
JAMES L. ATTEBERRY, JR., M.A. (University of Texas) >H, 
Assistant Professor of English. 1953. 
JAMES D. BALES, PH.D. (University of California) 
Professor of Christian Doctrine. 1944, 1947. 
WILLIAM BRYAN BARTON, JR., PH.D. (Harvard University) 
Associate Professor of Christian Doctrine. 1955. 
CECIL MuRL BECK, M.A. (North Texas State College) 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Health. 
1953. 
MILDRED L . BELL, M.S. (North Texas State College) 
Professor of Home Economics. 1952, 1959. 
THELMA DuMAS BELL, M.S. (Texas State College for Women) 
Professor of Home Economics and Chairman of the 
Department. 1937. 
GEORGE STUART BENSON, M.A. (University of Chicago) 
President of the College. 1936. 
M. E. BERRYHILL, M.A. (George Peabody College) 
Professor of Physical Education and Health and 
Chairman of the Department. 1937, 1946. 
G. W. BoNn, En.D. (Columbia University) 
Professor of Educat~on. 1956. 
HAROLD BowiE, M .A. (University of Arkansas) 
Coordinator of Student Em.ploument and 
Assistant Professor of Education. 1958. 
ROBERT STEVEN- BROWN, M.A. (University of Arkansas) 
Assistant Professor of English. 1958. 
* First date indicates year of employment; second date year appointed 
to present rank or position. ' 
**On leave of absence 1959-60. 
lJI.'J'Y 
----------------------------
I lAM LESLIE BuRKE, M.A. (Northwestern University) 
,,,,Hsor of Greek and Hebrew and Chairman of the 
/Jrpartment of Foreign Languages and Literature. 
I !l11, 1947. 
11. H CoPE, M .S.J. (Northwestern University) 
l'rofessor of Journalism and Chairman of the 
Department. 1936, 1947. 
JA 1t , N. DAVIS, M.B.A. (University of Arkansas) 
1ssociate Professnr of Economics. 1952, 1957. 
NgTH DAVIS, JR., M.M. (Westminster Choir College) 
Assistant Professor of Music. 1953. 
I h IIIIERT P. DEAN, M.A. (Eastern New Mexico University) 
Assistant Professor of Art. 1%4, 1958 
.JOliN LEE DYKES, M.S. (Oklahoma A. and M . College) 
Assistant Professor of Christian Education. 1939. 
: GLENN FuLBRIGHT, M.M. (Northwestern University) 
Assistant Professor of Music. 1950 
Cr.IFTON L. GANUS, JR., PH.D. (Tulane University) 
9 
Professor of History and Chairman of the Department of 
History and Social Science. 1946, 1952. 
HUGH M. GROOVER, M.A. (University of Arkansas) 
Physical Education and Athletic Coach. 1957 
EARL CoNARD HAYS, B.D. (Southern Methodist University) 
Associate Professor of Bible n.nd Church History. 
1953, 1958. 
JAMES ACTON HEDRICK, En.D. (North Texas State College) 
Professor of Accounting. 1952, 1956. 
RoBERT H ELSTEN, M.A. (Harding College) 
Assistant Professor of Bible. 1958. 
EnwiN M. HuGHES. En.D. (University of Denver) 
Associate Professor of Psychology, and Director 
of Counseling. 1953, 1956. 
IRENE JoHNSON, M.A. (University of Missouri) 
Assistant Professor of History. 1957. 
JoHN KASBAUM, M.A. (Harding College) 
Instructor in English. 1958. 
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10 HARDING COLLEGE 
JOHN BE_LL LASATER, M.A. (George Peabody College) 
.4sststant Professor of Biological Science. 1951. 
PEARL LATHAM, M.A. (University of Oklahoma) 
Assistant Professor of English. 1947. 
MAURICE L. LAWSON, M.S. (University of Oklahoma) 
Assistant Professor of Physics. 1954. 
JACK PEARL LEWIS, PH.D. (Harvard University) 
Associate Professor of Bible. 1954. 
LEONARD LEWIS, ED.D. (University of Texas) 
Professor of Education and Chairman of the Department. 
1953, 1956. 
THOMAS A. LoNEY, B.J . (University of Missouri) 
Instructor in Journalism. 1958. 
JOHN ROBERT McRAY, M.A. (Harding College) 
Assistant Professor of Bible. 1958. 
ELIZABETH B. MASON, M.A. (George Peabody College) 
Professor of Art and Chairman of the Department. 
1946, 1950. 
RoBERT R. MEYERS, PH.D. (Washington University) 
Associate Professor of English. 1952. 
ERLE THOMAS MoORE, ED.D. (Columbia University) 
Professor of Music and Chairman of the Department. 
1948. 
MoNAS. MoORE, B.A., (Central State Teachers) 
Instructor in Music. 1957. 
WILLIAM P . MoRGAN, B.A. (Harding College) 
Instructnr in Accounting. 
FRANCES MuRDOCK, B.A., B.S.L.S. (George Peabody College) 
Assistant Librarian. 1955. 
HARRY DoYLE 0LREE, M.A. (Memphis State College) 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education. 1957. *** 
JAMES RoY OTT, M.A. (Vanderbilt University) 
Assistant Professor of Economics. 1955 
***On leave 1959-60. 
ULTY 
--------------------------
1 NN h T H LEON PERRIN, M.A. (Kansas State College) 
J\Hsistant Professor of Mathematics. 1957. 
IIAU I,£ 8 G. PITNER, M.A. (George Peabody College) 
Professor of Mathematics and Chairman of the 
Department. 1950. 
r. I'H E. PRYOR, PH.D. (Louisiana State University) 
Professor of Physical Science and Chairman of the 
Department. 1944. 
11 
a. NE EDWARD RAINEY, B.A. (George Washington University) 
Instructor in Pnlitical Science. 1958. 
\\ tLBURN RAINEY, M.ED. (Sul Ross State College) 
Director of Audio-Visual Education. 1957. 
,JoYCE RIGGS, B.A . (Friends University) 
Ins tructor in Physical Education. 1958. 
ANDY T. RITCHIE, M.A. (Scarritt College) 
Assistant Professor of Bible. 1946, 1954. 
DALLAS RoBERTS, M.A. (University of Arkansas) 
Assistant Professor of Political Science. 1957. 
,]OHN A. ScoTT, M.A. (University of Pennsylvania) 
Assistant Professor of Old Testament. 1959. 
JACK WooD SEARS, PH.D. (University of Texas) 
Professor of Biological Science and Chairman of the 
Department. 1945. 
LLOYD CLINE SEARS, PH.D. (University of Chicago) 
Professor of English and Chairman of the Department 
of English. 1924. 
EDWARD G. SEWELL, M.A. (George Peabody College) 
Associate Professor of Education. 1947, 1954. 
DoNALD R. SIME, B.D. (Princeton Theological Seminary) 
Assistant Professor of Religion. 1954. 
JoE P. SPAULDING, PH.D. (Un iversity of Oklahoma) 
Assistant Professor of History. 1957. 
RuBY LoWERY STAPLETON, M.A. (University of Oklahoma) 
Associate Professor of English. 1932, 1949. 
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12 HARDING COLLEGE 
WILLIAM CLARK STEVENS, PH.D. (Vanderbilt University) 
. Professor of Biological Science. 1950, 1955. 
WILLIAM KNox SuMMITT, PH.D. (University of Missouri) 
Professor of Psychology and Chairman of the 
Department. 1933, 1937. 
MARGARET TEAGUE, B.A. (Abilene Christian College) 
Instructor in Business Education. 1957 
ELAINE CAMP THOMPSON, M .S. (Texas State College for 
Women) 
Assistant Professor of Home Economics. 1954. 
R. L. TIPTON, B.A. (Abilene Christian College) 
Instructor in Spanish. 1956. 
ERMAL H. TucKER, B.S. (Harding College) 
Instructor in Secretarial Science. 1957. 
EVAN ULREY, PH.D. (Louisiana State University) 
Professor of Speech and Chairman of the Department. 
1950. 
LEE CARLTON UNDERWOOD, M.S. (Columbia University) 
Assistan t Professor in Economics and 
Business Administration. 1957. 
BILLY D. VERKLER, M.A. (Michigan State University) 
Assistant Professor of Social Sciences. 1957. 
VERNE VoGT, M.A. (Mexico City College) 
A ssistant Professor of Spanish. 1958. 
RICHARD WALLER WALKER, M.A. (Louisiana State University) 
Assistant Professor of Speech. 1953. 
DoYLE GLENN WARD, M.A. (University of Illinois) 
A ssistant Professor of Speech. 1958. 
DELANE WAY, B.A. (Harding College) 
Assistant in English and Director of Reading Clinic. 1959. 
DoROTHY YouNG WELLBORNE, M.S. (University of Texas) 
Assistant Professor of Home Economics. 1956. 
W. L. RoY WELLBORNE, PH.D. (University of Texas) 
Professor of Business Administration and Chairman 
of the Department of Business and Economics. 1956. 
l.'l'Y 
til W r:ST, M.Th. (Butler University) 
4 111oCiate Prnfessnr nf Church History. 1958. 
1 • \ R. WEST, M.A. (George Pepperdine College) 
\ ~11istant Professor of Greek. 1952. 
13 
\\ H. WEST, JR., TH.D. (University of Southern California) 
Professor of Bible and Religion and Chairman of the 
Department of Bible, Religion and Philosophy. 1951. 
It l.f~R GLENN WILEY, B.S. (Louisiana State University) 
Assistant Professor of Speech. 1955. 
\ ANDA LuTTRELL WILEY, M .A. (Louisiana State University) 
Assistant Professor of Speech. 1955. 
\ \ ILLIAM D. WILLIAMS, PH.D. (University of Kentucky) 
Associate Professor of Chemistry. 1954. 
\fuRREY WooDROW WILSON, M.A. (University of Arkansas) 
Assistant Professor of Education. 1957. 
EMERITI 
WooDsoN HARDING ARMSTRONG, B.A., 
Emerita Professor of Speech and Dean of Women. 
SAMUEL ALBERT BELL, B.A., 
Associate Professor Emeritus of Bible. 
FLORENCE M. CATHCART, B.A., 
Instructor in Elementary 'bducation and Dean Emerita 
of Women. 
LONNIE E. PRYOR, M .A., 
Associate Professor Emeritus of Social Science. 
Armstrong Hall, one of three men's dormitories 
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14 
HARDING COLLEGE 
ACADEMY AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FACULTY 
GEORGE EDWARD BAGGETT, M.A. (University o£ Kansas City) 
Choral and Instrumental Music. 1949. 
J . E. BERRYHILL, M.A. (George Peabody College) 
Principal, Social Science. 1952. 
HERBERT DEAN, M .A. (Eastern New Mexico University) 
Instructor in Art. 1954. 
EWING MARSH GooDSON, B.A. (Harding College) 
Physical Education and Athletic Coach. 1957. 
DALE GOULD, B.A. (Harding College) 
Instructor in Physics. 1958. 
ELOISE JOHNSON, B .A . (Harding College) 
Librarian and Instructor in French and Latin. 1951. 
Lois L. LAWSON, B.S. (Southwestern State Teachers) 
Third Grade, Elementary School. 1955. 
MARCELENE CRAWFORD LLOYD, B.A. (Harding College) 
Second Grade, Elementary S chool. 1957. 
THEODORE R. LLOYD, B.A. (Harding College) 
Instructor in Science and Assistant Coach. 1957. 
PERRY SHIPLEY MASON, M .A. (George Peabody College) 
Superintendent. 1946. 
WALTER L. NELMS, B.A. (Harding College) 
Principal, Elementary School. 1958. 
LEOLA PEARCE, B.A. (Harding College) 
First Grade, Elementary School 1958. 
INEZ PICKENS, B.A. (Harding College) 
Instructor in English. 1947. 
FLORENCE JEWELL PoWELL, M.A. (George Peabody College) 
Fourth Grade, Elementary School. 1957. 
CLAUDEAN ANDEE RICHARDSON, B.A. (Harding College) 
Fifth Grade, Elementary School. 1957. 
KATHRYN C. RITCHIE, B.A. (Harding College) 
Instructor in Mathematics. 1950. 
H 1\\ ~;. B.A. (Harding College) 
• r J. Grade, Elementary School. 1956. 
Hu 4gLL, B.A. (Harding College) 
trw·tor in Business. 1958. 
N 1 TuCKER, B.A. (Harding College) 
h 11 tructor in Home Economics. 1958. 
15 
1 v1 VANDERPOOL, B.S. (Texas State College for Women) 
/ met met or in Speech. 1954. 
DIVISIONAL CHAIRMEN 
1959-60 
t K BERRYHILL, M .A . 
1 1 1 ~. MooRE, ED.D. 
I 'AN ULREY, PH.D. 
(]11 \RLES G. PITNER 
Wt LLIAM LESLIE BURKE, M.A. 
w. L . RoY WELLBORNE, PH.D. 
Education 
Fine Arts 
Humanities 
Natural Science 
Religion 
Social Science 
GRADUATE COUNCIL 
CLIFTON L. GANUS, JR., PH.D. 
LLOYD CLINE SEARS, PH.D. 
W ILLIAM KNox SuMMITT, PH.D. 
LEONARD LEWIS, ED.D. 
Chairman 
Dean of the College 
Registrar 
Chairman, 
Department of Education 
w. B. WEST, JR., TH.D. 
G. ·W . BoND, ED.D. 
JOSEPH E . PRYOR, PH.D. 
Dean, School of Bible and Religion 
Professor of Education 
Professor of Physical Sciences 
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16 HARDING COLLEGE 
Spacious lounge in Ganus Student Center. 
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY 
I. Academic Affairs: Lloyd C. Sears, Chairman, Evan 
Ulrey, Clifton L. Ganus, Jr. , Erie Moore, Charles 
Pitner, William K . Summitt, W. L. Roy Wellborne, 
William Leslie Burke, M. E. Berryhill, Garry Peddle. 
II. Athletic Committee: Joseph Pryor, Chairman, Clifton 
L. Ganus, Jr., M. E. Berryhill. 
III. Executive Committee: George S. Benson, Chairman, 
Clifton L. Ganus, Jr., Lloyd C. Sears, William K. Sum-
mitt, Lott R. Tucker, Jr., Clark Stevens. 
IV. Faculty Program Committee: William K. Summitt, 
Chairman, Clifton L. Ganus, Jr., Joseph E. Pryor, Evan 
Ulrey, Kenneth Davis. 
V. Faculty Welfare: Kenneth Davis, Jr., Elizabeth B. 
Mason, Joseph E. Pryor, William D. Williams, Edward 
G. Sewell, Donald Sime. 
VI. Physical Plant: Lott R. Tucker, Jr., Chairman, Eliza-
beth B. Mason, Jack Wood Sears, Harold Bowie. 
VII. Public Relations: Neil B. Cope, Chairman, Perry S. 
Mason, Russell L. Simmons, B. J. Teague. 
VIII. Student Affairs: Clifton L. Ganus, Jr., Chairman, Cecil 
M. Beck, M. E. Berryhill, Inez Pickens, Edward G. 
Sewell, James Atkinson. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
S ruART BENSON, M.A., LL.D. President of the College 
1AJ <.UERITE O'BANION, B.A. Secretary 
)N L. GANUS, JR., PH.D. Vice-President or the Colle_ge 
Dean, School of Amencan Studtes 
Lt•WlNA PACE Secretary 
J 'll'AGUE, B.A. 
\\ ANDA GwiN, B.A. 
I I,L L. SIMMONS 
I )ORMA LEE RAINEY 
Vice-President for Development 
Secretary 
Director, Publicity and Publications 
Secretary 
Academic 
1 a 1\ o CLINE SEARS, PH.D. Dean of the College 
JANE LENTZ Secretary 
W11.LIAM KNox SuMMITT, PH.D. Registrar 
VutGIL M. BECKETT, B.A. Assistant to the Registrar 
Student Personnel 
tl ~MES H. ATKINSON, M.A. Dean of Students 
J•;owiN M. HuGHES, Eo.D. Director of Counseling 
W. L. RoY WELLBORNE, PH.D. Director of Placement 
INEZ PICKENS, B.A. Dean of Women 
CECIL MuRL BECK, M.A. Dean of Men 
AUDEAN BALDWIN, B.A. Director, Cathcart Hall 
RosELYN WARD Director, East Dormitory 
ILA TuLLOSS Director, West Dormitory 
W ILLIAM HAMPTON, B.A. Director, Graduate Dormitory 
MABEL FRENCH, R.N. Supervisor, Health Center 
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LOTT R. TUCKER, JR., B .A. 
ESTHER SPURLOCK 
VoL RowLETT, B.A. 
PATRICIA YOUNG, B.A. 
COLEENE HAMPTON 
HELENE GENTRY 
Business 
Library 
HARDING COLLEGE 
Business Manager 
Secretary 
Office Manager 
Cashier 
Bookkeeper 
Assistant Cashier 
ANNIE MAY ALSTON, M.A. 
JOANNE LILLY ALEXANDER, B.A. 
FRANCES MuRDOCK, B.S.L.S. 
Librarian 
Assistant Librarian 
Assistant Librarian 
BuFORD D. TucKER 
KAYE HILLIN 
Alumni Association 
Executive Secretary 
Secretary 
Buildings and Grounds 
HAROLD BowiE, M.ED. Supt. of Buildings and Grounds 
Student Work Supervisor 
MACKIE BODDY 
ELBERT TURMAN 
S.D. Moss 
pALMER SPURLOCK 
HARVEY NEVINS 
Secretary 
Engineer 
Building Maintenance 
Equipment Operator 
R eceiving and Storeroom Clerk 
Auxiliary Enterprises 
JoHN LEE DYKES, M.S. Manager, Student Center 
GERTRUDE DYKES Manager, College Book Store 
CORINNE HART Dietitian and Manager, Cafeteria 
GREG RHODES Manager, College Laundry 
ROBERT STREET Manager, College Farms and Dairy 
HERMAN WEST Manager, College Press 
RAYBURN KNIGHT Manager, College Inn 
New Construction 
LUTHER J. WATSON Superintendent 
I NFORMATION 19 
Aims of the College 
' Christian institution of higher learning Harding 
11 1ists its students in building a philosophy of life 
t 111 with Christian ideals and in developing the skills 
hllat•cs necessary in living a useful and happy life. 
11 • uf the most important factors in the educational 
1 the personal contact between student and teacher. 
nl!t will find association with the faculty a stimulating 
h dlcnging intellectual experience. Faculty members at 
111 nre concerned with all the needs and requirements 
uc ••nts and desire to help in the solution of any problem, 
lh r academic or personal. 
'l'ho va rious courses that make up the curriculum are 
t•hallenging factor in the student's college experience. 
curriculum is organized to give students adequate prep-
•tlon for a chosen vocation or profession and to provide 
II students intellectual, social and spiritual development. 
whole curriculum, as well as individual courses, is re-
I nnd adapted from time to time to meet the changing 
••rcments of students. 
Student activities give many opportunities for self-
' lopment. Sports, dramatics, debate, music, publications 
n I other activities afford opportunities for leadership train-
n .md the exercise of particular skills and abilities. Lec-
\lr •, concerts and other events stimulate intellectual and 
1 ut·al growth. Social clubs encourage democratic, Christian 
oopcration as well as development in leadership. A wise 
I oice of activities makes possible a measure of growth that 
tJw student can attain in no other way. 
To summarize, the purposes of the College are achieved 
llli'Ough the help of interested instructors and counselors, 
tlu·ough academic courses organized to meet the student's 
ru· ds and through activities that give opportunity for recrea-
ltcm, cooperation with others and leadership training: 
Academic Standing 
Harding College is fully accredited by the North Central 
\sgociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools for all work 
lending to the bachelor's degree, and its graduate work is 
tccredited by the State Department of Education. It is also 
•I member of the American Council on Education, the Associ-
ation of American Colleges, the American Association of 
Colleges for Teacher Education, and the National Commis-
sion on Accrediting (not an accrediting agency). It is 
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approved by the American Medical Association for Pre-
Medical Training. It is also approved for the training of 
vocational home economics teacher s. Its graduates are ad-
mitted to the leading graduate and professional schools. 
Historical Sketch 
Harding became a senior college in 1924 when Arkansas 
Christian College, a junior college founded in Morrilton, Ar-
kansas, in 1919, and Harper College, a junior college founded 
at Harper, Kansas, in 1915, merged their faculties and assets 
and adopted the new name of Harding College. Harding 
moved to Searcy, Arkansas, in 1934. 
The College was named in memory of James A. Harding, 
co-founder and first president of Nashville Bible School (now 
David Lipscomb College), in Nashville, Tennessee. Preacher, 
teacher and Christian educator, James A. Harding gave to 
his co-workers and associates an enthusiasm for Christian 
education that remains a significant tradition at Harding 
College. 
The College is under the control of a self-perpetuating 
Board of Trustees who are members of the Church of Christ. 
The College attempts to be non-sectarian in spirit and prac-
tice. It enrolls students of any religious faith. 
Location 
Searcy is the county seat and trading center of White 
County, one of the largest counties in Arkansas. Population 
of the town is about 7,500. Searcy is 50 miles northeast 
of Little Rock on U. S. Highway 67 and 115 miles west of 
Memphis, Tennessee, on U. S. Highway 64. Transportation 
to Searcy by train is via Missouri Pacific Railroad to Kensett 
three miles from Searcy. Bus travelers reach Searcy b; 
Midwest Trailways. 
Campus Facilities 
The campus consists of about forty acres within easy 
walking distance of the business section of town. Additional 
college property, consisting of an athletic field and college 
farms, lies southeast of the campus. 
The twenty-six buildings of the college and its other 
assets are valued at more than $11,000,000. The equipment 
and educational facilities make the college plant one of the 
most efficient, compact, and well-furnished in the south. 
21 
'fh.- Administration-Auditorium Building is center of activity. 
utstration-Auditorium Building 
J'he Administration-Auditorium building occupies the 
nlml position on the cam~ms.. It contai~s admi~istrative 
d 1.1culty offices, small aud1tormm, recordmg studios, _class-
and a large auditorium with a seating capacity of 
The entire building is air-conditioned. 
II 111 mont Memorial Library 
The new library is air-conditioned and equipped with 
tlw most modern heating and lighting facilities. It wil~ ac-
vmmodate about one-third of the student body at one bme. 
A graduate reading room, accommodating 100 students, 
u·ovides an ideal study arrangement for the advanced stu-
lt•nt. A sound-proof typing room is also provided for the 
t mwenience of students. 
1 merican Stu dies Building 
This new three-story air-conditioned building houses the 
School of American Studies, offices, classrooms, business 
laboratories and practice rooms, research facilities and a 
small auditorium equipped for all types of visual aid ma-
terials. 
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Science Hall 
Th~ S_cience Hall is a three-story classroom and labora-
tory bmldm~. Its well-equipped laboratories include those 
for ~he physical and biological sciences and for home eco-
nomiCs. 
Echo Haven 
This new. ho:ne m~nagement house for the department of ~orne economics Is an Ideally-arranged brick home air-condi-
tioned and attractively furnished, using the mod~rn theme. 
It accommodates six girls and their director. 
Music Hall 
The music building contains studios for piano voice, 
band and chor:us. It also has classrooms, practice' rooms 
and other music department facilities. 
Rhodes Memorial Field House 
. The ~eld house has three basketball courts, a skating n~! . equipment rooms, showers, classrooms and other 
facihhes for sports and for physical education. 
ILITIES 23 
ut Crnter 
h ·tmditioned building is a community center for 
11d 11'1\Chers. It houses the college bookstore, post 
1, ulilccs of student publications, alumni office, 
•kmom, banquet room and other facilities. 
llulls 
d tmitories provide housing for approximately 429 
ud ,\!);) men. Pattie Cobb Hall, Cathcart Hall and 
I \V<''>t Halls are residences for women. Men live in 
n 11,1ll and Graduate Hall. Most of the rooms in the 
I , except East and West Halls, are built on the 
I n with connecting baths for each two rooms. In the 
\ dormitory 81 rooms a re single. 
hrt ultra-modern apartment buildings, with complete 
f lCilities and other conveniences, provide 60 one-
•l)l'droom furnished apartments for married students. 
Graduate Hall, one of three men's dormitories. 
ulty Housing 
Sewell Hall, completed in 1952, has seven modern apart-
m nts. In addition the College owns and rents to faculty 
ml staff a number of private residences on and near the 
unpus . 
Jt her Buildings 
Additional facilities include an indoor swimming pool, 
dcnce annex, nursery school, training school and academy 
building, health center, heating plant, workshops, laundry and 
other service buildings. 
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General Reference Room of Beaumont Memorial Library. 
The Library 
The primary purpose of the college library is the enrich-
ment of the curriculum by the provision of materials related 
to course offerings and by guidance in the wise use of such 
materials. 
Library holdings include more than 52 000 volumes 
350 periodicals,. ~ight dail~ newspapers and hu~dreds of pam~ 
P_hlets. In additiOn to prmted materials an excellent collec-
tion of recordings, consisting of approximately 750 records in 
music and speech, is cataloged and available for student lis-
tening .. A collection of music scores has also been initiated. 
AdJacent to the graduate reading room is housed the 
Brewer Collection, the excellent library of the late G. C. 
Brewer. 
The library staff, in cooperation with the various de-
partments, .o_ff:rs an unusually complete program of training ~n the fac1ht1es and use of the library. This instruction 
IS offered through appropriate classes to freshmen while 
continuous individual instruction is given as the need' arises. 
The Student Handbook and the Faculty-Staff Handbook 
may be consulted for the detailed statement on library policies 
and regulations. 
ILITIES 25 
Laboratories and Studios 
t physical and biological sciences there are a~e­
tl ''Jil'd laboratories. There are three large chemis-
l 11 u•R with accompanying stockrooms, a balance 
I olltccs. The physics laboratory provides equip-
th bnsic courses in college physics. Two large biol-
lt•ncs provide equipment for courses in bacteriol-
1 and animal and plant physiology, and a green-
1 animal house provide facilities for botanica l and 
al research . 
llllllll' economics, the foods and equipment laboratories 
n lll'd with both gas and electric stoves ?f latest 
l'hc clothing laboratory has electric machmes and 
utpment for cou rses in clothing and textiles. A new 
, an11gement house permits majors to pursue home 
ll'nt and consumer programs under home conditions. 
h Art Department has a large classroom-studio and 
I ,1 ,, work studios for sketching, painting, ceramics and 
'''"and crafts. 
I h English department has laboratories equi~ped with 
l1t 'It PerceptoScope, r eading accelerators, films and 
upplies for the improvement of reading and com-
liOn. d f ·1· 1 ht' Speech Department in addition to its ~tu. io aci I-
ncl clinical equipment uses the college aud1tormms and 
f, !t •onal recording facilities. . .. 
' l he large auditorium, with its excellent stage fa?1ht~es, 
n a'lset to the Departments of Music and Speech. Light.mg 
I mnd facilities are unusually versatile. Make-up studios, 
111ng rooms and storage rooms for costumes and scenery 
located beneath the stage. The auditorium has arc-light 
md projectors for 16 mm. motion pictures. 
Recreational Facilities 
Indoor recreation is centered in Rhodes Memorial Field 
ll'iC. Its facilities include three basketball courts, indoor 
1 hall floor, volley ball courts, skating rink, boxing ;ing, 
uffieboard courts, ping pong tables and large trampohne. 
A steam-heated, white-tiled swimming pool makes year-
r und swimming possible. 
Outdoor facilities include two playing fields for touch-
f .. ,tball, softball, baseball and other field sports. There 
,·c five concrete-surfaced tennis courts. The Academy has 
t" ov.~n football field. 
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Various other recreational facilities are to be found in 
the dormitory lounges and in the Student Center. The wom-e~·~ dormitories have kitchenettes, party rooms and tele-
VISion sets. A well-equipped photographic darkroom is avail· 
able in the Student Center for camera enthusiasts. 
Expenses and Student Aid 
Annual Cost for Two Semesters 
Registration Fee .. ..... .... .. .. .. .... ............. ..... .. ..... ...... ............. . 
Tuition ($12 per semester hr. ) .... ... ... ............. ... ........ ..... . 
Room (double room) .. ... .. .... .... ....... .. ... ...... ... ....... ...... ... ... . 
Board 
.. ....... ......... .. ...... ... .................. ........... ........... .. 
TOTAL 
$ 65.00 
384.00 
135.00 
337.50 
$921.50 
The boarding student can meet all regular expenses of 
tuition, registration fee, room and board for $921.50 for the 
school year. The non-boarding student can meet expenses 
of tuition and fees for $449.00. 
For expenses for graduate students see bulletins of the 
q.raduate School of Bible and Religion, and Graduate Educa-
tion Program. 
Room and Board 
Rooms. in the dormitories are $15.00 for four weeks, 
except for 81 single rooms in Graduate Hall which rent for 
$17.50 for four weeks. Meals in the college cafeteria are 
$37.50 for four weeks. (In the event of any drastic increase 
in food costs the college reserves the right to change price of 
meals without prior notice.) -
Married students may rent completely furnished apart-
ments on campus for $37.00 and $42.50 per month plus utili-
ties. These apartments are all new and completely modem. 
(The 60 new apartments are scheduled for completion in the 
early spring of 1959.) Housetrailer locations are also avail-
able. and ~ !ee ?f $15.00, not refundable, is charged for con-
nectmg uhhty hnes to the trailer, and a monthly rent of $5.00 
is charged for the trailer space. Utility bills are paid by the 
occupant of the trailer. 
Regular Tuition and Fees 
. Regular. tuition is $12.00 per semester hour. The regis-
tratiOn fee IS $32.50 per semester. This fee covers such 
things as matriculation, library, infirmary, and laboratory 
fees, yearbook, student newspaper, Lyceum series and athletic 
events. 
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huol year of nine months is divided into two semes-
wc l•ks each. For a student carrying 16 hours in 
r !1 hera I arts program the following would be the 
( 12.00 per semester hour) 
atlon fee (activities, library, health) 
TOTAL 
Semester 
$192.00 
32.50 
$224.50 
Year 
$384. 
65. 
$449. 
tto instruction in piano, voice, violin, orchestra or 
truments and speech require in addition to the 
hour charge a special fee as follows: 
u pt•ivate lessons per week 
private lesson per week 
, instruction in voice and piano 
•no rental, one hour per day 
I •no rental, two hours per day 
fla r Special Fees 
l te registration fee (after day set 
for regular enrollment) 
Jo't•o for partial payment of account 
Change of class, each change 
Reinstatement in class after 
excessive absences 
Make-up examination-each 
Make-up Freshmen and Sophomore Tests: 
First make-up 
Second make-up 
Preparation of applications for 
teaching certificates 
Transcripts 
Graduation fee 
Breakage deposits in chemistry, 
Semester 
$55.00 
32.50 
15.00 
4.50 
9.00 
$ 5.00 
3.00 
1.00 
3.00 
1.00 
2.50 
5.00 
1.00 
1.00 
12.00 
each course (returnable, less breakage) 5.00 
Part-Time Students 
Year 
$110.00 
65.00 
30.00 
9.00 
18.00 
Students who wish to enroll for a specific course or for 
a n umber of courses up to and including 8 credits per semes-
ter may enroll as part-time students and pay $15.00 per 
semester hour rather than the regular tuition rate of $12.00 
plus the $32.50 registration fee. 
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t A sttdhntbregi~tering ?-s part-time will not be entitled 
o any o t e en~fits as hsted under the Registration Fee f~~h t~s,kLyceu_m _ticket, college yearbook, college paper ath-
e IC Ic et or Infirmary services. ' 
Deferred Payments 
A charg~ of $3.00 each semester is made for those stu-~e~ts thothWish to pay their bills by installment. The due 
a es or ese payments a:re as follows: 
First Payment : $200 00 At t" f R . . 
· Ime o egistratiOn 
Balance in three equal installments, as follows: 
First Semester: October 15 Second Semester: March 1 
November 15 April 1 
December 15 May 1 
Expenses for Veterans 
World War II: The government pays tuition fees books ::r~i~t:n~or of certain supplies plus a subsisten~e all~wance 
W o cover personal expenses at Harding for World un~:r I~u~IJ~~:! Wh~r g:6~ their Certificates of Eligibility 
Korean: Un~e:: Public Law 550 Korean veterans receive 
an al~owance sufficient to cover college and living ex ense . ;~~ttbetralthartDs program. Application should be ~a des JE 
Y o - e ean of Students as early "bl · 
to enrollment The r t" h as POSSl e pnor 
· app ICa IOns s ould be accompanied b s~at;m;n~ of the :'~teran's educational objectives and b;: r. 0 OS ~tiC or Cedrtlfied Copy of his discharge papers showing (\IS service recor . 
. bl dDisabled: Those entering under Public Law 16 for d" -
<1 e veterans should ap 1 t th · t V IS t t" h d P Y o eir s ate eterans Adminis-
ra IOn ea quarters for counseling and approval. 
Refunds 
S~nce the operating costs of a college must be based up ~\hs~hmate~ enrolln:ent, all students are granted admissi~~ 
l e un erstandmg that they are to remain at least one 
semester. After a student registers there will be no refund 
I>S 29 
fl•gistration fee. When a student withdraws, refund 
l •I\ will be governed by the following policy: 
'r. a thin 2 weeks 80 per cent refund 
Within third week 
Within fourth week 
Within fifth week 
After 5 weeks 
60 per cent refund 
40 per cent refund 
20 per cent refund 
No refund 
..;tudents leaving the dormitory by permission of the 
1 rustration will be refunded rent for the unused time ex-
pt that the use for any part of a month will be counted a s 
full month. 
Cost of meals will be refunded for the unused portion of 
cmester when removal from the dining hall has full sane-
" of the president and the business manager. But refunds 
part of a week will be based on cost of individual meals. No 
'und can be made for meals missed while the student is en-
llt,d. No refund is made of registration or special fees. If the 
.thdrawal results from the student's misconduct, the insti-
l 11 ion is under no obligation to make any refunds. 
li rt•akage Refund 
Students withdrawing prior to the close of a semester or 
•I the end of the first semester will make application for 
lorcakage refund at the Business Office. If the application is 
not completed within thirty days after withdrawal, the de-
JIOSit w ill be forfeited. 
Refund applications will be available from the chemistry 
1nd physics teachers for all students at the close of the semes-
1 •r and the refund will be made in cash at the Business Office, 
provided the account is paid. Otherwise it will be credited 
to the student's account. 
General Regulations 
No diploma, certificate, transcript or letter of recommen-
dation will be granted to students who have failed to take 
care of any indebtedness to the college. 
At the discretion of the administration of the college, 
students may be suspended for non-payment of their indebt-
edness. Students who have not cleared all financial obliga-
tions to the college will not receive grades or credits. 
All compensation due students employed by the college 
will be applied on charges for tuition, fees, room or board, if 
such students are indebted to the college for an y or all of 
these items. 
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Picturesque Pattie Cobb Hall, women's dormitory and dining hall. 
Reserving Rooms 
Every reservation for a dormitory room or an apartment 
must be accompanied by a deposit of $25.00. If the reserva-
tion i~ cancelled this deposit is refunded, provided the re-
quest IS made to the college not later than August 1 for fall 
sen:ester reservations and not later than January 10 for 
spnng semester reservations. 
A room deposit cannot be applied to the student's cur-
rent expenses. It is returned to the student at graduation or 
at the close of the school year in May provided the student 
does not plan to come back to school the following year. Room 
or apartment deposits will not be refunded to students who 
move out of College h ousing facilities at any time during the 
regular school year, with the exception of students who com-
plete all requirements for a degree from Harding at the end 
of the fall semester. 
Room Furnishings 
The dormitories are steam heated so two blankets should 
be sufficient cover. The beds are all t~in size. Students will 
need four or six sheets, two or three pillow cases, a pillow, a 
bed spread, and an adequate supply of towels and face cloths. 
Students may bring table lamps, small radios, and small 
:ecord players.. Women may wish to bring an iron and iron-
mg board. Miscellaneous articles can be purchased at local 
stores as needed. 
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t•eds 
r v's climate is quite mild, but there will be warm 
, d days, and rainy days. Both men and women 
1 vtll need to bring about the usual college clothes, 
I !I 1bout the same number and kind worn to high 1 college elsewhere. For the women, we would 
t blouses, sweaters, skirts, dresses, loafers or saddle 
!I heels and hose, and a conservative evening dress for 
I 'occasions. A raincoat, rain boots, and umbrella w ill 
led. 
The Summer Session 
Tl1• summer session at Harding is an integral part of 
total program of the institution. By means of the 
1111 r session a student can either accelerate or broaden 
ducntional program. Summer students have the advan-
tl Harding of air-conditioned classrooms, library, stu-
t . , nter and cafeteria. 
l'ho summer session is divided into two five-week terms 
days per week. A student may carry a maximum of 
h l\lrs each term. Expense~ are as follows: 
One Term Both Terms 
aition ($12 per semester hour) 
H• gistration fee (activities, library, health) 
I lonrd and room 
$72.00 
7.50 
65.63 
TOTAL $145.13 
$144.00 
15.00 
131.25 
$290.25 
Reservations and requests for information for the sum-
' r session should be directed to the Office of Admissions. 
Endowments 
In order to assure the permanence of the vital service 
luch t he college is giving, friends of the institution have 
t.1blished endowments, scholarships, and other forms of 
nnncial aid. Endowments are permanently invested and 
I wome is used for the general operational expenses of the 
( alleges. It is hoped that other frien ds w ill continue to add to 
tlwse assets which broaden the service which the college can 
['IYC and provide that this service will continue through the 
..nrs to come. 
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The Harry R. Kendall Fund 
Mr. Harry R. Kendall left a bequest in the form of stocl, 
ha':ing. a value of approximately $2,500,000, the income O'! whiC~ IS to be used for the regular operating expenses ol 
Hardmg College. None of the stock can be sold for a m ini 
mum of twenty years. The income constitutes an important 
endowment for Harding College. 
Ford Foundation Endowment 
Among the many colleges over the nation included in t he 
extremely li?eral gift of the Ford Foundation in 1956 Harding 
College received endowment assets of approximately $200,000. 
Scholarships, Loan Funds, Awards, Student Aids 
. The American Founders Scholarship Fund of $100 is 
available to a wort~y student on the basis of scholarship and 
need. An unrestncted grant of similar size goes into the 
gener:;tl fund of the College. This has been established by the 
An:encan Foun~ers Insurance Company of Austin, Tex ., 
_which has a P?hcy whereby 25 per cent of all dividends go 
mto the Amencan Founders Educational Foundation to be 
used for Christian education. 
T. H. Barton Scholarship Fund, amounting to approxi-
mately $3,500, was established by Colonel T. H. Barton 
of El Dorado, Arkansas. 
Dr. G_eorge S . Benson Student Loan Fund of $1,050 
was estabh~hed by_ the faculty of Harding College in honor of 
Dr. Benson s electwn as Arkansan of 1953. It provides for 
short term loans to undergraduate students. 
Z. Bensky Scholarship Fund of $1500 was provided 
through the generosity of Mr. Z. Bensky of Little Rock Ark-a~sas. The income from this fund is to provide schol~rship 
aid for a student in dramatics. 
Booth_ Brothers Memorial Scholarship, established by the 
Booth family of Searcy as a memorial scholarship of $3 000 
allows the income to be awarded annually to a Searcy student: 
. G. C. Brewe; Memorial Scholarship was established by 
fnends and relah~es of the late minister to aid worthy stu-d~nts. ~he fund Is not complete, and it is hoped that others 
Will contmue to add to it. 
W. J. CarT Scholarship was founded by a aift of $2 500 
from W. J. Carr of Junction City, Arkansas. "' ' 
33 
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. H. R. Kendall Loan Fund, the present amount of wh• 
Is . $1?,650, was a gift from Mr. H. R. Kendall of Chien• 
lllm01s. The purpose of this fund is to assist students in t1 
school of religion. 
. Mrs. Pauline. Law Scholarship of $2,650, established I 
yvill of Mrs. Paulme Law of Granite, Oklahoma, permits th mt~rest from the fund to be used in scholarships for m in
1 terial students selected by the College. 
~· P. and Bulah Luse Opportunity Trust Number 1 w
11 esta~hshed by ~r. and Mrs. W . P. Luse of Dallas, Texas. F und• 
provided by th1s Trust are loaned to pre-engineering student 
only. 
. T~e Della Nic~o~as Loan Fund amounting to $5,032.87. 
Is available for ministerial students at the undergraduat 
le:rei. This was ?lade available by the will of the late Dell11 
NICholas of Huntmgton, West Virginia. 
?rphan Scholarship Fund of $9,000, raised by friends of 
H ;_;rdmg College, was established to assist students from cer-tam orphan homes. 
Sam W . Peebles Memorial Scholarship, now $1,700, was 
started by comrades and friends of Lt. Sam W. Peebles, J r. , 
a graduate of 1938, who was killed in service on November 
22, 1944. It had b~en his purpose to establish a scholarship ~und to help d~servmg students. It is hoped that it may be 
Increased by his friends until it is large enough to fulfill h is dream. 
Cathcart Hall, one of three women's dormitories. 
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1r Ministerial Student Fund of $150 was 
• M. Pryor to aid ministerial students. 
fr Jesse P. Sewell Loan Fund, now $1,150, is 
tult 1 lcrial students who have attended at least 
m I larding College, whose work and ~haracter 
r\ recipients to be chosen by the chairman of 
pu
1
llnent, the Dean, and the Business Manager 
tores, Inc., Student Loan Fund of $500 is avail-
• mg students who have B:ttende:J at least one 
1 f trding College, who are domg satisfactory work 
1 of good character. 
li ~tirman Scholarship was established by frie~ds 
1 o£ Ralph Stirman, a member of the class of 42, 
I ,r polio in December, 1952. 
I ut Loan Fund, amounting to $900, is provided to 
1thy students of Harding College. 
Gcmus Awards of $100 each are given to the boy 
ad m aking the highest scholastic averages at Har-
olk•ge during the academic year. These awards are 
tl.rough the generosity of the late Mr. C. L. Ganus, Sr., 
Odeans, Louisiana. 
Utley Award, established by Mr. Morton Utley of 
1 .• 1, California, is an annual award of $100 _for 
· udent showing the greatest dev~lopment :Ju.rmg 
c tdemic year. The faculty will determme the recipient. 
l/t(' Wall Street Journal medal and a one-year subscrii?-
' o the publication each spring are awarded to the bu~I­
tdministration major with the best record of sc~olarship 
I who has been using the Wall Street Journal. This award 
tde through the Department of Business Administration. 
'ablishing Other Scholarships 
Studies have shown that for every .s~udent in _colle~e 
•·o is another student with equal ab1hty w_ho fmds. It 
,, mcially impossible to obtain a co~lege educatiOn . . To m-
'. t in these students is a worth-while work. Hardmg Col-
I •o invites others to establish similar scholarships through 
tfts and legacies. 
Honor Scholarships and Grants-in-Aid 
Honor scholarships, special scholarships ox: grants-in-aid 
1ro available to a small number of high-rankmg graduates 
0 ( high schools or junior colleges each year or to students 
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with special abilities or with special needs. Such scholar 
.ships and grants may be awarded for one to four years. Sine t~e sc~olarships and aids are based upon ability as well a 
fmancial need, students should submit applications with n 
complete scholarship record and letters of recommendation 
from their superintendents, principals, teachers or other11 
who know the quality of their work, their ability, personality 
and character. Applications may be submitted to the Admis· 
sions office with applications for entrance. 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Students who are permanently disabled may receive, at 
no cost to themselves, vocational counselino- and financial 
assistance toward the cost of their college tr:ining provided 
the voc~t.ion~l objective of the disabled person is approved by 
a rehabihtatwn counselor. The student should apply directly 
to the vocational rehabilitation counseling service of the 
Department of Education in his own state and should at the 
same ~ime notify. the Business Manager of the College so he 
may give any assistance necessary. 
Student Employment 
A limited amount of work is available to help deserving 
students meet their college expenses. Those who expect t o 
work must make application to the Coordinator of Student 
Empl<;>yment and obtain specific work assignments before 
reachmg the campus. Otherwise, the student should not 
count upon employment by the College. 
. Students are advised not to apply for more work than 
Is absolutely necessary. Any student who works more than 
three hours a day must limit his academic load. (See page 52) 
Beaumont Memorial Library 
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Alumni Association 
ding College maintains an Alumni Office on the sec-
' r Ganus Student Center. This office serves as the 
through which the various activities of the A!u~ni 
l 1 n nre coordinated. The purposes of the AssociatiOn 
1 uot.e the welfare of Harding College and a mutually 
I r 'lationship between the alumni and their Alma 
t ndcr the direction of the Executive Secretary an 
l•l~ file on all alumni is maintained. Membership in 
111tion includes alumni of Harding College, Arkansas 
1 College, Harper College, Cordell Christian College, 
Bible and Literary College, Monea College and 
Jhhlc School. 
llu A lum ni News, containing information. about the 
~~ well as alumni, is published quarterly and sent to 
unuti in the active file. The Alumni Office assists in 
I ntation of new students at the beginning of each 
tc . In the fall two periods of fellowship are planned 
n connection with the annual meeting of the Arkansas 
t11m Association and the other on the campus during 
tureship . The chief activities of the Association are 
uring commencement week in June at which time the 
I business meeting is held. Alumni are encouraged to 
m annual contribution to the Alumni Fund. 
Ac·tive chapters of the Association have been organized 
lu·ge number of centers. New chapters are organized 
llltilly. These chapters are helpful to the College in re-
t lng students, advertising and supplying financial aid. 
•lso afford periods of fellowship for the alumni. 
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Ganus Student Center is a favorite spot for all stud ts 
en . 
Student Activities 
Co-curricular activities at Ha d" d . 
courage each student's partie· t•r m_g are esigned to en 
periences. Faculty members Ipa wn md ~aluable group ex 
organizations. serve as a VIsors to all student 
Student Association 
Th~ Student Association, composed of all st d . 
to provide a closer cooperation b t th u ents, exists 
administration and facult . e. w~en e students and the 
institution and in furni h. m achievmg t~e objectives of t he 
t• · . s mg a systematic plan of t d t p_ar ICipati~n in the responsibilities of th C ll Th s u en 
t1ve Council of the St d t A . e 0 ege. e Execu-s~udents chosen annual~ eb~ th:so~Idtion bcodsists of fifteen 
tives from the Council serv : u d~nt o y. Representa-
which are concerned with set odn stan llfng faculty committees 
u en we are. 
Religious Meetings 
In addition to the d ·1 h 1 . College plans religious ro aJ Y c ape and Bible classes, the 
of students. Traditio~al g::H:s td .mee~ thh various interests 
Meeting at which religious the~:s I~;e Id. t e ]..~tbday Night 
and faculty members Spec· 1 . t Iscusse Y students 
the problems of missi~n ka m erest groups also study 
lectures treating the vital~or an~f evangelism. A series of 
ducted by men of outstan~f:es a ec~ing the chur?~ is con-
year during the fall semest g expenence and ability each 
er. 
IIITII~S 39 
------------------------------
h• \ational Honor Scholarship Society 
Ia 1 I lonor Society was organized in 1936 to en-
r l ognize superior scholarship in the student 
t7 I ho Alpha Honor Society was affiliated as the 
( hnpter of the Alpha Chi National Honor Schol-
l Membership in the local and national Society 
lht upper ten percent of the senior class each year, 
t ' hola rship level of each Honor student is 3.5 or 
lt I he upper ten percent of the junior class whose 
• vel is 3.7 or above. The Society presents a 
ommencement to the graduating member with 
l four-year scholastic record. 
Forensics and Dramatics 
llmts from the College have made commendable 
n oratorical and debating contests and invitational 
ntR both in this and in other states. 
I {1, >7 the Arkansas Zeta Chapter of Pi Kappa Delta 
h•red on the campus. This is the largest national 
honorary society. Membership in the society is open 
\\ ho participate in intramural or intercollegiate con-
n «!;.•bate, extemporaneous speaking, oratory, public dis-
n nnd legislative assembly. 
11r una tic activities center in the Campus Players and 
1 I' i Omega. Four three-act plays are presented as part 
t mnual Lyceum Series. Membership in the Campus 
r is by apprenticeship. Membership in the Eta Omega 
II'· r of Alpha Psi Omega, national dramatic fraternity, is 
n l!ution to Campus Players of superior dramatic ability. 
Music Activities 
Participation in the music organizations of the campus is 
1 I o all students. These organizations, directed by mem-
of the music faculty, include the A Cappella Chorus, the 
ling Chorale, the Women's Ensemble, the Men's Quartet, 
Hn.nd, and Sumphonette. These groups appear in programs 
the campus, before local organizations and in high schools 
r I churches in Arkansas and nearby states. A radio program, 
lltllms from the Harding Campus, is recorded weekly. Public 
tnls are presented by the music faculty and music majors 
rrd an opera, cast entirely from student talent, is produced in 
tlw spring in cooperation with the Speech Department. 
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Harding's A Cappella Chorus is heard on nearly 200 radio stations. 
Student Publications 
The Bison, the college weekly newspaper, is edited and 
published by students. The paper has won numerous awards 
in the competitive events sponsored by the Arkansas College 
Press Association. 
The Petit Jean, the college annual, is published in the 
spring of each year by a staff chosen by the editor and busi-
ness manager who have been previously selected from the 
senior class. 
Special Interest Clubs 
A number of organizations on the campus are designed 
to afford students with similar academic, professional or 
avocational interests the opportunity of meeting together. 
The Accounting Club offers those interested in account-
ing the opportunity for independent group study of problems 
and openings in the field of accounting. 
The Art Club offers oppor"tunity for those interested in 
art and creative design to work together and discuss problems 
of common interest. 
A Tempo aims to stimulate interest in musical activities. 
This group holds periodic discussions of musical topics, pre-
sents recitals and provides performers requested by off-
campus groups. 
The Dactylology Club gives training in sign language to 
students interested in communicating with the deaf, and 
particularly for the purpose of preparing them to do religious 
teaching among the deaf. 
41 
-
lluilding contains studios, class rooms and practice rooms. 
Ia J.'lnrence Cathcart Chapter of St~dent National Edu-
\ >~ociation aims to stimulate the mte~e.sts of P~hp~~ 
1 hers in professional problems. Aff1hated w1t 
I organization, the local chapter is <?ne of t~e la~est 
roups in the sta.te and ~.number of Its mem ers ave 
d 1 state and natwnal ofncers. . . 
,. Home Economics Club encourages professwnal ~?­
l II\ home economics. The local dt~b holds :ne:nbers lp 
lh late and national Home Economics Assoclatwn ... 
I p etry Club affords to those interested in ~ntmg 
tt '~cri~ds for discussion and criticism and occaswnally 
11 hes a small volume of verse. 
7'1tr Camera Club encourages artistry in. th~ use. of the 
11 1 and cooperates with the student pubhc~tw~s bn hup-
n needed photography. Members ?f this c u ave 
to the well-equipped darkroom m Ganus Student 
1\l( r. k · d.ff ent \-fissions Clubs are interested in mission wor l~ 1 e\ d 
1 J · The N orthern Lights Club is particularly 1~teres e 
\ ol·k in Canada and the Northern states, the R~ss1an Ch~b 
\ ork in Russia. Other clubs at"e interested m work m 
, E ope the Far East and other world areas. 111111 1 ur 1 
7'h Science Club promotes an interest in all phases of 
ncc,e obtains speakers from industries ax;d. other colleges 
I · ·t·es and sponsors a science exh1b1t annually. 1\1 un1vers1 1 1 
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Lecture and Lyceum Series 
Each year lecturers from outstanding universities an• 
dramatic and concert artists of national and internation 
reputation are brought to the campus for presentation to th· 
College and the community. 
Social Clubs 
Women's and men's social clubs have been organized tr 
provide for students a wholesome social life with opportum 
ties to develop leadership abilities and cooperative attitude11 
Club activities include regular meetings, informal parties, 
banquets and outings. It is the college policy that each 
student receive an invitation to membership in a social club. 
Athletics 
In addition to the intercollegiate program Harding pro-
vides an active program of intramural athletics for both m en 
and women. The physical education program, in which a 
large percentage of students participate, is planned to obtain 
maximum values in health and recreation. Regular schedules 
of sports are arranged throughout the year and every student 
is given an opportunity to take part. Among the major ac-
tivities are intramural football, softball, baseball, basketball, 
volleyball, tennis and track and field events. The excellent 
and varied facilities of Rhodes Memorial Field House, the in-
door swimming pool and a skating rink are used extensively 
throughout the year for recreational purposes. 
Rhodes Memorial Field House is center of indoor sports. 
IOt:GULATIONS 43 
General Regulations 
<•I the a ims of Harding College is to maintain a~d 
( hristian standards of life. In all matters pertam-
1« 1 onal conduct, students are expec~ed to behave ~s 
hJ,. citizens in a Christian commumty. A stu~ent s 
th n for admission to the institution implies his ac-
of the objectives and regulations of the College. Any 
\ ho is antagonistic to the spirit of the College and 
t1 . not intend to support its. p_oli.cies . should not 
I rhe College aims to have its diSCiplme firm,, re~son­
llld sympathetic. It reserves the right to dismiss a 
1 • whenever in its judgment the general welfare of the 
t . • 10n seems to require such action. . 
ludents are responsible for reading and obse.rvmg a.II 
I , t1ons in the Student Handbook. The followmg basic 
If •liOns are designed to contribute to the welfare of each 
I ut. 
lr ('lasses 
The College believes that a knowledge of the Bible 17nd 
1ppreciation of its teachings constitute the foundation 
building happy and useful lives. Therefore,, eac~ stude~t 
r~ (JUired each semester to enroll in a course m Bible or m 
n opproved course in a related field. 
'pel Attendance 
One of the most important periods of the day is the 
l1 1pel service which draws faculty and st~dents to~eth~,r 
, , 11 common experience. The quiet devotwna! penod. IS 
( •llowed by programs which are designed to stimulate m-
t··llcctual, religious and aesthetic development. Each student 
I required to attend daily chapel. 
f 'hurch Attendance 
Students are required to attend church services each 
, 'unday morning and evening. 
Von-Resident Students 
Local students are expected to obs~rye :olle~e regula-
Lions while on campus and when participatmg m college 
nctivities. 
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Resident Students 
Boarding students are required to room in the collev• 
dormitories. Exception to this regulation must be approvCi 
by the President. 
Student Marriages 
Students who marry secretly or who falsify their maritul 
status automatically sever their relationship with the College 
Tobacco 
The College discourages the use of tobacco. Women stu -
dents are not permitted to smoke. Men must confine their 
smoking to their own dormitory rooms or to the room of 
another student who smokes. 
Visiting 
Permission to spend week-ends away from the College 
requires that the written consent of parents or guardians be 
sent directly to the dormitory officials. Students are not per-
mitted to remain off campus overnight with friends in town. 
Moral Conduct 
Drinking, gambling, hazing, obscene literature and pic-
tures and profanity are not consistent with the moral 
standards of a Christian institution. Students are expected 
to recognize this fact and govern themselves accordingly. 
Personnel Services 
Personnel services are available to each student to assist 
him in his total development. Major services include regis-
tration, orientation, individual testing and counseling ac-
cording to student needs. 
Counseling Service 
Each student is assigned to a faculty member who serves 
as his advisor for both academic and personal problems. 
Freshmen and sophomores are generally assigned to lower 
division counselors. At the end of the sophomore year stu-
dents are counseled by the department chairmen in their 
respective major fields of interest. The Personnel Office 
maintains a cumulative folder of information on each student. 
45 
0 /ice 
1• r IC)nnel Office is responsible for the college .c~l:n­
oordination and supervision of student act~vitles 
llntcnance and general oversight of the residence 
I' ICe 
ting service is closely connected to the counseling 
J'his office maintains an adequate supply of tests 
Ju t udent in understanding himself. Such tests. a.lso 
ou nselor in understanding the .stu?e~t. In additwn 
1111 1se of testing, the Testing Office iS i~ charge o~ thi 
\ 11,1) testing program. It also provides vocatwna 
for students. 
1t Office 
Placement Office keeps in constant to~ch with 
1ndustries, and businesses, and assists Hardmg g:ad-
rnduating seniors, and graduates of any . reco~mzed 
o·ollege who have completed Or are completmg. SiX C(6[ 
t••l' hours of acceptable graduate work at Hardmg .o-
Jn finding suitable positions. The demand for Hardmg 
ll des for positions of responsibility is greater than. the 
, can supply . All graduating seniors _must reg1ster 
h . he Placement Office. Graduates may wr_1te bac~hto ti:e 
h l' at any time for help in s~curing new Jobs. ere iS 
h trge for this service to Hardmg College graduates. 
1 th Service 
The Health Program provides within the registration 
11t the following services for all students: . . 
1. A physical examination at the begmnmg of the 
•mester in which the student enters. 
2. Emergency and accident car~ which can be ade-
quately administered in the college mfir:na:Y· 
3 . Hospitalization in the college mhrmary ~po~ 
recommendation of the college nurse: ~ince ~ospitah­
;mtion beyond our own i:r:firmary_ serv1ce lS not l~clude_d, 
,1 student accident and sickness msurance plan 1s avall-
otble to all full-time students a~ a cost <?f $6.05 per se:ne~­
ter under a student group pohcy. Th1s cover~ hos~:ntah-
7.ation, surgical fees, and medical care as p:ov1ded m _the 
policy and includes all ~ntramural_ and mtercolleg1ate 
athletic activities except mtercolleg1ate football. 
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Smallpox vaccination is a requisite to entrance 
Health service does not c f · 
examinations X r d over cost 0 drugs, extensh, 
chronic illne~ses- ~;s~ccfJ:!~!s ca.re {d. medical a~tention foe 
voluntary activities such ·' tmc u Ilg those mcurred ill 
which require the services ~~ ~n ran:u:a sports .and out!ng 
zation These · physician or outside hospita )1 
· services may be d thr 
but the student will be expected tarrangteh dd~u~h the nurst A d 0 pay e a Itlonal cost 
stu ent may select his h · · . · 
with the Health Service Th eli p YSICian m consultation 
cial responsibility for. d~ lo ege ~oes not assume finan· 
student p· . 1 me Ica service arranged by tho 
. mancia responsibility of th C ll f 
service ends with the term. t' f ~ o ege or health Ina IOn o one s student status. 
Science Hall is shaded by majestic oaks. 
Academic Information 
Admission 
Harding College desires to d . t d 
qualified to contribute to th 11 a mi ~tu ents who are 
benefit from the opportunitie e co ege environm~nt and can 
bility is decided in terms f. s odffer~d. An apphcant's eligi-
d · 0 aca emiC preparation h t e ucatwnal interests and ab Tt t d 11 ' c arac er, I I Y o o co ege work. 
Application forms for admission t H . 
may be obtained from the Office of Adm? . ardEg College 
date should become acquainted with th Isbsi.onts: ach candi-
e o Jec IVes and reg-
11\lFORMATION 47 
the College. A transcript will ultimately be re-
t clo not wait till the end of your school year to 
II 1tion. A room deposit of $25 should accompany 
1l1on. Married students desiring an apartment 
ncl n deposit of $25. 
It 1lCS of accredited high schools, or non-graduates 
~ •t•ptable units, may meet the academic requirement 
10n by presenting an official transcript. Applicants 
ll•• 1 rcdited high schools, or those 21 year of age or 
th f<>wer than 15 acceptable high school credits, may 
tlr mce requirements by passing certain psychological 
I "cment tests. 
•I Standing 
tudent who has completed certain work at a recog-
•llcge or university may be admitted to Harding Col-
With advanced standing. Candidates for admission 
ld Jlt·csent to the Office of Admissions a transcript of 
• hool and college work, and the regular admission forms. 
llnt·ding College reserves the right to evaluate a student's 
• 1 pt and to accept only such courses as meet the re-
wnts established for graduation. Work with D 
IS not accepted for transfer. Not more than three 
of college work or 96 semester hours will be accepted 
,J graduation. For graduates of junior colleges not 
than 68 semester hours of credit may be transferred . 
. presenting transfer credit from non-accredited institu-
'' may have their work evaluated by special examination 
('•n the basis of satisfactory work completed in residence. 
ttmnce Tests 
Each freshman is required to take a series of tests as a 
tl of his orientation program. Test results are made avail-
lie• to the student's counselor to assist in guiding the student 
I• the selection of courses, the recognition and removal of 
tknesses and the selection of fields of interests compatible 
I h ability and previous preparation. A student falling too 
I on the psychological test will be given probationary status 
unti l he demonstrates ability to do college work. Students 
1 11!4Sing any parts of the freshman tests and having to have 
n o;ccond testing date will be charged a fee of $2.50; those 
1n1ssing the second time will be charged $5.00 for a third date. 
'o student can be approved for full freshman standing until 
nil tests are completed. 
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Students may have an interpretation of their test rC)<I 
by making an appointment with the Counseling Office. 
Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Tests 
A series of tests is given all sophomores during the • 
ond semester of their sophomore year as part of the requu 
ment for approval to continue with junior-senior work. Tc 
results are also used for counseling. The same fees 111 
charged for late tests as in the case of freshmen. 
A qualifying examination is given in the junior year l 
all those who have not previously established satisfactor 
competence in English. Additional assistance in English 1 
then arranged for those who need it. 
During the last semester of the senior year all graduat<: 
are given a series of tests as part of the requirement for th 
degree. 
Classification of Students 
Regular students carrying 12 or more hours per semesto1 
who have met entrance requirements are classified as fresh 
men. Those having 27 hours of college credit at the begin 
ning of any semester are classified as sophomores. Those 
with 60 hours are juniors. Those with 87 hours are seniors. 
The necessary scholarship must be maintained at each level. 
Non-degree students who do not meet entrance requirements 
but who wish to enroll in certain courses for personal develop-
ment may, upon approval of the Dean, be admitted as special 
students. 
Academic Regulations 
Class and Chapel Attendance. Admission to college im-
plie!: that the student will observe the regulations of the 
school in regard to class and chapel attendance. Regular 
attendance and participation in classroom activities are neces-
sary for the attainment of a student's educational objective. 
Regular chapel attendance contributes to his moral, spiritual 
and intellectual growth. 
If the College should find that the student does not intend 
to meet his responsibilities for attendance at classes and 
chapel, he will be asked to withdraw. 
Class Changes. No student is permitted to change or 
leave a class without the approval of the instructor, the coun-
selor and the Dean. Any student changing a class will be 
charged a fee of $1.00 unless the change is required by the 
institution. Class changes are not permitted after Monday 
It Jo.G ULATIONS 49 
h week of any semester except for unusual circum-
1 nnly with the approval of t he instructor, coun-
th department head involved. . 
) ps No charge is made for droppmg a class. 
rt1 . d 'th t the unanimous approval of t he 
roppe WI douD .ll be marked F. Courses 
c ounselor an ean WI 
II Monday of the fourth week will notdappeafr t~ 
C d pped after Mon ay o e 
'' record. . ourses ro f "WP" r "WF" depend-
' k will receive a grade o . o . . t the 
"hether the student is passmg or faihkngba 
• d ft the eleventh wee ecause 1t dnsses droppe a er k d 'th "WF" or ibilit y of failure may be mar e ei er 
lt • discretion of the instructor. 
ll' g after the day set If• Bnrollment. Students enro m f f $5 00 
lrntion are charged a late enrollment ee o . . 
wunt of course work to be carried is also reduced ac-
to t he time of entrance. 
. d ft Monday of the fourth I I 'ollment is not ~ermitte ta er d after the first week 
1 the fall and sprmg semes ers an E 
t for limited programs. xcep-lt r s~mmer ltet~m exces~ be approved by the instructor, 
0 thts regu a wn mu 
1111selor and the Dean. . . . 
I . t. s A sufficient number of exammatwn_s, m-
rtlmtna ton · . d . n a semester to prov1de a 
I nr( a final,. arfe gived urSt~dents are expected to take 
• 1ctory bas1s or gra es.. . If t d t misses an 
' •ularly scheduled exa~matwns. fi a J ubyenthe college 
t ' b cause of Illness con rme . 
· ":~ ~~~i:i.p~r~~1:~~:=~~p::i~ili~~ ~.~~~·;~~:~F~ 
Jh ove k xamination may be arrange a 
'he Reg~strar, f y:a. e-~p ~tor In an emergency a student 
t•onvemence o t : u~s ru k final examination out of 
' . be gr~nJet peXlb~o~;~;:si~na of the instructor and the :~n~n~ b~ ~h: ~ayment of $1.00 examination fee. . 
G d R rts of semester and mid-Reports and ra es. epo d ' A report 
mcster grades are sent to parents or guar_ Ians. 
t 'sfactory work may be sent at any time. 
'" unsa 1 . h 
Scholarship or achievement of the student m eac course 
expressed as follows: 
A-Excellent or outstanding 
B-Good to superior 
C-Average 
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D-Below average, the lowest passing mark 
E--Conditional failure, removable by second examination 
F-Failure 
S-Satisfactory, but without reference to the quality 
of achievement 
!-Incomplete 
W-Withdrawn with approval and passing grade 
An I may be given only when the student has been unable 
complete a course for reasons which in the judgment of tl 
instructor have been unavoidable. Incompletes must bo ' 
moved the following semester. Those not completed with 
the specified time automatically become F. 
Definition of Semester Hour. A semester hour of crc<l 
requires one hour of recitation or lecture per week for I 
weeks. Two or three hours of laboratory work are equivalc tot 
to one hour of recitation. 
Honors and Honor Points. In order to determine the 
student's scholarship level, the following points are assign d 
for each hour of the indicated grade: A, 4; B, 3; C, 2; D, I. E, F and S, 0. 
An Honor Roll is published each semester of t hose 
achieving high scholarship. To be eligible for the H onot 
Roll a student must be carrying 12 hours of work or m ore. 
Freshmen must have an average scholarship level of 3.25, 
sophomores, juniors, and seniors a level of 3.5, with no grade 
marked "incomplete" and no grade below C for the semester. 
Students who achieve a scholastic level of 3.30 points 
during their entire college course are graduated "cum laude." 
Those with an average of 3.60 are graduated "magna cum 
laude." Those who have an average of 3.85 are graduated 
"summa cum laude." 
Scholarship levels. Students are urged to keep their 
scholarship levels as high as possible. When it appears evi-
dent that the student is either unable or unwilling to main-
tain standards of satisfactory achievement in his academic 
work, appropriate steps will be taken by the College. 
Two bases are used in the computing of scholarship 
levels, the semester and the cumulative. Semester scholar-
ship levels are computed on the basis of the number of hours 
carried during the semester including failing grades. Cumu-
lative scholarship levels are computed on the basis of the 
51 Ill' I IW.:_:E~L~S:_ _________ _ 
II only in which credit has been ear~~d. I If .a 
ow the minimum semester level for IS c ass.I-
h ·n be placed on scholastic 11
, semester , e WI . 2 OO h" he If a 1 his cumulative level IS · or Ig r. . 
ln·low his appropriate level for t~o successiVe 
wdl be placed on scholastic probatiOn rhegal rd~~s 
I 1 I The minimum semester sc oars Ip 1 1ttvc eve · . f 11 ws · lu d i Cferent classifications IS as o o . 
mt•sler freshman ............... .. .... ... .... .. .... ... .... . 1 '35 
d t•mester freshman .. ...... ... ... ... ... ... ... ........ .... 1·50 
more ..... .. ..... .. ........ ... ... ..... .. ... ... .... ... ... ... ..... :: ::::: ~:~~ 
r .......... · .. .... .. .. ........ .... .... ... ... ... ... ... .. .. .. ... ... 2.00 
r ......... ... .. .... ... .. ..... .. ............. ... .... .. ......... ..... .. .. . 
11 JIU t ing the semester scho},arsh,ip llle~s, . g~i~d=d~f 
II Ia• omitted but grades of WF WI e m d t 
rc.llowing policy governs the suspension of ta stu ~~ 
d f . . . At the end of any semes er a s -
I uc· e ICiencies. . 'f h f '1 h If or more of the l bjcct to suspensiOn I e ai s a 
1 \\ hich he is enrolled. . 
lw end of the freshman year a student is subJect to ~n i ( he has a cumulative average less t~an 1.~0. 
t tlw end of the sophomore year a student Is subJect to 
It\ if 
he has a cumulative average less than 1.75, or 
he has been on scholastic probatio~ for tw~ sedesf 
tors and failed to remove his probatwn at t e en o 
the sophomore year, or 
. 'dent that he will be unable to meet ( 1 1t appears evi . C 11 
graduation requirements at Hardm~ o ~ge. 
A I the end of the junior year a student IS subJect to sus-
on if 
I t) he has less than a 1.90 cumulative average, or 
(b) has been on. scholastic probation ~or two s.emes-~:rs or more and failed to remove this probatiOn at 
the end of his junior year, or 
. . 'dent that he will be unable to meet (c) It appears evi · . C 11 
graduation requirements at Hardmg o ege. 
'!'he probation policy applies to the regular scfhool sess~on. 
. 11 oved only at the end o a semes er, 
c ' >ntion Istno:dm ase~:S~:. Summer school study, however, 1 t never a mi - · 
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may be accepted in removing probation based on cumuln' 
average provided the summer school program has been 
proved in advance by the Scholarship Committee. 
A student who has been suspended will normally lx.• 
quired to drop out for at least a full semester. He may 
permitted, however, to attend the summer session and if 
achieves an adequate record on a program of summer we 
approved in advance by the Scholarship Committee, he n 
be accepted for readmission for the fall semester. 
A student who has been suspended must make applu 
tion to the Scholarship Committee for readmission givu 
evidence that he w ill be able to do satisfactory academic wot 
if readmitted. In general, the second suspension will I 
permanent. 
A student on scholastic probation will be limited t o nc 
more than the normal load. When a student is on scholast' 
probation, he is not permitted to represent the college in au 
extracurricular activity, such as intercollegiate athletic 
chorus trips, debating, dramatic productions, and studenl 
publications. First semester freshmen who have been ad 
mitted from high school on scholastic probation, however , will 
be permitted to represent the college for the remainder of thut 
semester provided their mid-semester average is 1.50 or 
better. For all other classifications the mid-semester grade· 
are not used to establish eligibility. 
The College will attempt to notify both the student and 
his parents regarding the student's scholarship deficiency. 
The student, however, is at all times personally responsible 
for maintaining proper academic standards. 
Amount of Work. The normal course load is 16 hours 
per semester. Students who work for part of their expenses 
are restricted in the amount of course work to be carried. 
Those working 18 to 21 hours a week may enroll for only 16 
hours; those working 22 to 28 hours must limit their load t o 
12 hours. For purposes of registration, however, the Dean 
may permit students to vary one hour from this schedule. 
Sophomores whose scholarship level for the semester 
immediately preceding is 3 .00 may carry 18 hours of credit. 
Juniors and seniors whose scholarship level for the semester 
preceding is 3.00 may carry 19 hours of credit. 
53 
Requirements for Degrees 
College confers the following degrees: BB~~ilora~l 
I l holor of Science, Master of Arts m 1 e 
i Master of Religious Education, an? Master of Arts 
I' • In addition to achieving a satisfactory scholasi 
1 /fh~ candidate for any degree must be of 1o~d ~~:~ 
' A student must have faculty ap~rova . o a 
l ' lt.us During the first semester of hls semor yea\a 
tndidate must present to the Registrar a formal app l-
or graduation. 
terms of graduation outlined in tJ:e catalog under 
!ltudent enrolls at Harding may be dlthdra;m od s~:~ 
hy later requirements if the student ~l no ~a tu 
I r our years of the time he would norm Y gra ua e. 
! •r of Arts and Bachelor of Science Degrees 
· h letion of 128 Tho Bachelor's degree reqmres t e con;p b . 
h f work at least 32 of whiCh must e m lc•r ours o ' h · th ·or year 
nee and not less than 15 of t ese m e ser:I l' t d 
\\1 t sat isfy the requirements in Gener~l Edducabo~ Is e l 
o 50 Forty-five hours must be m a vance. eve 
I ~ The student must have an average sch?larshlp level 
00 ln his major field and in all work at Hardmg tre~en~ed 
1'1\duat ion. Transfer students ~ustht~ke a~ ea;. el;t~~ 
with an average grade of C m t eir maJor l 
lcng. . 
S ecific requirements for each departmental maJor are 
l l;l~d pr eceding the description of courses for£ the gepart-
\1 Unless otherwise stated the degree con erret . u~hn 
t·ompletion of the curriculum of any departmen lS e 
hclor of Arts. 
Organization of Curriculum 
The college program is divided into tw<? phases ~.The 
• IIOral Education Requirements and the MaJor and - mor 
j. Ids of Concentration. 
- - . . h d ree of Master of Arts in Bible 
• I nr informatiOn concer runr i I~ ·o e~ Education consult the Graduate 
nd Religion. and M~st~r 1?. e ~~l~tin For information about ~he 
'chool of Bible .an ehJ~Jon th . bulletin Graduate EducatiOn {nster of Arts m Teac mg see e ' 
11rogram. 
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The General Education Program 
The complex circumstances of our times requin· 
understanding of basic principles in the areas which nf 
our lives most closely. The sciences give insight into the I 
of life and of the physical world and suggest how these 1 
be related to the advancement of human welfare. Literatu 
philosophy and the creative arts reveal the ideas and cone 1 
which have inspired man and helped to build our pre ' 
culture. History and social science present the effort11 
men to meet their basic social problems and point the \\ 
to better understandings. These disciplines with a knowlctl 
of one's own nature and relation to his Creator should enaf, 
the student to arrive at wholesome attitudes toward the wor 
\n which he lives and his responsibilities to man and to Gc 
The General Education requirements are designed t o gi' 
all students these basic understandings, to develop certnu 
essential and fundamental skills which all should possess all• 
to furnish a broad foundation of knowledge for advanc ·ol 
level courses. They are as follows: 
I. Understanding Religious and Spiritual 
Values: Bible 101, 102, 201, 202 .............. .. ............. ..... 4 
II. Understanding the Human and Creative Spirit: 
1. The means of communication: 
English 101-102 and Speech 101 ... ...... .. ... ....... ..... 10 
2. The creative spirit: 
Art 101, Music 101, English 201, 202 .. .................. 10 
III. Understanding the Living World: 
1. The world of life: Biology 101-102 .............. .. ........ 6 
2. Health and recreation: 
*P. E. 201 and 2 hours from 120-123, or 
313, 315, 320 ... ............................. ........ .. ......... .... .... 4 
N. Understanding the Physical World: 
1. The language of mathematics: 
Mathematics 101 or a more advanced course ..... .. . 3 
*Please note the following provisions regarding health and recreation : 
1. Veterans who have spent a year in the armed services may be 
given credit for 2 hours of Personal Hygiene and 2 hours of 
Activities and are excused f rom this r equirement. 
2. Majors in Home Economics may substitute Home Economics 114 
for Physical Educat ion 201 and science majors taking the Bache-
lor of Science degree and those taking the pre-professional courses 
for agriculture, architecture, dentistry, engineering, medical tech-
nology, medicine, optometry, and pharmacy are excused from it. 
ND MINOR FIELDS 55 
,., The physical world: 
4 .. Physical Science 101, 102 ................................... . 
nderstanding the Social World: 
The American scene: 
6 Social Science 101, 102, 103 ........ .. ........................ .. 
'! World Affairs: 6 
Social Science 201, 202 · .. ·· · ........... · ... · .. · · ......... · · .. · .. .. 
Understanding Human Behavior: 3 
• Psychology 201 ...................................................... .. 
56 
. m is normally designed General EducatiOn progra Th student may be 
freshman and sophomore years. . e ent if he can 
·fie course reqmrem 
I from any sp~c~ t st that he already possesses 
II tr·nte by a proficiehntc'! :h course. Exemption based 
n 1wledge to be soug m e . 
'oficiency test carries no credit. 
M · F · ld of Concentration d 
, ,, tid mor te s t f the sophom ore year an 
(luring the second. se:nes 7 t~e junior year the student 
ltlt'r than the begmnldgofo concentration which normally 
1 
.. •cted to choose a fie . f 30 to 40 semester hours I I of a departmentik haJOr o In a departmental major 
I ' minor of at leadst. th o~~~~mpanying minor six hours mester hours an In e 
•' he in advanced level courses. ade a choice of a voca-
ln the case. of s;uden~~ hhili~::~smno established depart-
i m· professwn or. w IC of concentration may be ar-
11111 n:ajor, a sp_ecial fi~f the counselor and the approval 
" •r•d With the assistan_ce f the departments concerned. 
f 'h£' Dean and the chairm:nd o t must complete a minimum 
t broad ar~a major the 24u fnwhich must be in advanced 
I 1~ hours m the .area,_ t ore uired of those who elect a 
' I courses. A minor I S no q 
r ttl area major. h G 1 Education courses and certain 
In addition to t e ehnera . nd minor fields, other 
'b d s in t e maJor a I f h ' I . rcn e course d b the student with the approva o . IS 
·u·ses are selecte ~b d for each major and mmor 
•tnselor. The prescn e CO'~rses 
tel are listed with the offermgs. 
111 112 or Physics 201-202 may Students who complete Chemistry -
waive Physic~! Science 102. hould take Psychology 203, and Ho~e 
Those prepan~g t~ tehch B~chelor of Science program for teachmg 
Economics maJors m t e . 322 instead of Psychology 201. should take Home Economics 
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Suggested Programs 
Students who have not definitely decided upon a 1 
fession or a purpose toward which to direct their educn 1 
will find it advantageous to complete as rapidly as po11 
the prescribed work in General Education. Counselors 
help to outline study programs to fit individual needs, I 
the following is a suggested schedule of courses for the fn 
man and sophomore years. 
First Year 
Second Year 
Semester Hours 
Art 101 ......................... .. .. ..... .. 2 
Biology 101-102 ..... ... ... .. .... .. ... 6 
*English 101-102 .................... 7 
Mathematics 101 or elective . . 3 
Music 101 ....... ........... .... .. ..... ... 2 0
Physical education 120-123, 
or elective . ... . . ..... ... .. . . .......... 2 
*Social Science 101, 102. 103 .. 6 
Speech 101 ...... ... .......... .... ..... 3 ~'Bible 101. 102 ......... .... .. .. .... .. 2 
Semester Huu 
*English 201, 202 . .. . . . ... . . ...... .. I 
Ma thematics 101 or elective . 1 
Physical Education 201 ..... .. ' 
Physical Science 101, 102. ... I 
Psychology 201 ............... ..... .. :1 
*Social Science 201, 202 ..... ... li 
Electives .......... .......... .. ... ... ... ... G 
*Bible 201. 202 ..... ...... ... .. .. ...... 2 
32 
33 
*These courses are to be completed as listed in the freshman or sopho 
more years, with the exception that any student who can dem 
onstrate that he has ah·eady achieved the development sought 
t h rough any course may choose an elective instead. A certa in 
number of freshmen a re regularly excused from English 101 and 
Mathematics 101 on the basis of entrance tests. On the other hand 
since English is so basic in all college work, a student who is 
deficient in preparation s!lould take English 100 before attempting 101. 
0
Students may take Physical Education 313, 315, or 320 in later 
vears in lieu of 120-123 if they desire. For other exemptions from 
Physical Education see notes 1 and 2 under General Educat ion Requirements (preceding page) . 
Further explanations: For students planning to major in 
specific fields or pursuing certain pre-professional courses .the 
above program must be changed to meet the requirements of 
the chosen major or profession. The following pages outline 
a number of pre-professional curricula. Those involving the 
natural sciences assume that the student has adequate high 
school preparation in mathematics - at least a year and a 
half of algebra and a year of plane geometry. A student who 
is deficient in this preparation will have to take Mathematics 
105 before taking 151 or 152. Changes should not be made in 
these programs without the approval of the counselor. For 
specific requirements a student seeking a professional degree 
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. hi rofessional counselor the 
t consult with f pr~-p 1 chool which he wishes 
t 'tnlog of the pro esslOna s ofessional courses in 
'l'lw counselor .fo_r the Jre-pcf l technology is the 
' lit>nistry, medicme t:B· r-:icl~f Sciences, in archi-
,( the department o lOd o harmacy the chairman 
Ill 11\cering, opto~etp~ ~n ps· and in 'law and social 
1' • t ment of PhyslCa citence t' of History and Social 
I hnirman of the depar men 
..; AND SECRETARIAL EDUCATION 
d . clerical secretarial or office 
tdc•nts i~~ereste m l t 'th~r the one-year or the 
•ry positions may e ec ei 
II terminal programs. 
One-Year Terminal Program 
tudents with no prior training in secretarial science 
1 ·lrmester 
II 
Second Semester 
Spring 
Semester Hours Semester Hours 
~.,:,}~·~ 
1J Science 101 ·· ······· ·· ······· 
1 101 ·· ········· ··· ··· ····· ··········· · 
15 
3 Business 102 ..... ... ...... ...... ........ 2 
Business 106 · · · ·· · ··· · ·· · · ·· · · ··· · · · · · · · 2 
Business 117 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 3 
Business 218 · · · ·· · ··· · · ·· · ··· · ··· · · · · · · · 
Social Science 102, 103 . . ... . ... . f 
Bible 102 ...... ....... .. ............ .. .... . 
15 
. . . h rthand or typewriting For those with prior trammg m s o 
• til 
Semester Hours 
IIMiness 102 or 103 ....... ....... .. ~ 
11 iness 106 or 107 ... ·· · · ·· · ··· ·· · 
3 usiness 108 ········· ··· ··· ··· ··· ·· ····· 4 
nl(lish 101 ····· ····· ········· ······· ·· 
ocial Science 101 or 102 ···· i 
liblc 101 ···· ·· ·· ·· ···· ·· ········ ····· ·· · 
15 
Spring 
Semester Hours 
3 Business 103 ·· · · ·· ··· · · ··· · · ·· ·· · · · · · ··· 2 
Business 107 ···· · · · · · · ..... · · · · · · ··· · · ·· 2 
Business 117 ·· ··· · · ·· · ··· ··· · · · · · · ·· · · 3 
Business 217 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2 
Social Science 102 or 103 · · ·· 
3 Business 218 · · ···· · · · ···· · ··· · · · · · · ·· · ·· 1 
Bible 102 ··· ·· · ··· · ... ...... ....... .. . 
16 
. . Semester' Acct. 203 should b_e taken (r Business 103 1S taken m SFal~ S ester If Business 107 1s taken 
· 103 in prmg em · · · 1 in place of Busmess d t lect a subject m 1ts p ace. in Fall Semester, the stu en may e 
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C. For those with 
b · n o prior trai · usiness course. n1ng 
Fall 
Business 105 Semester Hours 
Business 108 · · · ··· ···· ···· · .... . · ·· · ·· ·· 2 
Business 117 · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 3 
English 101 · · ··· · · ····· ·· · ·· · ···· · · ·· · · 2 
Spring 
Business 106 Semester 11 
Social Science· ... ioi .. 102 .......... 4 
Bible 101 ' · ....... 4 
..................... 1 
16 
Accounting 203 ... .. · ........... .. · 
Business 218 .. ........ ··· ..... · 
~~~f~h S~i~~c~ .. i63 ......... .. ... .. 
Elective .. .. . . 
Bible 102 .. .... ........... ..... ..... ..... . . 
Two-Y ear Terminal Pr 
A. For students with no . . . ogram 
Fall 
pr~or trammg in secretarial 
Frr~t Year scien1 
Spring 
Art or Music 101 Semester Hours 
Business 105 .. · ...... · · ·· .. .. ·.. 2 
Business 101 .. .. ..... ... .. 2 
Business 108 · · ······· · · ···· ·· ··· · · .. · ·· 3 
English 101 ....... .. · · ..... ... ·· ...... · 3 
Bible ... ............... 4 
. .. ... .......... ... ... .. ... 1 
Art M . Semester Hour • 
B . or US!C 101 2 usmess 102 Business 106 ..... · · .. · ......... .. .. · · · 3 
English 102 .. ... ··· ........ 2 
Accounting 203.. ....... .. .... ..... .... .. 3 
S?cial Science i6i .. ~; .. i6.2 ... ... 23 B1ble 102 .. .. 
.... ... ..................... 1 15 
Fall Second Year 16 
Spring 
Business 103 Semester Hours 
Business 107 ..... · · · .. · · .... · 3 
Business 117 · .... · .. · · · ·· ...... · · · · ·.. . 2 
Business 315 · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.. .. .. 2 
Business 320 · · · · · .. · · · .. · · ·.. 3 
s ····· 3 ?cia! Science 10i·~; .. i o.2 ... . .. 
B1ble 201 .... 2 
......... ....................... .. 1 
Business 217 Semester Hours 
Business 218 · · ·· · · .. · · · · · ··· · · · .. · · 3 
Business 250 ······ ··· ········· .... .. ·· 3 
Phys. Ed. 20i.. ..... ...... . .... ... .... .. 3 
Social Science i63......... .... . .. .. . 2 
Elective .......... .. .... 2 
Bible 202 .... ......... ....... ... ........... 3 
··· ·· ········· ·············· ·· ·· 1 
16 
B. For those with prior traini . . 17 
ng In secretana l science 
Fall First Year · 
Art or Music 101 Semester Hours Spring Bus~ness 106 .... .... :::::.:::.. 2 Art . or Music 101 Semester Hours 
Busmess 108 · · .. ... ···· 2 Busmess 102 .. · .. · .... .. .... · ··· 2 
Business 117 ·· ..... ·· .... .. · · .. · ·· ·· ··.. 3 Business 107 · ·· · .. · · ···· ·· ... 3 
English 101 · .. ···· ·· · · ..... ··· ··· · · ... · 2 English 102 .. ·· .. ..... · · · · .. · .... · .... · 2 
S?cial Scienc~··ioi'~ .. . i6.. .. 4 Spe~ch 101 :::::::::.:· .. ··· 3 
Bible 101 .. r 2 .. ··· · 2 S?cial Science 101 · .o .. r. · ·1· ·0 .. 2· ..... · · 
3 
.. .. · ....... · .. · · ........ ·.. 1 B1ble 102 ... · 2 
........ 1 
16 
16 
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Second Year 
Semester Hours Spring Semester Hours 
103 ...... ....... ..... .... ...... 3 Business 217 .... .. .. ....... .. .......... . 3 
218 .. .. ..... ...... ... . ... . .. ... 3 Business 250 ........ .. .. . .... ... .. ... .. . 3 
315 .... ............... .... .. ... 3 Accounting 203 . . . ... . .... ... .... ..... . 3 
320 .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . 3 Phys. Ed. 201 . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
l'icnce 103 .. ... .... .... .. .. . 2 Elective ... .... ...... ... . .. ... ... .... .... .. . 3 
Ill .. .. . .. .. ........ ... ....... ....... 1 Bible 202 . . .... ... .. .. ............ .... .... . 1 
15 15 
t· r:SS EDUCATION 
1 udents preparing t o teach business should follow the 
~ · tr program below. 
Four-Year Degree Program 
I • 1 Year 
Semester Hours 
F. Sp. 
101. Music 101 ... ..... 2 2 
logy 101-102 .............. 3 3 
mess 105-106 ............ 2 2 
lish 101-102 ............. . 4 3 
• au! Sc. 101. 102, 103 2 4 
I VKical Edu. 120-123 .. . . 1 1 
l1hlc 101, 102 .... .. ....... ... 1 1 
15 16 
l'hird Year 
Semester Hours 
Second Year 
Semester Hours 
Business 101-102 
Business 107 ... ... .. ...... .. .. .. 
Business 108 ... ... .......... ... . 
English 201, 202 .......... .. 
F. Sp. 
3 3 
2 
3 
3 
Physical Education 201 .. 
Physical Sc. 101, 102 .... 2 
Social Sc. 201. 202 . . .. .. . . 3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
1 
Speech 101 ..... ... ....... ...... . 
Bible 201. 202 .. .. ........ .... 1 
17 17 
Fourth Year 
F. Sp. Plan I 
Semester Hours 
F. Sp. 
7 Accounting 205, 206 3 3 Education 375, 404, 405 
Business 103. 250 . . .......... 3 3 Education 422. 451 ....... . 8 
Business 315, 317, 320 .... 6 3 Physical Education 203 .. 2 
12 
2 
~~ducation 204 .... .... .. .... .. 3 Electives ......................... . 
Psychology 203, 307 . . .. . . 3 3 Bible . .. . . . ... . .. . ..... ... ... .. ... .. . .. 1 
Bible ............. .. .. ... ... ...... .... . 2 2 
16 16 
17 17 
Plan II F. Sp. 
Education 375, 404, 405 7 
Education 422. 451 ... .. . .. 2 6 
Physical Education 203 . . Z 
Electives ...................... .. .. 10 2 
Bible ..... ... ...... .... ............ ... . 2 1 
16 16 
*Students may be exempt from Business 101, 102, 105, 106 if they 
can demonstrate proficiency from former work by passing an ad-
vanced standing examination in a ny or all of these courses. Hours 
exempt must be made up in business and/ or economics electives. 
0 Students m ay elect P.E. 313, 315, or 320 in later years in lieu of 120-
123 if they desire. 
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EDUCATION 
ing l.SFotrh those majoring in elementary d 
. e suggested program: e ucation the foil 
First Year 
A;t and Music 101 . . . ... . ~· 
Bwl~gy 101-102 ..... .. . · 3 English 101-102 ··· ·· · 4 Mathematics 101 · · · · ····· · · · · · 3 Music 115-11 ·· · · · · ·· ··· · 
*Physical Edu.612·o~123 · ·· ·· 2 
or elect ives ' 
S?cial Sc. 101. ·io2 ... i63 .. 2 
Bible 101, 102 ....... .'...... .... 1 
Sp. 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
4 
1 
17 16 
Third Year 
Second Year 
Art 211-212 ~· 
Educat ion 204 .. 
English 201, 202.. ............ ... 3 or 
Physical Education '2oi ... ~ 
Psychology 203 .. 3 or Social Science 261' .. 202 .... 3 or Speech 101 ' .. 
Bible 201, 262 .... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· f or 
16orl r 
Education 360 
English 350 · 
Fourth Year 
361 .... .... ~· Sf Plan I F. 811. 
Geography 212 .......... ...... .. 
*Physical Ed. 102:izi ... .. .. 3 
or elective .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. 1 P~y. 307, or elective 3 Bib! .. ...... 
o e ···· ······· ·· ·· 2 
Ele?tives: two · t·~~~hi;;g: .. . 
3 
1 
3 
2 
Education 401, 402 3 Education 375, 441 ........ 9 Bible .. .. ...... .. Electiv~~ .. ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 1f 
3 
fields .. .. . 5 
16 16 
Sp. 
3 
9 
1 
3 
5 Plan II 
Education 401, 402 F. 
17 17 E::Jucation 375. 441 ........ 3 
Bible . .. .... .. Electiv~~·· · ::: : : : :::: ::::: : ::::::::: :1f 
*Students may elect p E 313 16 16 o f2~-123 if they desire.' . , 315, or 320 in later years instead of 
t IS strongly recommend d h 
St•td-r, which is of speci:l .J tt e!ectives include Biology 108 Nat 
The foil . a ue o elementary teachers. u rc 
t . . owmg program is arran d f h 
o maJor m secondary educat· . ge or t ose preparing 
First Year IOn • 
Art 101 .. ... ... F. Sp. Biol~gy 101-Hi2 ...... .. .... 3 2 MEng~Ish10101-102 .......... :::: 4 ~ USIC 1 Mathematic~ ... ioi .............. 3 2 
*Ph_v:sical Ed. 120-123 ...... .. 
SoCial Sc. 101. 102 103" .. 2 
Speech 101 ' .. 
Bible 101. 102 .......... ........ 3 
.... ........ .. .. 1 
1 
4 
1 
16 16 
Second Year 
Education 204 F. Sp. 
English 201, 202.... .... ...... 3 
Physical Ed. 201, 263 .. ... .. 3 3 
an~ 120-123 ........ ' 2 Physlcal Sc. 101 102 ...... 2 
Psy?holo~y 203 .: ........ .. :: .. 3 Socta_l Science 201 202 .. 3 
Ele?tJves: two tea~hing .. 
fields 
Bible 201 ... 202 .. : .. .. ............. 3 
............. 1 
3 
2 
3 
2 
1 
17 17 
61 
Fourth Year 
om Educat ion 
118 .......... .. ........ .. 6 
Plan I F. Sp. 
307 .. .. ........ ...... .... 3 
wo leaching fields 19 
.. ........................... 4 
3·2 
may elect P .E. 313, 
320 later in lieu of 
rf t hey wish. 
ovt.' program is for Edu-
maiors only. Those 
11 in subject -matter 
• xccpt Home Economics, 
:1 only 24 hours including 
) ology 203, 307, Educa-
10•1. 304, 305, 375, 451 
101-409 or a two-hour 
c. For Home Economics, 
(()me Economics sch edule 
Education 404, 405 .. .... .. 4 
Education 422-430 
or elective .. .... .. .. ........ 2 -3 
Education 375, 451 ........ 9 
Bible ........ ................ .......... 1 2 
Electives ........ . .. .............. 14 
16-17 16 
Plan ll F. Sp. 
Education 404, 405 . ..... .. 4 
Education 422. 430 
or Electives .............. .. 2-3 
Education 375, 451 ...... .. 9 
Bible .. ........ .......... ............ 2 1 
Electives .. .................. 11-12 2 
16 16 
',.; ECONOMICS (Bachelor of Science) 
l'he following program is arranged for those preparing 
tch home economics. 
t o t Y car F. Sp. 
117-118 .................... 2 2 
I ish 101-102 .. ............ 4 3 
I o~m• Ec. 101 or 102 .. .. 3 3 
I · h 101 .. .. ...... .. .. ...... ...... 3 
1
•1 IC 101 ........................ 2 
1 • o•ch 101 ...... .. .......... .. .. 
·nlll Sc. 101. 102, 103 .. 2 
111M 101. 102 .. ............ .. 1 
3 
4 
1 
17 16 
Third Year 
lrology 275 ...... .... .... .... .. 
l'du. 317 ...... .. .......... .. .... .. 
llome Ec. 322. 323 .... .. .. 
llome Ec. 331 .... ...... .... .. 
II orne Ec. 332 or 433 ... . 
F. Sp. 
4 
3 
3 3 
3 
3 
1 l'hy. Ed. 120-122 ......... .. . 
Soc. Sci. 201 or 202 .. . . . . . . 3 
Sociology 255 . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . 3 
Electives . . . .. .. . .. ... .. .. . ...... .. 3 
Bible ..... ..... .... .. ... ..... .... ... . 2 2 
17 16 
Second Year F. 
Chemistry 111-112 .. 4 
Education 204 ...... ..... ... . . 
English 201, 202 ........... . 
Home Ec. 202. 201 ...... .. 
Home Economics 114 ... . 
3 
3 
2 
''Home Ec. 103 or elective 
Social Sc. 201 or 202 .. .. 3 
Bible 201. 202 .. ... ... ...... . . 1 
16 
Fourth Year F. 
Education 405, 424, 5 
Educat ion 412. 451 
Home Economics 401, 402 3 
Home Economics 405. 406 
*Home Economics 303 or 
an Elective . . .. . ... .. . ... . .. . 3 
P. E. 120-123 ..... ...... ... .. .... 1 
Bible ......... ......... ... ........... 2 
0 Elect ive . . .. ... ..... .... .. . . . ....... 3 
Sp. 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
17 
Sp. 
8 
3 
5 
1 
17 17 
•Either Home Economics 103 and 303 must be taken, but an elective 
may be chosen in lieu of the other. 
0 Electives may include Art 101, Physical Science 101, Biology 271, 
or not more than 6 hours of additional Home Economics. 
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Deviations from the General Education requirement 
majors in Home Economics: Biology 275 is taken instcu 
101-102; Home Economics 114 and Nutrition are substit 
for Physical Education 201, 203; Home Economics 322, 
replace Psychology 203, 307. Sociology 255 may be substil\• 
for a Bible course. Physical Science 101, Psychology 201, • 
Art 101 are waived for those following this program. N, 
teaching majors for the Bachelor of Science degree may C>J 
the courses in education above and choose electives instt 
and must take Psychology 201. 
INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT AND DIETETICS 
(Bachelor of Science) 
The following program prepares the student for positiou 
in institutional management, dietetics and related fields. 
First Year F. Sp. Second Year F. S11 
Art and Music 101 ........ 2 2 Chemistry 111-112 .. .. .. .... 4 4 
English 101-102 . . ... ... . ... . . 4 3 Economics 201 . .. . . . . . . . ... . .. 3 
Home Ec. 114, 102 ... ..... 2 3 English 201, 202 ... ... ...... 3 3 
Math 101 ... . .. . . ..... . ... . .... .. 3 Home Economics 201 . . . . 3 
Speech 101 . . ...... .. .. . ..... .... 3 Physical Science 101 . ... 2 
Physical Ed. 120-123 .. .... 1 1 Psychology 201 ........ ... ... 3 
Social Science 101, 102 .. 2 2 Social Science 201, 202 .. 3 3 
Bible 101, 102 .. ... .... ...... . 1 1 Bible 201, 202 .. ... .... ..... .. 1 1 
15 15. 16 17 
Third Year F. Sp. 
Biology 275 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Chemistry 301 .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . 4 
Home Ec. 331, 332, 433 .. 3 6 
*Electives . .. . . . ... .. . .. . . ....... ... 7 4 
Bible elective . ....... ..... . . ... 2 2 
16 16 
Fourth Year F. Sp. 
Plan I 
Biology 271 . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 4 
Home Ec. 401 or 402 . . .. 6 
Home Ec. 435 or 436 . .. . 3 3 
. Electives . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 12 
Bible .... .... ... ...... ......... .... .. 2 2 
Plan II 17 17 
Biology 271 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Home Ec. 401 or 402 . .. . 3 3 
Home Ec. 435 or 436 . . . . 3 3 
Elect ives .. .... ... . ...... ..... .... . . . 5 9 
Bible ... .. ........ ..... ..... .. .... ... 2 2 
17 17 
*Electives must be chosen with th e following rest rictions: 
1. At least two hours must be in home economics. 
2. Six h ours must be from educa tion, psychology, sociology, and 
econ omics, of which Education 424 and Sociology 255 are recom-mended. 
3. The remaining hours may be from any desired field, but Account-ing 205 is recommended. 
4. Selections must be made so that the completed four-yea r program 
will contam at least 45 hours numbered 250 or above. 
1 I) PROGRAMS 63 
JUCATION 
. h music should follow for the plannmg to . teac b 1 The program for the 
•·cars. the curnc~lumb e ~ir~ed by the chairman of 
!Ill semor years Will e ou 
rtment. 
Semester Hours 
101-102 ... ...... ... .......... 6 
101-102 .. .. .......... ...... .. ~ 
'11-112 ············ ··· ······ ·· · 1 1:)/~~~·1·2·3··:::::: :: : : :::::: :: :: 2 
1 1,~lc~c.e .. ~?.~· .. ~~~: .. ~.~.~ .. :: ~ 
101. 102 ... .. ... ....... ........... _ 
34 
Second Year 
Semester Hours 
Art 101 ......... ............ ........... ... . ~ 
English 20.1. 202 ·· ·· · · ··· · ..... . ······ 
3 Mat hematiCS 101 · ·· ·· · ...... ... .. ··· 
8 Music 251-252 ..... ... .. ......... ....... 
2 Phys. Ed. 201 .... . · ·· ...... . · · · ··· · ... . 
Physical Science 101, 102 ······ ~ 
Piano 102 ...... ... .................... ... 3 
Speech 101 .. ... .......... ···· ........ ... 2 
Voice 102 ....... ....... ............. .... ... 2 
Bible 201, 202 ............ ........... ... _ 
34 
1 'th the chairman · should consu t WI 
.md voice maJors 
h department. 
\GRICULTURE . 
. lt a vocation or professwn 
'tudents planning .agncu ?-r~::tances two years of pre-
t.tke one Y.e8;r or mHcerJ~m The following is the sug-
cultural trammg at ar mg. 
lc <! arrangement of courses. 
Semester Hours 
I 103 ······ ···· ········ ··· ······ ······ · 3 
I 101 102 104-105 ... ... 8 • ogy - ' 8 h• mistry 111-112 ......... ....... 
7 , lish 101-102 .... ................. . 
6 " ial Science, 101, 102, 103 .. 
2 lllhlc 101, 102 ...... .. ............ ...... _ 
Second Year 
Semester Hours 
Biology 271, 313 .. · ........ · ··· ····· ·· ~ 
Chemist ry 151, 301 ···· ······· ···· · 
6 English 201, 202 ··· ·· ··· · ..... ... .. ... 
6 *Social Science 201, 202 ······ ·· 
3 Speech 103 · · ·· · · ···· · ··· · ··· ···· · · ·· · ··· 2 
Bible 201, 202 ... .. · ······· · ···· ······ ··_ 
32 
34 U · ' t of Ark-
. d d f transfer to the m verst Y 'ociology 203 IS recommen e or 
Or Arkansas St ate College . •nsas 
I P L' ARCHITECTURE . 1 
.,r,- . . hitecture arch1tectura 
Students plan~ing a cadee\m i:~ing sh~uld expect to 
"l •ineering or regional an CidY p 
. t omplete a egree. . lpcnd five years o c L . . na State University may 
Those who tr::nsfer to om:h~ de ree in Architectu.ral 
unplet e the requirements ~or mme~ term after finishmg I ngineering in two years an a su 
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the following two-year course here provided no grad. 
is received on work to be transferr;d, 
First Year Semester Hours 
Art 101 ......... .......... .. ............... 2 
Chemistry 111-112 .... ............ 8 
English 101-102 ... ... ....... ....... .. 7 
Mathematics 151, 152, 153 .... 10 
Social Science 101 .. . ... . . ..... .. . 2 
Speech 101 ... .... ........ ... ............ 3 
Bible 101, 102 ..... ........... ....... .. . 2 
Second Year Semestr , 
Art 221-222 ................ .. .. . 
Chemistry 151 ..... ..... .... . .. 
Mathematics 251-252 .... . 
Physics 201-202 ........ .... .. 
Social Science 102, 103 
Bible 201, 202 .. .. ........ .... .. 
34 
PRE-DENTISTRY 
!'he L?inimum entrance requirement of most school 
dentistry Is three years of college work with a schoJ
1
, 
averal?e ~f 2.50 for all work transferred. Preference, h· 
ever, Is given_ to those w~o hold the Bachelor's degree. , 
dents who Wish to obtam a degree before entering d 
1
, 
sch.ool sh~mld selec~ as their major either chemistry or 1. 
logical science and mclude those courses listed below. Th. 
who wish to transfer after three years should follow tt 
curriculum here outlined. Upon request Harding will conf 
a . Bachelor of Science degree with a major in biologit 
s.cience on students who follow the three-year program out 
hned and who successfully complete two years in an approve 
school of dentistry. 
. Stud~nts .transferring to the School of Dentistry, St 
Louis Umvers1ty or the University of Kansas City, shouJ, 
complete the following courses. 
Since some schools indicate a slight variation, it would 
be ~,rel! t o ask. your pre-dental counselor to check t o t he 
admiSSIOn reqUirements of the particular school you wish t
1
• 
enter. The p~e-de1_1tal co~nselor is the chairman of the dc· 
partment of Bwlogical Sciences. 
First Year . F. Sp. 
Chemistry 111-112 .. ...... 4 4 
English 101-102 ......... .. .. . 4 3 
*Mathematics 151, 152 .. .. 4 3 
Physical Science 101 .. .. 2 
S ::>cial Sc. 101, 102 .... . .. . 2 
Speech 101 .... .. ..... ... .. .... .. 
Bible 101. 102 .. .. ....... ..... 1 
2 
3 
1 
17 16 
Second Year F. Sp. 
Art or Music 101 .. ...... .. .. 2 
Biology 101-102 ..... ...... ... 3 3 
Biology 104-105 .. ... .. .. .... . 1 1 
Chemistry 151 .. .... .... ...... 4 
English 201, 202 .. ... ...... . 3 
Physical Ed. 120-123· .. ... . 1 
Psychology 201 .. .. .. ...... .. 
S::>cial Science 103 .. .... .. .. 
Social Sc. 201 or 202 .. .. 3 
Bible 201. 202 .... .... ... ..... 1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
. 16 16 
*Students unprepared for Mathematics 151 should take 105. 
TED PROGRAMS 
Third Year 
F. 
Biology 251 ... ... ... . ... .. .. 4 
Chemistry 301, 302 .. .. .. .. 4 
Ge rman 101-102 ............ 3 
Music or Art 101 .. ........ .. 
Physics 201-202 .... ........ ... .4 
Social Sc. 201 or 202 .. .. 
Bible .... ................ .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 
Sp. 
4 
3 
2 
4 
3 
2 
17 18 
.WNEERING 
II , standard pre-engineering course is two years fol-
by transfer to the engineering school. More recently, 
, 1·, the 3-2 plan has become more. popular. T?is p7rmits 
,d nt t o obtain a broader foundation .for engme7rmg.by 
I 11g three years here an? ~wo y~ars ~n the engmeermg 
I to receive his Bachelors m engmeermg. More recent-
It Leland Stanford University has announced a 4-2 pl~n 
J11ch outstanding students may complete four years. m 
ll'ltitut ion, then transfer to Leland Stanfor~ a~d receive 
\IS. in engineering in two years. Those wishmg .to foi-
l lw 3-2 or 4-2 plan should outline their programs With the 
1 nf the chairman of the Physical Science Department. 
'!'he following is the suggested two-year program for 
lc•nts who plan to transfer to the engineering school at 
1 nd of two years: 
Because of the difference in the two courses in freshman 
, hcmatics, two plans for the Pre-Engineering program are 
1 outlined. 
Plan I 
First Year 
F. Sp. 
• 'hcmistry 111-112 .... .... 4 
.nglish 101-102 .. .. .. ........ 4 
\1'ulh 151, 152, 153 ........ 4 
l'hysical Ed. 120-123 ...... 1 
,;ocial Science 101 ........ .. 
:;peech 101 .. .... .... .. .. .. ...... 3 
llible 101. 102 . .. .. .. ..... .. .. 1 
4 
3 
6 
1 
2 
1 
17 17 
Second Year 
F. Sp. 
Art 221-222 .. .......... ........ 2 2 
Chemist ry 151 .. .. .. ...... . .. . 4 
*Economics 201-202 ........ 3 3 
Mat h 251-252 ............. ..... 4 4 
Physics 201-202 ...... .. ...... 4 4 
Socia l Science 102 ...... .... 2 
Bible 201. 202 .. .... ...... .... 1 1 
18 16 
Chemical Engineering m ajors should substitute Chemistry 252 for 
Economics 202. 
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Plan II 
First Year Second Year 
F. Sp. 
Chemistry 111-112 ....... . 4 4 
English 101-102 ......... .. ... 4 3 
Math 171-172 .... ............. . 5 5 
Social Science 101, 102 .. 4 
Speech 101 . ...... .. .. . . ...... . .. 3 
Bible 101. 102 . ..... . ... ... ... 1 1 
17 17 
F. Sp. 
Art 221-222 . . ......... ... . ..... 2 2 
Chemistry 151 . .. ...... . ... . .. 4 
*Economics 201-202 ........ 3 3 
Math 251-252 ... ... ... ........ . 4 4 
Physical Ed. 120-123 .... .. 2 
Physics 201-202 ..... ......... 4 4 
Bible 201. 202 . .. . ...... .. .... 1 1 
18 16 
Third Year 
For Chemical Engineering majors who wish to take the 
third year here the following program is suggested. 
PRE-LAW 
F. Sp. 
Chemistry 301-302 ........ 4 4 
Chemist ry 411-412 . . ..... . 4 4 
Physics 301 or 421 . . . . . . . . 3 or 3 
Electives . ..... .. . . ... .. ... ... .. . 6-9 5-8 
17 16 
A li~eral arts education is considered the best pre-legal 
preparatwn. Students are advised to elect a concentration in 
social science and to take as much work as possible in English 
composition and speech. Those who expect to enter law 
school after the completion of the junior year and plan ulti-
mately to receive the Bachelor of Arts degree from Harding~ 
should consult the chairman of the Department of Social 
Science concerning their program of study. Upon request 
Harding will confer a Bachelor of Arts degree on students 
who follow the suggested three-year program and who suc-
cessfully complete two years of work in an approved school 
of law. 
PRE-MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Students who wish to prepare for this field of service 
may choose either a two or a three-year preparatory course. 
Those who carry the three-year course may so arrange their 
electives here as to receive the Bachelor of Science degree il:\ 
biological science from this institution upon the satisfactory 
completion of their work in an approved school of technology. 
CGESTED PROGRAMS 67 
Students choosing the minimum two-year course should 
1W the program below. 
First Year Second Year 
F. Sp. 
tology 101-102 .............. 3 3 
ology 104-105 .... . .... ..... 1 1 
hcmistry 111-112 ... .... . 4 4 
n~tlish 101-102 .... ........ 4 3 
'.fulhematics 152 ....... ..... 3 
••Cia! Sc. 101, 102, 103 .. 4 2 
hble 101, 102 ..... ... . ..... .. 1 1 
F. Sp. 
Chemistry 151-252 ... .... ... 4 4 
Chemistry 301-302 ........ .. 4 4 
Physics 201-202 .... ....... ... 4 4 
Elective . . ... ... .. . .... .. . .... ...... 3 3 
Bible 201, 202 . . . ....... .. .. .. 1 1 
16 16 
17 17 
Students who lack preparation for Math 152 should take 105 in the 
fall and postpone part of the Social Science 101-103 to the second 
year. 
Those choosing the three-year program may distribute 
lw sciences over a larger period and include the General 
·lucation courses for the degree. The following plan is 
• commended: 
First Year Second Year 
F. Sp. 
Chemist ry 111-112 ..... ... 4 4 
gnglish 101-102 4 3 
Mathematics 105, 152 .... 3 3 
Physical Ed. 120-123 . ..... 1 1 
Phvsical Science 101 .. .... 2 
Social Science 101, 102 .. 2 2 
Speech 101 . . . .. . ........ .... .... 3 
Bible 101, 102 . . ... . ..... .. ... 1 1 
F. Sp. 
Biology 101-102 ... .. ...... ... 3 3 
Biology 104-105 .............. 1 1 
Chemistry 151, 252 ........ 4 4 
English 201, 202 ....... .. . . . 3 3 
German 101-102 3 3 
Music 101 or Art 101 ... . 2 
Social Science 103 ....... .. . 2 
Bible 201. 202 .. ... . ........ .. 1 1 
17 17 17 17 
Third Year 
F. Sp. 
Art 101 or Music 101 .... 2 
Biology 271 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. 4 
Chemist ry 301-302 ...... .. 4 4 
Physics 201-202 ...... ........ 4 4 
Psychology 201 . .... .. .. . .... 3 
Social Science 201, 202 . . 3 3 
Bible, elective . . ... . ... .. ... .. 2 2 
17 18 
•u student s ha ve sufficient preparation for Math 152 they may omit 
105 and take an elective or Math 151. 
PRE-MEDICINE 
Most schools of medicine require for admission a mini-
mum of three years of college work with a 3.50 grade average. 
But preference is usually given to those holding the Bachelor's 
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degree. Students who wish to complete the Bachelor < 
Science degree before transferring to medical school shoul• 
choose biological science or chemistry as their major ficl• 
of concentration. Upon request Harding will confer th• 
Bachelor of Science degree with a major in biological scienc• 
on students who follow the three-year program outlined and 
who successfully complete two years in an approved school of 
medicine. 
The following courses are designed to meet the require 
ments of the University of Arkansas School of Medicine 
Those planning to enter other schools should consult th«· 
chairman of the biology department for specific requirements. 
First Year Second Year 
Chemistry 111-112 ........ 4 
F. Sp. 
4 
3 
3 
1 
Biology 101-102 .... ...... .... 3 
F. Sp. 
3 
1 
4 
3 
1 
English 101-102 .. ...... .. .... 4 
*Mathematics 151, 152 .. .. 4 
Physical Ed. 120-123 .... .. 
Physical Science 101 .. .. 2 
Social Sc. 101. 102, 103 .. 2 
Speech 101 .. .............. .. .. .. 
Bible 101. 102 .. .. . .... .. .. . .. 1 
2 
3 
1 
17 17 
Biology 104-105 .... .... .. .... 1 
Chemistry 151-252 .......... 4 
English 201, 202 .. ........ .. 3 
Physical Ed. 120-123 .. .. 
Music 101 or Art 101 .... 2 
Social Science 103 ...... .. 
Social Science 201, 202 .. 3 
Bible 201, 202 ................ 1· 
2 
3 
~ 
17 18 
Third Year 
F. Sp. 
Art 101 or Music 101 .. .. 2 
Biology 251 .... ............ ...... 4 
Chemistry 301-302 .... ... . 4 4 
German 101-102 .. .......... 3 3 
Physics 201-202 .............. 4 4 
Psychology 201 .. .. .......... 3 
Bible. elective .......... ...... 2 2 
17 18 
*Students adequately prepared for Math 152 could omit 151 and take 
other courses in t he fall . Those inadequately prepared for 151 
!:hould take 105 instead. 
PRE-OPTOMETRY 
Schools of Optometry require two years of pre-profes-
sional work for admission. The basic courses required by 
practically a ll schools include the following: 
I ;QESTED PROGRAMS 69 
First Year F . Sp. Second Year F. Sp. 
I ology 101-102 .... .. ........ 3 3 Chemistry 111-112 ........ 4 4 
I 11(lish 101-102 .............. 4 3 Physics 201-202 .......... .... 4 4 
' •lhematics 151-152 .... 4 3 Psychology 201 . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 
wial Sc. 101. 102, 103 .. 2 4 Elect ives .. ........ .... ..... .. .... . 7 4 
~tives ........ .......... .. .. .... 3 2 Bible 201. 202 .. .... ...... .. .. 1 1 
l•hlc 101. 102 ................ 1 1 
16 16 
17 16 
Studen ts inadequately prepared for Math 151 should take 105 instead. 
Since other requirements vary so widely among different 
hools, the electives should he chosen to meet the require-
ln••nts of a specific school. Pre-Optometry students should 
•nsult with the head of t he Physical Science department in 
rranging their programs. 
l'flE-PHARMACY 
Students of pharmacy may complete two years of their 
ork here. The following courses will meet t he requirements 
lor admission to the University of Arkansas School of Pha r-
First Year Second Year 
F. Sp. F. Sp. 
Biology 101-102 .............. 3 3 Chemistry 151-252 ...... .... 4 4 
Biology 104-105 .............. 1 1 Chemistry 301-302 .... .... 4 4 
Chemistry 111-112 .......... 4 4 Economics 201 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 
English 101-102 .... .. ........ 4 3 Physics 201-202 ........ .... .. 4 4 
Mathematics 151-152 .... 4 3 Social Science 102 .. .... .. .. 2 
Social Science 101 .. ........ 2 Elective .... .. ...... ........ ...... .. 2 
Bible 101. 102 .. . .. .. .... .. ... 1 1 Bible 201. 202 .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. 1 1 
17 17 16 17 
*Students inadequately prepared for Math 151 should take 105 instead. 
TEACHING 
Students preparing to teach have three choices in regard 
to preparat:on: (1 ) They may major in education as outlined 
previously and take enough subject matter to certify in two 
teaching fields; or (2) they may major in their chosen subject 
matter teaching fields and take the minimum hour s in edu-
cat ion and psychology t o meet certification requirements 
(here 22-24 hours); or (3) follow either Plan (1) or Plan (2) 
above with a year of graduate work leading to the degree 
of Master of Arts in Teaching. This graduate year is a com-
bination of subject matter and professional work to fit the 
need of each t eacher. 
Those planning to teach home economics must major 
in that department. 
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Courses of Instruction 
The following pages list the courses of instruction. A 
courses will be offered as cataloged if enrollments justif\ 
Courses offered "on demand" or "on sufficient demand" an 
so indicated. \Vhen a course is designated as offered on ol 
ternate years, in genera] the course with which it alternat~ 
and the year the course is to be offered are stated 
Year courses which must be taken in sequence, the first 
being a prerequisite to the second, are designated by joinin11 
the course numbers for the two successive semesters by 11 
hyphen; e.g., English 101-102. Year courses which need not 
be taken in sequence are designated by separating the cours<• 
numbers by a comma; e. g. , Art 431, 432. 
Courses numbered 100-199 are for freshmen; 200-299 
for sophomores; 300-399 for juniors; and 400-499 for seniors. 
Courses numbered 250-299 taken by second-semester sopho-
mores, and by juniors and seniors count as advanced credit. 
First-semester sophomores may receive advanced credit in 
these courses provided they are preceded by a year of fresh-
man credit in the same subject. Courses numbered 250 or 
above are not open to freshmen. Courses numbered 300-399 
may be taken by juniors and seniors only, except that second-
semester sophomores may enroll in these courses with the 
consent of the instructor and the department chairman. 
Courses numbered 400-449 are open only to juniors and 
seniors; courses numbered 450-499 are open only to seniors. 
Courses numbered 400-499 which are approved by the Grad-
uate Council carry graduate credit. An "x" following a 
course number indicates a new course; the "x" is removed 
after the third year. 
The semester hours credit which a course carries is 
shown in parentheses following the title of the course. 
Examples: 
English 401. SHAKESPEARE. (5) Fall. 
This course carries five semester hours of credit and is offered 
in the fall semester. 
Bible 318. DANIEL AND REVELATION. (2 or 3) Spring. 
This course may be taken for either two or three hours credit 
and is offered in the spring semester. 
Physics 343. ADVANCED PHYSICS LABORATORY. (1-3) 
Offered on sufficient demand. 
I :IUCULTURE-ART 71 
Ius cou rse may be taken for one to three hours credit either 
mester, if the demand is sufficient. 
History 301, 302. UNITED STATES HISTORY. (3,3) Fall, 
Spring. 
1ther course may be taken for three hours credit as sched-
olt•d. History 301 is not a prerequisite to History 302. 
Mathematics 251-252. CALCULUS. (4,4) Fzill, Spring. 
I~ \Ch course carries four hours credit and must be taken in 
o•quence. 
Art 201-202. INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING. (2 or 3, 
2 or 3) Fall, Spring. 
Either course may be taken for two or three hours credit but 
must be taken in sequence. 
Agriculture 
103x. ANIMAL INDUSTRY. (3) Fall. This is a general st.udy of ~he 
1clect ion, breeding, management and marketing of farm all!mals with 
pecial emphasis on beef and dairy cattle. A shorter study Will be made 
on swine, sheep, horses, and poultry. 
Professor: 
Instructor: 
Art 
Elizabeth B. Mason, Chairman 
Herbert Prentice Dean 
The Department of Art is designed to enrich the ar~istic 
understanding of all students, to develop greater proficiency 
in the arts, to supply the art training r equired by other de-
partments and to prepare teachers of art. Many courses 
requiring no special ability are open to all students and are 
recommended as electives. 
Major: 30 hours of art including courses 103, 104*, 431 
and 432. Majors must have a senior exhibit or complete a 
mural. Those planning to teach art in public schools must 
complete 24 hours of approved work in education and psy-
chology plus Art Education 211-212. Nine hours in craft ~nd 
commercial art 249 are recommended for students plannmg 
to teach. Also a seminar in Secondary Art Education 475 is 
advised. The department reserves the right to retain one 
example of each student's work every semester. 
*May be waived at the discretion of the head of the department. 
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Minor: 18 hours of art including six hours of advanc 
credit. 
101. ART APPRECIATION. (2) Fall, Spring. The principles un 
lying the beauty and worth of artistic creation-form, proportion, col 
mood, tone, and techniques - are studied. These are also related ' 
the same principles in other realms such as music and literature to lfl 
the student an understanding of the fundamentals which underlie • 
creative art. 
103. VISUAL FUNDAMENTALS. (3) Fall. Art orientation includu 
a survey of color, design, technique, theory and current trends. Lnl 
oratory work in freehand drawing. 
104. FREEHAND DRAWING AND COMPOSITION. (3 ) Spring. Drav. 
ing in various media. Studio work in drawing and composition proh 
lems. Five studio hours per week. 
117-118. DESIGN. (2,2) Fall, Spring. Color and design as related to 
choosing or designing a wardrobe, architectural styles, home plans, and 
furnishings. Individual and group experiences in specific problems. 
201-202. INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING. I 2 or 3, 2 or 3 l Offered 
on demand. Creative experiences in water color, tempera and oil. Four 
or six studio hours per week. Prerequisites: 103, 104 or consent of 
instructor. 
211-212. ART EDUCATION. (2,2) Fall, Spring. An introduction to 
the problems of art education and methods of teaching art in the 
elementary school. Projects designed and executed by students. 
221-222. TECI-INICAL DRAWING. (2,2) Fall, Spring. Basic problems 
of drafting designed for both general students and students needing 
specific professional drawing. Use of instruments, geometrical problems 
and various projections. 
235-255x. CERAMICS. 13,3) Fall, Spring. Materials and techniques 
involved in working with clay. Class projects with clay in slab, coil 
and wheel methods, glazing and firing. Alternates with 340-360; offered 
1959-60. 
249-250. COMlVIERCIAL ART. <2.2) Fall, Spring. Beginning problems 
and exercises in lettering, advertising, layout, design and techniques. Al-
ternates with 345-365; offered 1960-61. 
301-302. ADVANCED PAINTING. (3,3) Offered on demand. Oil and 
water color painting courses for advanced students seeking to develop 
individual expression in creative paint ing and technical mastery of the 
medium. Prer equisit e 201-202. 
340-360x. METAL WORK AND JEWELRY. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Alter-
nates with 235-255; offered 1960-61. Basic shaping and designing of 
metals, experience in various media such as metal enameling and 
cloisonne. 
345-365x. GRAPHICS. (2,2) Fall, Spring. Alternates with 249-250: 
Offered 1959-60. Individua l and group projects in various fine arts print-
ing techniques, such as block printing, silk screen, and etching. 
431, 432. ART HISTORY. (3,3) Fall, Spring. A study of art from 
pre-hi-.toric to the present day with emphasis on Western Art. 
RELIGION AND PillLOSOPHY 
73 
d and Provides 
ENT STUDY. (3,3) Offered on ~~sed. individual 
11h . INPc,~p~:eD well qualified student to ~~tr~l~n is permitted in 
t antthy f ld of his special interest: Cone 1 ture portrait painting 
" t e le 1 theory etchmg, scu P ' 1 lowing areas: co or . ' t . C~nsent of instructor. 
l education. Prerequlsl e. ·z h 
Bible, Religion and Phz osop y . 
*W. B. West, Jr., Chalrman 
Professors: J. D. Bales 
Conard Hays, Assistant to the 
Associate Professors: Chairman 
• William Bryan ~arton, Jr. 
• Jack Pearl Lewls 
*Earl West 
Robert H elsten 
Assistant Professors: John Robert McRay 
Andy T. Ritchie 
~John A. Scott. 
Donald Rae Slme 
. . from other departments: 
Ass1stmg William Leslie Burke 
Professors: Jack Wood Sears 
Evan Ulrey . 
f B'ble Religion and Phl-
The aims of the Departme~t ~·bl: as 'the will of God for ~~~~~~drje!~:ech~i:;u::~i:e t s:J~r~~{~~~~~~O:al0b~fs~i!~ 
rnen, to preparelstu~entll f~;u:nts a Christian. philosd)~Y ~! 
service, to deve op m a relate all learmng an t e 
iife which "vill enable them to e those interested in graduate 
the Christian V.l ay and ~o. prepar . . 
study in Bible and rehglOn. d d more adequate trammg, 
For purposes of a ba~a?-ce an divided into four fields: 
. I3'ble and rehglOn are 1 
courses m 1 • • 1 d practica . · 
Biblical, doctrinal, h lstorlcar ~n . Minim um 30 hours; ~axl-
Major in Bible and Re lglOn dvanced work. A mimmum 
mum 40 including 18. hours ~tl~cal field w ith not fewe~ t ha?-
f 12 hours must be m the B h fi lds - doctrinal, hlston-
o . h f the other t ree e . d 6 hours m eac o r of Greek is reqUlre . . . 
cal and practica~. One l~ r . on . 18 hours with a mlD:Imum 
Minor in Blble ~n e lgl . aining 8 hours subJect to 
f 10 in the Biblical held and the re~ . man. Six of the 18 
o 1 f the department c au 
the approva o dvanced work. 
hours m~st .beB~bl' al Languages : See page 95. MaJor ln 1 lC . 
*Teaching at the School of Religion, Memphis. 
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BIBLICAL DIVISION 
Old Testament 
101. THE OLD TEST 
the Old Testame . AMENT. (1) Fall A b . . 
attention in ord rntt s{lected books and. nef historical stud~ 
day and for tod:~. o earn the message ol~h~agofd are given spt 
303 JEWI Testament for 
f • SH IDSTORY ( rom the beginni . 2 or 3) Fall H' 
to later civilizati~~ to the founding of th~ na~~tory of the. J ewish !>COJ 
s. Ion and thetr contribut• 
304
· JEWISH IDST history from the f O~Y. (2 or 3) Sprin . 
nian captivity. ounding of the nation to J Contm~ation of J owl 
s restoration from Babylc 
306. THE HEBRE 
writings of the Je ~ PROPHETS. (2 or 3) 
settings and th ~Ish people, with their . Fall. The pro ho 
present time e Importance of their social, religious and his£ . tl• 
s. message to that . oncn penod and tc 
308. HEBREW POE 
The Psalms Prove lRY AND WISDOM LITERA 
Job in the 'light of s, ~on~ of Songs Lamen TlJRE. (2 or 3) Sprin ~nd wisdom literatur!he;rt~Istori~al b~ckgroun~atiOns, :ipcclesiastes an~ 
ay and for today. o e ancient Near East· sth e~pecially the poetic 
• etr message for their 
New Testament 
102. THE NEW TES 
the beginnings of Ch .T~~NT. (1) S rin . ~pf. the first century. ns~i~~~t~ from the bfrth g~f t~e ~htC?rical study of 
. Is es are studied t e passages from th nst to the close 
His church as revealedo ~ru:_ent Christ, His mis:i;osp~~s. Acts and the 
20 e New Testament. n, IS message and 
1. THE NEW TEST 
word church and ' t AMENT CHURCH. (1) 
Wo h . I s cooonates· · · Fall M · rs lp, work d d b • • ongm; cond't' . earung of th 
ment. • an estmy of the church la~o~!:r indtr:=tnce, governmente 
ea e m the New Testa~ 
202. THE CHRISTIA t~e life of the ChristiaN LIFE. . ( 1) Spring N ~Is relation to his n as ~n m9ividual; his .!if ew creatu.res in Christ· 
Immortality. Thes~o~::d.Y~;t~lllbS Cbhristian m: =~~ ;~r~ !n thhe c?urch; 
I e ased upon th r m t e light of 
312. GALATIANS AND e New Testament. 
ground of the Gal . ROMANS. (2 or 3) S . . 
of both letters· ex aba? churches and the R prmg. Historical back-
' egesis of the text. oman church; the themes 
314. SELECTED EPIST 
316; offered 1960 61 LE~ OF PAUL. (2 or 3) C?lossians, Phile - . Ftrst. and Second T Fall .. Alternates with 
'{ur;,othy; historica7~~tti~f.h.es;ans, First Tim~h;alo,fi~ans, Philippians 
t:n u~~s~e~~~:t~a~~:;!~n~ ~ ~~~ti~~~~h~u:h~~~d~fir ':i~h if:~d~~~~~1 
· e, content; exposi-
11\I~E, RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY 75 
111 HEBREWS AND THE GENERAL EPISTLES. (2 or 3) Fall. 
rnates with 314; offered 1959-60. Historical background, introduc-
"· content and exposition of selected passages. 
lU I THE FOUR GOSPELS. (2 or 3) Fall. The origin, characteristics 
cl relationships of the four gospels; content and message of the four 
pels. 
to·!. ACTS AND CORINTHIANS. (2 or 3) Fall. Historical back-
ounds ; introduction; the founding and expansion of the early church, 
oblems and their solutions in the Corinthian church; study of the 
t of Acts and First and Second Corinthians. 
111:!. DANIEL AND REVELATION. (2 or 3) Spring. Historical set-
mg. introduction, including apocalyptic pattern and message, content 
nd exposition of selected passages. 
DOCTRINAL DIVISION 
:120. HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT. (2-3) Fall. The develop-
ment of Christian thought from the sub-apostolic age to the present; 
pecial attention to outstanding leaders and major doctrines. 
328. CHURCHES AND CREEDS. (2) Fall. The distinctive doctrines 
of modern Protestantism and Roman Catholicism in the light of the 
New Testament; the question of authority in religion. 
!J29. MODERN RELIGIOUS CULTS. (2) Spring. The orgin, growth, 
beliefs and characteristics of the more significant cult movements in 
America . 
404. EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY. (2 or 3) Fall. Special emphasis 
on the credentials of Christ as constituting the heart of Christian evi-
dence. 
405. SYSTEMATIC CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. (2 or 3) Spring. The 
Bibical doctrine of God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, man, the atonement. 
the church, the Christian life and eschatology. 
f/TS',."ORICAL DIVISION 
330. THE BIBICAL WORLD. (2) Fall. A historical and religious 
survey of world conditions in Bibical times with special attention to 
the social and r eligious conditions in Palestine. 
335. CHURCH HISTORY. (2 or 3 ) Fall. The history of the church 
from the close of the apostolic age to the reformation led by Martin 
Luther. 
336. CHURCH HISTORY. (2 or 3) Spring. The Protestant Reforma-
t ion. Orgin, growth and expansion of Protestant denominations. Histor y 
of the Restoration Movement in America. 
406. LIVING WORLD RELIGIONS. (2 or 3) Fall. The history and 
basic teachings of Zoroastrianism, Hinduism, Confucianism, Taoism, Shin-
toism, Judaism, and Islam. 
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HARDING COLI 
PRACTICAL DIVISION 
Preaching Field 
340. WORLD MISSIONS. (2) Spring. The world missiOn of 
church; fields to be evangelized; training of the Christian workt his chosen field; m ethods of procedure. 
341, 342. PREPARATION AND DELIVERY OF SERMONS. (2-3, 
Fall, Spring. The fundamental principles of sermon preparation 
delivery; the making and preaching of sermons under the guidan 
the instructor with his evaluation and that of t he members of the cl 
344. THE MINISTER AND HIS WORK. (2 or 3) Spring. Moti\ 
conduct and work as a Christian servant; practical aspects of preachu 
methods of work and proper use of time; preparing for and conductu funerals, weddings and visitations. 
345. PERSONAL EVANGELISM. (2) Spring. Motives and methot 
of personal evangelism. The appreciation of Jesus and the early Chri · ians as personal evangelists. 
349. JESUS THE MASTER TEACHER. (2-3) Spring. Jesus as an 
example for Christian educators; his qualifications, curriculum and teach ing methods. 
350. THE WORSHIP OF THE CHURCH. (2 or 3) Fall. Objectives ancl 
problems of private and congregational worship. The relationship of 
worship to life. Improving leadership in worship. 
351. HISTORY AND ANALYSIS OF RELIGIOUS MUSIC. (2-3) Spring. 
Hebrew and Christian music, hymn writers and hymns and an evalua-
t ion of hymns adaptable to the worship of the church. 
Work of the Church 
255. THE CHRISTIAN HOME. (3) Same as Sociology 255 Marriage and the Family. 
346. THE WORK OF THE LOCAL CHURCH. (2 or 3) Fall. The 
nature, objectives, government and work of the local church. 
348. THE EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE LOCAL CHURCH. (2 or 3) 
Fall. The church as an educational agency; the church school versus the 
Sunday school; supervision; aims, curricula, methods, organization and 
administration of the church school. 
353. THE CHURCH AND THE CHILDREN. (2 or 3) Fall. The child 
and his religious needs. Special emphasis on the methods and materials 
available to parents and teachers who guide their spiritual growth. Methods of Bible story-telling. 
354. THE CHURCH AND THE YOUNG PEOPLE. (2 or 3 ) Spring. The 
young people and their religious needs with special emphasis on the 
methori<; a nd ma terials available to church school teachers. 
356x. WOMEN'S WORK IN THE CHURCH. (2) The place of woman 
in the plan of God; her work in the church of the first century and in 
the church today. Offered on sufficient demand. 
OGICAL SCIENCE 77 
1 t.OSOPHY F 
11 
Spring. The 
TO PHILOSOPHY. (3,3 ) in~l~ding views. of ~02. INTRODUCTION ient and modern valuesd their relationships 
ophies underlymg an~ ct moral standards an 
• man personal con u ' 
' ' ' · · 1 s 1 foun-
"' istian prmclp e . ) F 11 Ethical theory lnd n~r!vil and 
CHRISTIAN ETHICS. (3t t d i~ the Bible. Prob ems 
' f human conduct as s a e 
uns o t'ves 
I, moral impera I . THOUGHT. See Bible 320. 
HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN See Bible 405. 
SYSTEMATIC CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. See Bible 326. 
SYSTEMATIC CHRISTI AN DOCTRINE. 
c:rcek 251. 
c:rcek 252. 
C:reek 301. 
Greek 302. 
Greek 303. 
d Related Courses Approve 
THE GOSPEL OF JOHN. 
THE GOSPEL OF MARK. 
ROMANS. 
ACTS OF APOSTLES. 
ll TIMOTHY AND TITUS. 
I AND JUDE 
AMES I AND II PETER, AND . 
Greek 304. J ' TESTAMENT 
WORD STUDY IN THE NEW . 
Greek 306. W BIBLE 
READINGS IN THE HEBRE . 
Hebrew 303, 304. HE OLD TESTAMENT. 
b 305 WORD STUDY IN T He rew · CS 
CHRISTIAN ETHI ' 
Philosophy 250. AND THE HOME. 
~5 MARRIAGE ' E 
Sociology 2a . ETATION OF LITERATUR . 
Sneech 351. ORAL INTERPR 
Biological Science 
Professors: k W d Sears Chairman Jac oo ' William Clark Stevens 
Assistant Professor: John Bell Lasater 
. Science is designed to D tment of Biological . d a basic knowledge 
Thhe f if:~ing objectives: to provpia~t of General Edu-
meet t e o . as a necessary 
of biological science 
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cation; to train teachers of biology; to equip students (, 
graduate study and to prepare students to pursue medicu. 
dentistry, nursing, medical technology and similar proft 
sions. 
Biology majors may elect either the Bachelor of Art 
or the Bachelor of Science program. For the general scienc• 
major see page 91. 
Major (Bachelor of Arts): 30 hours of biological scienct 
including 101-102, 104-105* and 18 hours of advanced work 
Major (Bachelor of Science): 30 hou rs in biologicnl 
science including 101-102, 104-105* and 18 hours of advanced 
credit; 27 hours in two other sciences (chemistry, physics or 
mathematics); 6 hours in a fourth science and additional 
work in the four fields to total 67 hours. (Geology or another 
approved science may be substituted for one of the supporting 
sciences.) One year of German or French or a reading pro-
ficiency in one of the languages, demonstrated by examina-
tion, is required. 
Minor: 18 hours in biological science including 101-102, 
104-105* and 6 hours of advanced work. 
* 104-105 can be waived on recommendation of the department. 
101-102. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE. (3,3) Fall, Spring. An investiga-
tion, not a survey, of the '"strategy and tactics" of science and of the 
major contributions of biology to modern man. The major areas of 
concentration are the dynamics of living things with particular emphasis 
on the physiology and nutrition of man; the relationships among the 
living organisms with emphasis on conservation; and heredity, eugenics 
and evolution. Three lecture-demonstration-discussion periods per week. 
104-105. LABORATORY BIOLOGY. (1,1) Fall, Spring. A laboratory 
in general biology designed to complement the basic course. Three hours 
per week. Prerequisite or co-r equisite: 101-102. 
108. NATURE STUDY. (2) Fall. Lectures and field trips. An intro-
duction to the animal and plant forms found in this area; designed for 
those interested in the study of living things in their natural habitats in 
fall and winter, and, for those planning to teach in the elementary or 
secondary schools. Attention is given to the interrelationships between 
organisms and to the adaptation of living things to climatic and seasonal 
changes. Two hours of lecture and field study per week. 
251. COMPARATIVE MORPHOLOGY OF THE VERTEBRATES. (4) 
Fall. An intensive comparative study of fossil and contemporary verte-
brates, the amphioxus, lamprey, dogfish and necturus, and the cat are 
thoroughly studied in the laboratory. Two lectures and six hours lab-
oratory per week. Prerequisite: 101-102. 
OLOGICAL SCIENCE 79 
all Alternates with 325; offere~ 
I ADVANCED BOTANY. (3) ~ t kingdom with special emphasis 
ll·61. An _intensive study~ m~ bfs~ory of each ma.j<?r ~~~~~io:J.W0 
classificatiOn, anatom) ~~ratory per week. Prerequisite. tal 
. ures and three hours a S . g The fundamen 
EBRATE EMBRYOLOGY. (3) prlrf~rmation to the com-
\ a~~~;ocesses of de:velop~ent ffe0c~;::~:d three hours laboratory 
ted, free-living <_>r%a~nsm~102~o . 
r week. Prerequisite. 101 Th history of bacteriolog~, ph:(fSl-
OGY (4) Fall. e . 1 t" g and 1dent1 y-
• f l . BAcfTE~:~~logy. of bacteria, tec~itue_sa ~ ~~~~:n affairs. Three 
ogb ~feri: uses of the knowledge of a~eC:~. Prerequisite: 101-102 or 
' !{ a d' three hours laboratory per 
•·tures an 
hcmistry 111-112. AND PHYSIOLOGY. (4) Spring. f ~~~ 
HUMAN ANATOMY h · 1 gical processes o 7r~cture, functio~, ref:tionsh~~dyand Tk?esi~e~ture~ and 1{fr::2 hours 
u·ious parts of the u::nuisite: .101-102 or Chemistry - . . 
: boratory per week. Pr q PARASITOLOGY. (3) Sprmg. 
• 11 INVERTEBRATE BIOLdOG1Y959AN6f The classification, mhorp?olocgtys, 
·' · · h 313· offere - · b t xcept t e mse · 1\lternates wit d hy'siology of typical inverte rah es e lecture and three 
li(e hi~tor:( at?- P to the parasites of man. Twol o~: 101-102 and 251-Attention IS given k Designed to comp eme hours laborat<_>r_y per wee . 
252. Prerequisite: 101-102. . t with 311; offered 196~-
0LOGY. (3 ) Sprm~. J\!.terna esh siology and economic ~~~· ::eTs~~c~ure~t~l!,it~i~~~~i~ !~fer~~~~Y~ tbds~ of~~!~:;~{~~~: ~~ 
importance o msd three hours laboratory per wee . 
hours lecture an . . . 
102 S ring The prmcipal 
. ELD BIOLOGY AND ECOL~GY. ~4~lass~ication and relation-
323. Fl d . 1 <>roups of this re!fiOn; therr Three lectures and three P~~t t~nph~~i:i a;;_d bi~logical ~Vl;~~~k~s. Prerequisite: 101-102. 
tours of laboratory or held wor p F 11 Alternates with 256; offer~d 
ANT PHYSIOLOGY. (3) . a · tissues and organs of t e ~~~9-:0~ The functioning r~~ ~;d d~~:;:n~ours laboratory per week. 
higher plants. Two lect~56 and Chemistry 111-112. . 
Prerequisites: 104-105 or F 11 Facts and principles o~ he~~Ity 
403 HUMAN HEREDITY.. (3) a . . ti·on selection and eugemcs. ree 
· · hentance vana ' 
as applied to human m isite-' 101-102. . 
lectures per week. Prerequ . d d The preparatiOn of 
y (2) Offered on eman · . · iven to a few 4~0. MICRO~~~ ~f cells and tissues. E~.~~~C~n~~nf of the instruc-
m1croscope s I ebl" h d techniques. PrerequiSl.-· 
simple and esta IS e 
t o 
d nd An inde-r. -3) Offered on ema . . d fi-
470d !E!fui~G~r I~u!W~O~~~kse (~or d~iolWer:~i~I:e:tC;~!e~fYof ~he p~n : . their biological bac groun . c1encies 1n 
instructor. BIOLOGY (2) Offered on 
480 SEMINAR IN THE HISJORYd ~~velopment ~f biological thought 
sufficient demand. Backgr~n~;. sC~~sent of the instructor. 
and investigation. Prereqmsi e. 
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Business and Economics 
Professors: 
Associate Professor: 
Assistant Professor: 
Instructors: 
W D"f:· Roy Wellborne, Chairll 
J Irector, Placement Burctu ames A. Hedrick ' 
James N. Davis, Jr. 
James Roy Ott 
Margaret Teague 
Erma! H. Tucker 
William L. Morgan 
_Th: curriculum of the D 
nomiCs Is designed to 'd epartment of Business and 1·' th · . provi e opp rt · • 
. ~ ms~Itutionai structure and b h ~mty for understandu 
~n ust;Ia1 society; to provide t '=: ~VIor patterns of mod '' 
o. tram teachers of comme . rammg for business carecl 
With Stthder departT?-ents to tr:~~a~e=~hk; anfdhin co!IaboratiOI 
u ents ma]orin . B ers o t e social stud' c?oos~ the Bachelor of Xrt~nin ~~iness . an~ Economics ~~" 
;honB mhEconomics, in General Bco~ntmg, m Business Educn 
e. ac elor of Science in Bu . usmess or they may choose 
tanai Sci~nce. In addition, t~~eds Administration and Seer~ 
~t~Jra;n m b_us~ness education anedartmen.t ~ffers a terminnl 
Y or a hmited number f d a specialized program o{ 
to pursue leadership careers i~ b a .vanced students intending 
government service. usiness management, law and 
Bachelor of Arts Degr 
Accounting and Bu . ee stness 
Major : 57 hours inciud' 3 
the following supportin mg 0 hours in accountin 1 
and 368, and Economic; 2o1r2os.2 ~22iness 250, 255, 31g, E1Bs B::~~:sfrlOS Math 101 by D~vis Math E~~~t!~ti· Students not 
· on must take 
Minor: 18 hours of ;~S, f3i15~fg 3d
68
ditiona1 c~~~s:~v:!o:::~d d~cBun.ting with 
' ' ' and Economics 201. e . usmess 108, 
Business Education 
Major: 48 hours incl d. 
101-102-103, 105-106-107 u 10§ Accounting 205-206, Business 
451 and an advanced cou;se in' b21 ?• 250, 315, 317, 320, 422 
Usiness or economics Th ' 
· ose 
I!I.JESS AND ECONOMICS 81 
1 mng to teach business education subjects in the secondary 
uls of Arkansas should complete an additional 16 hours 
lucation, making a minimum of 25 hours of prescribed 
lc in psychology and education, including Business 422 
I 151. 
uomics 
Ma:;or: 42 hours including Economics 201, 202, 322, 343, 
\, 413 and 12 advanced hom·s of electives in Economics; 
•·ounting 205-206, and Business 250 and 255. 
Minor. 18 hours of approved economics courses includ-
nl( 201, 202 or 12 hours of approved economics courses in-
htding 201, 202 and 6 hours of acceptable work in political 
• tcnce, American history, and sociology. 
';cneral Business 
Major: 45 hours of course work including Accounting 
105-206, Business 108, 250, 254, 255, 315-316, and 353 or 
\68, Economics 201, 202, 322, 342, and 6 hours electives in 
business or economics. 
Minor: 12 hours of business 6 of which must be ad-
vanced, and Economics 201 and 202. 
Bachelor of Science Degree 
Business Administration 
Major: 54 hours of aproved work including Accounting 
205-206, Business 108, 250, 254, 255, 315, 316, 320, and 368, 
Economics 201, 202, 322, 343, and 12 hours electives in 
business, economics, political science, American hist ory, and/ 
or sociology. General education requirements in the field of 
social science will not be accepted . 
Secretarial Science 
Major: 48 hours including Business 101-102-103, 105-
106-107,108,117, 217,218,250,254, 315, 317,320, Account-
ing 203 and three advanced hours in business. 
Students may be exempt from Business 101, 102, 105, 
106 if they can demonstrate proficiency from former work 
by passing an advanced standing examination in any or all 
of these courses. Hours exempt must be made up in business 
and/ or economics electives. 
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. Minor: For those who wish . 
subJects. Business 101-102 105 106E?mphasis on seer( 
. ' - ' 218, 250, 320. 
. Mmor: For those who wish em h . ~UbJects. Business 105-106 117 2[8 a2sis on general bu t 
mg 203. ' ' ' 50, 320, and Acta u 
Accounting (Acct.) 
203x. ~ECR~TARIAL ACCOUNTING. . . 
accountmg wrth emphasis on cleric l (3) Sprmg. Baslc principlr 
secretary to professional people· st ad profedures; accounting probl('rtl accol:lntin~ records for executi;es·u Y o. syste~s applicable to per 
to f~nancral executives. Limited ~pecral req~rreme?ts for secret • 
termmal secretarial students. o secretarral scrence m ajors 
205-206. FUNDAMENTALS OF ~lementary accounting theor ACC_QUNTING. (3,3) Fall Spru 
tl?r;s to single proprietorshi "{• practrce .and simple analysis;' a lar ' 
ursrte or co-requisite: Busine;s '1b~~tnerships and corporations. /r~~. • 
301-302. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUN 
and _understanding of accounti TING. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Anal ' an~ mterpretation of operatingn~t:fe':i" t and gractice; the preparaBo, 
an cor~orations, including such item n s an .reports of partnershiJ 
surplus, mventories and reserves p s as. ~pltal stock transaction 
. rerequisite: Acct. 205-206 
305. COST ACCOUNTING (3 · 1959-60. Elements of productio~ uFall. Alte.rnates with 307; offeree! 
standard cost systems; inventor in nder the J~b cost, process cost and ~Oggets; wage plans and other !elafe~\ m~terrals; paYI:o~ls and taxes; 
. oprcs. Prerequisite: Acct. 205-
306. FEDERAL TAXATION. (3) S . 1960-61.. Broad coverage of the fe prmg. Alternate years; offered 
declarations and returns for indiv"d delal tax structure; preparation of 
gross and net income· ca ita! ~ ua s, partnerships and corporations· 
estates and trusts. Pr~req;'isite: gA~~~- ~gg_do~ses; allowable deductions; 
345x. ADVANCED COST AC . 
offered 1959-60. Advanced COUNTI~G. (3) Spring. Alternate 
?evelopment and app!icatiorf~~b;~:sd m ludgeting, estimating cost"!e!~d 
mg and analysis in manageme t d . ~r costs. Emphasis on cost 'find 
Prerequisite: Acct. 301. n ecrsrons. To follow Acct. 305. -
351. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING . 
complex problems; development. f(4) Sprir;g. Coverage of the more 
partnerships; venture accounts· o accountmg theory and practice· 
coml?o.utnd inter est and annuitie;.ar~~~sol~ t~ubsidiary consolidations: 
requ1sr e: Acct. 301, 302. ' 1 a 10ns and mergers. Pre~ 
355. PRINCIPLES OF AUDITING 
1960-?1 . . Audit theory and r . (3_) . Fall. Alternate years; offered ~x~ma~u;m of financial stat~Z::~ts~r!,; rk~ernal control; detailed audit · 
por s o~rr;lon; professional standards or dmgh~apers and reports; audi: 
rerequ1srte: Acct. 301. an et ICs; practice audit case. 
!NESS AND ECONOMICS 83 
ADVANCED ACCOUNTING. (3) Fall. Intensive analysis of ac-
ang t heory and practice. Coverage of the more complex problems 
• tnership accounting, joint ventures, installment and consignment 
consolidated balance sheets and statements. 
C.P.A. PROBLEMS. (3) Offered on sufficient demand. C.P .A. 
11nation problems in accounting theory, practices, cost, auditing, 
and business law. Prerequisite: Acct. 351 and approval of depart-
l' chairman. 
CORPORATION ACCOUNTING. (3) Spring. Alternate years; 
•l•d 1960-61. Problems peculiar to the corporation resulting from 
hod of ownership, capital structure and legal characteristics; bonds; 
lt•tTed and common stocks; surplus; responsibilities to customers, 
ncrs and community. Prerequisite: Acct. 205-206. 
1111. GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING. (3) Spring. Alternate years; 
h•red 1959-60. Accounting principles and practices as adapted to ~unicipalities and other governing units; accounting for funds and 
t'ir expenditures; assets and liability accounts; report and statements. 
•r (•requisite : Acct. 205-206. 
Husiness (Bus .) 
101. BEGINNING SHORTHAND. (3) Fall. Principles of Gregg Short-ht~nd Simplified. Presentation of theory with extensive practice in 
reading and writing. Meets four times a week. 
102. INTERMEDIATE SHORTHAND. (3) Fall, Spring. A review of 
fundamental principles, followed by assignments which stress speed, 
ltccuracy, fluency, and vocabulary. Introduction to transcription. Pre-
requisite: Bus. 101 or equivalent ability. Three class periods and one 
transcription laboratory period. 
103. ADVANCED SHORTHAND. (3·) Fall, Spring. Extensive dicta-
tion practice in speeds over 100 wpm. Emphasis on the improvement of 
transaction techniques and speed. Prerequisite: Bus. 102 or equivalent 
ability. Three class periods and one transcription laboratory period. 
105. BEGINNING TYPEWRITING. (2) Fall. Introduction to key-
board and basic operative techniques. Practice in personal and routine 
office problems. Open only to students with no prior training in type-
writing. 
106. INTERMEDIATE TYPEWRITING. (2) Fall, Spring. Practice in 
office problems; continuation of speed and accuracy drills. Emphasis on 
office standards of achievement. Prerequisite: Bus. 105 or equivalent 
ability. 
107. ADVANCED TYPEWRITING. (2) Fall, Spring. Occupational 
competence and production skills. Special attention to accuracy and 
speed. Prerequisite: Bus. 106 or equivalent ability. 
108. MATHEMATICS FOR BUSINESS. (3 ) Fall, Spring. Review of 
basic a rithmetical calculations; decimals, ratios, percentages; simple and 
compound interest, discounts, depreciations, graphs, partial payments, 
and other common business procedures. Bus. 108 may be substituted 
for Math 101 in General Education requirements. 
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1_17 .. BUSINESS MACHINES r~~e Jn the use of modern office(~ r~ll, Spring. Instruction 
a or~; full keyboard and 10 k ac me~i key-driven and r-ot 
machines. - ey adctmg-listing machin(·~. 
217. SECRETARIAL PRACT C 
the duties required of seer I E: (3 )_ Spring. An intensive 
appe_arance, attitudes, and ;!~~~~· r:Jth special emphasis on I ~~~UJ~~z;ents. Prerequisite: Bus. ~3{ a~d1tf, as well ~s the 1c 
c . and 107 have not been tak . 06, or theJr equivn 
oncurrently. en prev10usly, they should b 1 
218. ~LERICAL SKILLS. (3) . oh~rabon of electric typewriters d SpFngi· A course dealing wct ~e~~~~t=~dB~s~i~~y 0~fe~~7v:J!~t.us uh!~~g ~~~s::;i~~~· Jh:ks~!~!~ 
250. Bl!SINESS COMMUNICATI . 
of effe~tJve business letters and r ONS. (3) Sprmg. The com ORI ~~!e~!~!t t~r~f~u;.t;:e~~q~f=i~~t:-~!~!t~~~~!iina;~r~~S:VY~ed~~cf ~~:1 
254 BUSINESS OR ' us. 105 or equivulc Nat~re, purpose fu~~IZATION AND ADMINISTRATION (3) n~~s. Productio'n, perso~~e~YP:'a kndt. orgaz;izationa1 stru~ture o~pb~ 
V1s1on. ' r e mg, nsk and problems of SUJ>· 
255. INTRODUCTORY s development of th b . TATISTICS. (3) Sprin A ~~~t!~st~~~11~5~1isn~!n!£~:. :;~~2f:::sds;:~1~!~.t~~~:~~~~1;r;~:~!~~t~~~ a 1cs . · rerequ1s1te: Bus. 108 0 
315, 316. BUSINESS LAW 
de_vel?pment; organization f (3,3) Fall, Spring. Histor f 
prmcJples involved in the o courts and administrative a ~Y. o legnl rl~~~!~~~ cf~ft~:;:~::ts~ ' c~~~r~::~~~~z;e¥r~tr;a~t:~t ~~~k~~~~~~:~~i~~~~ 
rus s. ' oper y, sales, suretyship, 
f~Js 5~FFICE MANAGEMENT. (3) S . 
function's r~e addinistrati.ve problems p~f!~ j~~er~at~ y~ars; offe~ed 
flowi _office lay~~t C:::d ~t~~~=~~s P;:e1dures and ~~~~:g~~e~tof ;~~k~ supp 1es. ' P oyment problems, equip~ent and 
320_. -':'ERSONAL F1NANCE ~OPJCS lD;clude inflation, tax ~rob~~msF~ll. Managing personal finances· 
0~~r~~d~lb~nk ll:Ccounts, investments:n~k{~~de, a~uities: credit, hom~ ecur1ty programs. surv1vors msurance and 
!frO. :RINCIPLES OF MARKETING voM~a 1960-61. ~he solution of a ~ari (3) Fall. Alternate years; manuf;ct~~~r~e~~Jl:id~~e~~~nn;~fceo~ ~i~:~b~~i~~~b~~~Ju~~~o1f:iess i~f 
' n general marketing procedures. 
ESS AND ECONOMICS 85 
PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE. (3) Spring. Alter-
••ars; offered 1960-61. Insurance principles, concepts, rate pro-
. con, risk bearing and regulatory concepts and legislation as related 
fields of Fire, Casualty and Marine Insurance. Prerequisites: 
'01, 202, Acct. 205-206. 
INVESTMENTS. (3 ) Spring. Alternate years; offered 1959-60. 
qualitative analysis approach to the problem of selective invest-
• r isk determination, delimiting of risk, areas and fields of invest-
Prerequisite: Eco. 201, 202, Accounting 205-206. 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS. (3) Spring. Alternate years; offered 
I 61. The conditions which give rise to the union movement, em-
••r practices, techniques, mechanics and scope of collective bargain-
various approaches made by management and labor to attain in-
. rial peace. Emphasis on the American situation. Prerequisite: 
254, Eco. 201, 202. 
·11:<. PRINCIPLES OF SALESMANSHIP. (3) Offered on sufficient 
mand. A study of the fundamental principles of selling; of the eco-
•mic problems connected with personal selling; on analysis of the 
oduct and the market; the interview; building goodwill and a study of 
• • problems which are intended to develop the personality of the stu-
1· nts. Individual demonstration sales. 
:11lS. INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY. See Psychology 363. 
:108. PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT. (3) Spring. Alternate years; 
offered 1959-60. Techniques and policies needed to handle human 
relations problems involved in a variety of leadership situations; busi-
ness, industry, government and education. Includes organizational re-
lationships, employee selection, training, placement, discharge and labor 
turn-over. Prerequisite: Psychology 201, Bus. 353 and Psychology 363 
1\re strongly recommended. 
422. 
Fall. 
METHODS OF TEACHING BUSINESS IN HIGH SCHOOL. 
See Department of Education. 
(2) 
450. INDEPENDENT RESEARCH. (3) Offered on sufficient demand. 
Students who demonstrate outstanding scholastic ability and have clear-
ly defined professional or vocational interests will be granted the right 
to work on independent research. Emphasis will be placed on research 
techniques and procedures assignments. Prerequisite: Consent of the 
major advisor must be secured six weeks prior to registration. 
451. STUDENT TEACHING IN BUSINESS. (6) Fall, Spring. See De-
partment of Educat ion. 
Economics (Eco.) 
103. BASIC ECONOMICS. (2) Fall, Spring and Summer. The 
fundamental concepts underlying the American economy and a brief 
analysis of other economic systems. (Required of all freshmen other 
than majors in Accounting and Business, Economics, General Business, 
and Busin€ss Administration or those planning to take Economics 201.) 
Same as Social Science 103. 
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201, 202. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. (3,3) FaiJ, SJ> 
fundamental theories of economics and their application to 
lems of production, distribution, money, wages, rent, profit 
public spending and international trade. Prerequisite: Soc1 101, 102. 
322. MONEY AND BANKING. (3) Fall. Current banking in 
and practices, the relationship between the Federal Reserv4 
and the commercial bankinJr system, monetary theory and 
principles. Prerequisite: Eco. 201, 202, Acct. 205-206. 
333. ECONOMICS OF TRANSPORTATION. (3) Fall. AlterMt 
offered 1959-60. Development of water, land and air transpn 
systems. Economic regulation, rate-making and valuation PIc Prerequisite: Eco. 201, 202. 
340. PUBLIC UTILITY ECONOMICS. (3) Fall. Alternate years; or•. 
1960-61. Franchise and other operating permits; duties of 1 
utilities; problems of rate, base, structure and composition; rate m••l 
rate promulgation; intercorporate relationships; and g-overnment , · 
latory agencies and methods. Prerequisites: Eco. 201-202, Acct. 205 
342. PUBLIC FINANCE. (3) Spring. Alternate years; offered 19:'>• 
Public expenditures, revenues and debts; their causes, distribution . 
trends; tax principles, practices and burdens; produr.tion, employm, 
income distribution and prices. Prerequisite: Eco. 322. 
343. CORPORATION FINANCE. (3) Fall. Alternate years; oflcrc 
1959-60. Forms of business organization including the promotion, u 
ganization, capitalization, expansion, reorganization and fiscal opor • 
tions; management and financing of modern corporate forms of busint 
enterprise. Prerequisite: Eco. 201, 202, Acct. 205-206. 
346. BUSINESS CYCLES. (3) Fall. Offered on sufficient demand 
Major causes and possible controls of business fluctuations. Detailed o 
amination of the theories of fluctuation. Monetary and fiscal control Prerequisite: Eco. 322. 
366. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC THOUGHT. (3) Spring. Alternat<· 
Years; offered 1959-60. Capitalism, state socialism, communism and 
other economic systems. Prerequisites: 12 hours in economics and consent of the instructor. 
403. HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT. (3) Spring. Alternate 
years; offered 1960-61. Development of economic thinking and economic 
systems, work of Marshall, Rousseau, Keyens, Muller, Marx and others. Prerequisite: Eco. 322 and Eco. 343. 
413. INTERMEDIATE ECONOMIC THEORY. (3) Fall. Alternate years; 
offered 1960-61. Analysis of the theory of production, price, distribution, 
national income, output and employznent. Prerequisites: 12 hours of 
economics and consent of the instructor. 
450. INDEPENDENT RESEARCH. ( 3) Offered on demand. Students 
who demonstrate outstanding scholastic ability and have clearly defined 
professional or vocational interests will be granted the right to work on 
independent research. Emphasis will be placed on research techniques 
and procedures assignments. Prerequisite: Consent of the major advisor 
must be secured six weeks prior to registration. 
\TION 
11 rofessors: 
Education Department 
Leonard Lewis, Chairman 
of the Department 
George W. Bond 
lssociate Professor: Edward G. Sewell 
f Harold Bowie . Assistant Pro essors: Murrey Woodrow W ilson 
Assisting from Other Departments: 
William K. Summitt Professor: 
87 
Associate Profe ssor: Edwin M. Hughes . 
f the Education Department. IS The primary purpose o ful careers in teachmg 
. . f tudents for success 11 ex-the t rammg o s f ional attitudes norma Y. 
•nd the development of p~o e~he attainment of these obJe?-
pPcted of good teachers. or ther complete programs m 
' •ves the college offerhs twod ra duate education program d t
. T e un ergra · th grad-tpacher e uca wn. f f ll . formation concernmg e 
IS outlined below and or u ~n refer to the Graduate Educa-
uate program, the reader m Y 
t ion Bulletin. ·s structured with-
d t d cation program I . The undergra ua e e u l b helor's degree reqmre-
in the framework of the regu fr th a~ program and virtual~y 
ments. It is an integral paii o ha: some responsibility m 
every department of the co ege 
the training of teachers. . . year 
. irements and receive a SIX-To meet graduatiOn requ h student must complete the 
certificate based on a degree, t e . ting of 53-56 semester 
general education progran: c~d:~:tion and psychology, 2?-
hours, professional courses bi'~ct matter and Bible c~mrses m 
30 semester hours, ~z:d su J meet graduation reqmreJ?ents. 
semester hours sufficient to tl' ed below in more detaiL Programs for teachers are ou In 
Admission to Teacher Education 
I. n teaching should make h plan careers r in Students w o. 1 ter than the sophomore yea . 
known their intentwns not a t t all students can quah-
college. It is generally knowK Jl:~r 7~terests and the interests fy for teaching. To safeguar 
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_ __ _ _ ____ _ _!!HA~R~DING C< 
of children in the bl ' 
teach s~ould regist~~ ~fthc~eol~ each student who Jl 
counselmg and maint . epartment of Educut 
after. am contact with the department d 
Students with h · I . sphe~ch handicaps, pe~s~~~~fty ~s;b~liti~s, language bu• 
ac Ievement cannot b e ICiencies, and low acm 
unless these deficienci:sexpected to be approved for tc " 
are removed. 
Admission to Teaching 
Registration in courses in d . 
not i~ply that students will e ~catio:r: and psychology d dtea~~mg. Each student teach au omahcally be assignC'd efiCiencies, if any, have been er must show that the nh. 
an ap:propriate faculty commit{emoFed to t~e satisfaction 
committee, the student m t hee. or consideration by t h 
us ave: 
1. 
2. 
The recommendation of h' d R IS epartmental chairm~tt 
eport from the Testin Off' 
achievement on the f g h Ice of a sufficiently hi~ h 
to meet the requirem:~~s m~nthnd dsoph<;>more tcl!t 
ment. 0 e e ucation depart 
3. Report from the Re ist . 
tionary status. g rar With reference to probn 
4. Report from th S h 
to language hanJ. pee:f· Department with respect Icaps, 1 any. 
5. Report from the C I ' 
personality defici.en~~~~~t~~Y ?ffice with respect to 
6. Report from the Educatio 0 . . 
completed prerequisites fo nt ffhi?e With respect t o 
r eac mg. 
Major with emphasis on I 
ter hours including Psych I e ementary education: 30 semes-
361, 375, 401, 402, and 441gy 203, 307; Education 204, 360, 
courses: English (Childr ' . L'Plus the following additional 
Music 115, 116, Geographny 212I~eBr~tlure) 1350, Art 211, 212· 
M . . ' IO ogy 08. ' 
a]or With emphasis on se d !o~ h4uo5rs including Psychology 2o3 3(57.e~udcatio? : 30 semes-
' , and 451 plus 8 ' • ucatwn 204 375 
tion 320, 401-409,' 410, 41 ~~4i~e4fturs chosen from Educa~ 
' ' and Psychology 351. 
I ATION 89 
'Major in subject matter fields: Those who wish to 
in subject matter fields for high school teaching and 
the m!nimum requirements in education and psychology 
• •rtification should complete 22 hours including Psychol-
203, 307 and Education 204, 375, 404, 405, and 451. 
Description of Courses 
•1uired of All Teachers 
11. PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. (3 ) 
I. Spring. The physical, mental, emotional and social development 
1 he human individual from birth through adolescence. Application of 
principles of psychology to an understanding of human growth with 
n1>hasis on understanding of child and adolescent behavior. 
'Ill. THE TEACHER AND THE SCHOOL. (3) Fall and Spring. The 
· 1cher and the professional criteria for identifying successful teachers. 
rho school and its functions in society, its aims, purposes, and prob-
. ms. Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 
1117. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. (3 ) Fall, Spring. The basic pro-
t•sses and principles of human behavior, the development and growth of 
man's equipment for learning, the learning process, learning and forget -
ling, motivation, principles of learning, with special efforts to make appli-
• ntion of the pr inciples of psychology to the problems of the classroom 
teacher. 
375. illSTORY AND PillLOSOPHY OF EDUCATION. (3) Fall, Spring. 
To develop an understanding of the American school system through a 
survey of its growth and development. Interest will also be centered 
on the basic philosophies of education for the purpose of developing a 
perspective of the teacher's role in education. Prerequisites: Psychology 
203, Education 204. 
Required of Elementary Teachers 
360-361, 401-402 METHODS AND CURRICULUM IN THE ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL. ( 12) A study of the grade placement of curricular materials 
and the development of methods and procedures of teaching in the use 
of instructional materials in the major areas of the elementary school 
curriculum. Courses in arithmetic and scien ce will emphasize mastery 
of content in those areas. Observation in the schools required. Pre-
requisites: Psychology 203, Education 204, Junior standing. Register 
separately for: 
360. READING AND CURRICULUM STUDIES. (3) Fall. 
361. TEACillNG THE SOCIAL STUDIES. (3) Spring 
401. TEACIDNG ARITHMETIC. (3) Fall. 
402. TEACHING SCIENCE. (3 ) Spring. 
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Required of all Secondary School T h 
eac ers 
404. THE SECONDARY ~:~t i~i:c:t~dy of curricul~~?~~s,C~~~~~~UM. (2) Fall, Sp 
tailed study ~f~~ \940, curriculum organizati~no~~~e cu_r~iculum m 
chology 203 307· ;edmpo~ary curriculum program rpevision •. ~nd r 
' • ucatwn 204 375 J . s. . rerequisites· 1 
' • umor standmg · 
405. GENERAL METHODS . 
the processes and th d · (2) Fa!!, Spring Th' =~J ~fu~s, classifie~~s ~h! ~~~je~h~~;r~~ relatio-n to ~~r~i~I~md~~:ctir 
Educationr 2g~r~.fJ Jlas_sifications. Prer~~~~it~~~ ~rrehlat,ed curriculu · 
· . umor standing, · syc o ogy 203, :11• 
451. SUPERVISED TEA 
fessional traini · CHING. (6-8) Fall S · . 
;vou
1 
thd in the s~to~1n!~~s ~~r:~ua! t and dire~t ::~~!~t 'JR:h ~~f1~e of pre 
me ~ .e observations wh um .Y· The wide variet f re? an ' 
participation in tea h. erev~r. pupils are grouped f ~ 0 ex~enencr 
tencies expected of c mg a~tivities with the view to od mltr~ctwn. and 
:hill be wo!·kshops d=~~~ssw~~ht~~chers. Concurrently e;lt~P~h~ compc 
e collection org · t' e problems of t hi Is courst t~eeded in th~ cla~~~~~on, ;nd us: ?f curricular ~~te~fa~~saththey arist.. Ion and Psych 1 . · rereqmsites· 16 sem t h s ey arc ~05, 375. Edu~a~!;;; 1~c4ludindg Psycholog~ 203 30~~ ~rd ou:s in Educa-
mg and ·th h • an 305 may b '. • ucatwn 204 304 WI t e approval of th Ed .e earned currently with t' h' 
e ucatwn Department eac -
Electives· T · 
teachers. · 0 meet the special 
needs of prospective and experienced 
320 .. AUDIO-VISUAL AI 
audio-visual e u· DS. (2) Fall Techn · 1 
learning and t~e·Ipment~ the value and impor(a Problems related to 
to be ar~anged. I~r~~es ~~ ~ctual teaching situatio~~ce L of these aids to 
and approval of the ;,dqUisitt.es: Psychology 203 307: Edabort~tory periods 
uca Ion Department. , , uca wn 204, 375, 
406. P~INCIPLES AND TEC 
Th_e basic principles t· HNIQUES OF COUNSELING 
guidance. Prerequisit~;af Ices, a~d materials used in . (3) Fall. 
204. Junior standing a d or teachmg: Psychology 203 3g~~sEelmg <;nd 
n approval of the Educati D' , ducation 
on epartment. 
t CATION 91 
THE TEACHER'S ROLE IN SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION. (3) 
r. The professional relationships of the teachers to supervisors 
1dministrators and a consideration of administrative problems with 
h the teacher is concerned. Interviews with teachers and admini-
t>rs on problems of administration. Prerequisites: Psychology 203, 
~:ducation 204, 375, and approval of the Education Department. 
II' TEACHING ADULT HOMEMAKING CLASSES. (2) Spring. See 
Ill' Economics 412. 
IIi EDUCATION TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS. (3) Spring. Deals 
h the problems of evaluations, how to improve the grading systems 
chool, and with construction of tests, their uses, and the interpreta-
n of test results. Prerequisites: Psychology 203, 307; Education 204, 
'• and approval of the Education Department. 
1111. SOCIOLOGICAL BASES OF EDUCATION. (3) Spring. Deals 
lth the social problems which have an impact on the school: Social 
•sses in the community, minority peoples and intergroup education, 
l{regation and integration, and school-community relationships. ?re-
quisites: Psychology 203, 307; Education 204, 375. Approval of Edu-
llion Department. 
121. DIAGNOSIS AND REMEDIAL INSTRUCTION. (3) Fall. Prob-
•·ms of exceptional children in the elementary school, an analysis of 
·heir difficulties, and the development of methods and materials appro-
priate for exceptional children. Observations and study in laboratory 
.ituations. Prerequisites: Psychology 203, 307; Education 204, 375, and 
·tpproval of the Education Department. Open only to experienced 
teachers. 
122-430. METHODS IN HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECTS. (2-3) The subject 
matter departments may if they choose cooperate with the education 
department in the administration of the following methods courses 
under circumstances most beneficial to the student teachers. If credit 
is desired register separately for them. Prerequisites: Psychology 203, 
307; Education 204, 375. 
422. TEACHING OF BUSINESS EDUCATION. (3) Fall. 
423. TEACHING ENGLISH IN HIGH SCHOOLS. (2) Fall. 
424. TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS. (3) Fall. 
425. TEACHING MATHEMATICS. (2 ) Fall. 
426. SECONDARY SCHOOL MUSIC. (2) Fall. 
427. TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION. (3) Fall. 
428. TEACHING SCIENCES IN HIGH SCHOOLS. (2) FalL 
429. TEACHING SOCIAL SCIENCES. (2 ) Fall. 
430. TEACHING SPEECH. (2) Fall. 
431. COMPARATIVE EDUCATION. (3) Fall. This course surveys 
the development of educational systems in certain foreign countries 
with emphasis on contemporary issues and problems and their influence 
on American education. 
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HARDING CO' 1 
- --
English and Humanities 
Professor· L 
· loyd Cline Sears Ch · As · t p , airmnn 
socta e rofessors: Rob t R M er . eyers 
Ruby Lowery Stapleton 
Assistant Professors: J 
ames L. Atteberry 
Robert Steven Brown 
Pearl Latham 
John Kasbaum 
Assisting from Othe D 
- r epartments: 
Professor- N . 
Instruct0 ; . Rebll B. Cope 
· o ert L. Tipton 
The purpose of the D Hu~anities is to assist th efadtme~t of English and t I l~gical thinking and clear e e s u ~nt m deve!oping habit~ 
him to an appreciation of th~e~;Ive. expr~ssiOn and to ll •It 
treated not merely as artisti eatr:re mmd. Literaturo ' f~':'elopment of human cult~r=x~hessi~~ butda~ a progresS!\ 
a mg to our own age th f' ' oug an Ideals. By rc 
achievement of the paste .,:nest thinking and the high<: t 
our present culture and e can understand more fulh 
means ?Y which the mindsca::r grasp more perfectly tlu 
the pass~ng of each age. men have broadened with 
MaJor· 32 h · 1 ~01 and 403. T~~:: me u?i~g 101-102, 201-202, 301 or 302 
field m~y omit 403. quahfymg to teach in the elementar; 
Mmor: 18 hours incl d · 
hours of advanced work. u mg 101-102, 201-202 and six 
Students preparing to t h 
Tb( •Se needing a better und eac s~ould take Speech 255 
elect English 322. Since hi erstandmg of grammar should 
often expected to coach de\h tschoo~ teachers of English are 
newspaper, Speech 125 or 27s an supervise the student 
strongly recommended and Journalism 201 
. are 
English Language and Literature 
100. a,b. IMPROVEMENT I 
Sprmg. Designed for stud N ENGLISH AND READING ( ~h~d~~~~d ~~nt~~l~ ~ ~n;H~h ~~~ ~h~e sk~JJ:~~f~i:d;t .bacf~~un~a~ 
:~!1j~g~rr!a~~ng,d :e b~tte~ac::n~~~d~~ ~te:~ is c;!pre!~~sl~~r~~ 
minor. oa er vocabulary. Does not count tar, unprovement in 
oward the major or 
.t,.ISH AND HUMANITIES 93 
I 1112. FRESHMAN COMMUNICATIONS. (3,3) Fall, Spring. The 
mental principles of interpretation and of effective writing, such 
t•ntial grammar, semantics, good usage, clear thinking and logical 
m:ation. Instruction in use of the library is followed by research 
ods and writing of the research paper. Readings in the fall orient 
udent to college life; selections from well-known American authors 
he spring develop important concepts of American culture. All 
tngs furnish materials for writing and discussion. 
. FRESHMAN COMMUNICATIONS LABORATORY. (1 ) Fall, Spring. 
is a laboratory course which accompanies English 101 and must be 
••n at the same time. It gives intensive training in the improvement 
reading, development of vocabulary, and improvement of study 
lmiques. Open to all upperclassmen in the spring semesters also. 
111,202 OUR WESTERN HERITAGE. (3,3) Fall, Spring. An exam-
tlion of the most important ideas regarding the nature of man and 
place in the world through major productions in literature from 
ssical times to the present. Three hours a week are devoted to writers 
· presentative of certain concepts, ideas, movements or creative types 
hich have had special influence on our present culture. The course 
closely related to Art 101 and Music 101 which give the principles 
underlying creative work in art and music. 
:101, 302. AMERICAN LITERATURE. (3,3) Fall, Spring. The develop-
ment and significance of American literature, with its historical, social 
nd philosophical backgrounds from the beginning to present times. 
309. THE ROMANTIC PERIOD 1798-1832. (3) Fall. An interpreta-
tion of the thought and art of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and 
Keats in its individual achievement and in its relation to the spirit of 
the period. The shorter poems are read with close attention along with 
selected passages from longer poems and related prose. 
313. LATER NINETEENTH CENTURY POETRY. (3) Spring. The 
major poets of the later nineteenth century exclusive of Tennyson and 
Browning. 
318. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH NOVEL. (3) Fall. The rise 
and development of the novel and the different types of fiction from 
the adventure stories of Defoe and the historical novels of Scott to the 
realistic novels of Hardy. The course is critical as well as historical. 
322. MODERN ENGLISH GRAMMAR. (3) Spring. The basic prin-
ciples of English grammar which are necessary to an understanding of 
the language today. Designed particularly for those who plan to teach 
English and for those who need a better understanding of language 
structure. 
323. ADVANCED COMPOSITION. See Journalism 323. 
350. CIDLDREN'S LITERATURE. (3) Spring. A study of the various 
types and sources of children's literature. Extensive reading required 
to acquaint the prospective teacher with the wealth of material available 
in the field; demonstrated procedures in the teaching of literature to 
children. Prerequisite: Psychology 203. 
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_____________ H_A_R_=.DING C 
401. SHAKESPEARE. (5 ) F ~en_t as a dramatic artist and all. .Shakespeare's genius and 
IS given not only to th . h as an mterpreter of humanity 
the penetration of his e tt~u;h~s ~hd pberfection of his langu!l • 
understanding and the wh 1 ' e . re~dth of his sympath o eness of h1s v1ew. 
403: CHAUCER. (3) S . Variety of his interests urenn_gh Chaucer. as an artist and a Ill ~nderstanding of hum~ . nc ness. of l?ls humor and his s i~ the English language ~~~u~tt~bon .lsd given to import:: I A 
I erary background. e periO and to Chaucer's soc 1 
405. TENNYSON AND BROWNING 
of each author and many of th 1 · (3 ) Fall. The best short 1 the Idylls, the dramas and the ~· ongerd ones, including selection f 
to. ~ach writer as contributin mg an the Book. Attention is I 
spmt of his age. g to and as reflecting the thought A 
407. MODERN DRAMA (3) . land, Europe and Ameri~a from ISprmg. The major dramatists of • 
to the changes in dramatic tech b.sen to the .!?resent. Attention is 1(1 
grounds and to cultural concepts~Ique, to social and philosophical b I! 
4:0x. LITERATURE OF THE SOUTH 
0 
.a South~rn literature, with h · . (3 ) Fa_ll. The developnu 
social, and literary trends. emp asis on phllosophical, historic ' 
!;!x.. DEVELOPMENT OF THE AMERICAN 
encan novel to the present M . ' N9VEL. (3 ) Spring TJ 
r;presentative of American culture am ehlphasis on. novels and no~eli ' ~a nyoS~~ obf Ckooper, Hawthorne, ~af:o H~::n ancd ldeasD. 9areful stud 
' m ec 'and others. ' s, rane, rmser, Hemin 
450. SEMINAR. (2 or 3) Offered on 
and research course for seniors in E ~emand. An independent studv 
of the course is adapted to the ne d ngfhsh and humanities. The wori-
H 
. . e s o each student. 
umanzhes · 
306. THE HEBREW PROPHETS 
ward the major or minor. . See Bible 306. Does not count to-
308. HEBREW POETRY AND 
Does not count toward the majo~~D~~o~ITERATURE. See Bible 308. 
Foreign Languages and Literature 
Professor· W'lli 
Assistant .Professors· V I amV Leslie Burke, Chairman 
· .. erne ogt 
"'Velma R. West 
Instructor: R L T. 
A . . · . 1pton ssistmg from other dep t 
. ar ments : 
Assoczate Professors: Robert L H I t 
* · e sen Jack P. Lewis 
*On the Memphis campus. 
I~IGN LANGUAGES 95 
The department seeks to satisfy the needs of those who 
tro a foreign language for its cultural values, those who 
ure a foreign language for greater proficiency in their 
· on field and especially those who desire a knowledge of 
• ,,k or Hebrew for a better understanding and use of the 
1lc. 
Major in Biblical Languages : 38 hours of Greek and 
l··brew with a minimum o£ 10 hours in the latter. Greek 
I ,() and 16 additional hours of advanced work in one or both 
I .nguages. 
Minor in Biblical Languages: 26 hours including Greek 
llll-102 and Hebrew 201-202. Six hours of advanced credit 
,.-c required. 
Minor in Greek: 18 hours of Greek including six hours 
. ,r advanced credit. 
niBLICAL LANGUAGES 
Greek 
101-102. ELEMENTARY GREEK. (5,5) Fall, Spring. Grammar and 
yntax of the Greek of the New Testament with emphasis on learning 
the basic inflections and vocabulary; reading in the Greek New Testa-
ment in the spring semester. 
251. THE GOSPEL OF JOHN. (3) Fall. Reading the Greek text; 
further study of grammar; attention to vocabulary; exegesis of selected 
passages. Prerequisite: 101-102. 
252. THE GOSPEL OF MARK. (3) Spring. Translation of the Greek 
text; more intensive study of grammar; attention to the linguistic style 
of t he author; exegesis of selected passages. Prerequisites: 101-102 and 
251 or consent of department chairman. 
301. ROMANS. (3) Fall. Translation of the Greek text; more ex· 
tensive study of grammar - moods, tenses, particles, style; exegesis of 
selected passages. Prerequisites: 101-102, 251 and 252 or consent of 
department chairman. 
302. ACTS OF APOSTLES. (3) Spring. Reading selected passages 
from the Greek text, study of grammatical structure and style; exegesis 
of selected passages. Prerequisites: 251, 252 and 301 or consent of de-
partment chairman. 
303. I AND II TIMOTHY AND TITUS. (2) Fall. Offered on sufficient 
demand. Reading and exegesis of the Greek text with emphasis on 
grammar and syntax. Prerequisites: 101-102, 251 and 252 or consent 
of department chairman. 
304. JAMES, I AND II PETER, AND JUDE. (2) Spring. Translation 
of the Greek text; analytical and comparative study of grammatical con-
struction and style; exegesis of selected passages. Prerequisites: 101-
102; 251 and 252; or consent of department chairman. 
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305. ADVANCED GREEK GRAMMAR. (2) Fall. Offered 1 
ficient demand. Intensive, systematic, and analytical study 
grammar of the Greek New Testament. Attention is given 
meanings of cases, tenses, moods, constructions with participl 
finitives, prepositions, conjunctions, particles, various types ot 1 
Prerequisites: 101-102; 251 and 252; or consent of the department man. 
306. WORD STUDY IN THE NEW TESTAMENT. (2) Sprin11 
fered on sufficient demand. Concordia!, contextual, lexical and 
matical study of selected words in the Greek New Testament 
represent cardinal ideas of the New Testament message. Prerequ 
251 and 252 or consent of department chairman. 
450. SEMINAR. (2-4) Offered on demand. Directed study or 
search with primary emphasis on meeting the needs of the indivu 
student. Readings in Greek and Roman history and the developmcw 
Hellenistic culture. Prerequisites: 301 and 302 or consent of departm. chairman. 
Hebrew 
201-202. ELEMENTARY HEBREW. (5,5) Fall, Spring. Elemenhu 
and essent ial principles of the Hebrew language and grammar; attentu 
to vocabulary with special emphasis on the verb; exercises in readlh and writing. 
303, 304. READINGS IN THE HEBREW BffiLE. (2,2) Fall, Sprinv 
Offered on sufficient demand. Reading of selected parts and books n 
the Hebrew Old Testament; attention to grammar, vocabulary ann 
exegesis. Prerequisite: 301-302. 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
German 
101-102. ELEMENTARY GERMAN. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Study of 
grammar and syntax reduced to a practical minimum with the reading 
of graded texts; chief emphasis on reading ability; elementary conversa-
tion. The spring semester includes an introduction to scientific German. 
201-202. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN. (3,3) Offered on sufficient de-
mand. Review of grammar; special attention to vocabulary, reading 
and appreciation of more difficult representative prose, drama and 
lyrics of German literature. Prerequisite: 101-102. 
Spanish 
101-102. ELEMENTARY SPANISH. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Practice in 
pronunciation, reading, writing and conversation with emphasis on ear-
training and the fundamentals of grammar. 
201-202. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Intensive 
reading of Latin American and Spanish literary works. Grammar con-
tinued with attention to sentence structure and idiomatic usages. Pre-requisite: 101-102. 
I·:NERAL SCIENCE 97 
E (3 3) Designed to SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERATUR • ni~h literature and ~~~ili~~I:~ the student with the brlad s~~Xet~fa~sl:t him in develo_Ping 
ath its intellectual an~ cf~:r~~ev~fet~e Spanish language. Readings, 
ucncy and accuracy 
l'tures, and reports. 
General Science 
Charles G. Pitner, Chairma~, 
Professors: Department of Ma~hematlcs 
J h E Pryor Chairman, 
osDep rt.ment of Physical Science 
epa Ch . J k Wood Sears, airman, . 
aDepartment of Biological Science 
William Clark Stevens,. S . 
Department of BiologiCal cience 
Associate Professor: William D. WillfiaPmhs . al Science 
Department o ysic 
f J hn Bell Lasater, . Assistant Pro essors: oDepartment of Biological Science 
Maurice L. Lawson . 
Department of P~ysical Science 
Kenneth Leon Perrm . 
Department of Mathematics 
. 1 . al Science, Mathematics The Departments of B10 o~Ic ffering an interdepart-
and Physical Scier:ce cooperat7n I;e~eral science is desi~ned 
mental major. This prc:g:am in several branches of science 
for those who nee~ tran~mf h school and for those who ~or 
in order to teach sci~nce lb Igd understanding and apprecia-
any other reas~n desire a ro~he Bachelor of Arts an:J. the 
tion of the sciences. Both ff red in general science. £ S · degrees are o e . t' e Bachelor o . cience . teach in the minimum rm 
Those plannmg to certify to ro ram in order to com-
should elect the Bachelor do£ Ar!:spin ~ducation and psychol-
plete 24 hours of ap~r~ve c~~: General Education Progr2 
ogy, and should omit ron: s 101 and Physical Scie~ce 10 . 
Psychology 201, Mathern£ 1~c) . 52' hours in the biological an2d 
Major (Bachelor o s ·t. . eluding Biology 101-10 , 
. d mathema lCS m 52 Ph . al physical sciences .an 111 112· Mathematics 1 ; yslC 104-105 '~ ; Chemist;y 201=202' and a total of 24 hours of 
Science 101; P?ysics £ the following fields-biology, che~­
advanced work 1~ two do h . - with a minimum of SIX 
. mathematics an p ysics 
Istry, . ch of the two selected. 
hours In ea . endation of Department of Biology. 
*104-105 may be waived on r ecomm 
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Major (Bachelor of Science). 67 h . 
and physical sciences and . . our~ m the biologicol 
101-102, 104-105~' . Chern· t ~iih1i.2tlcs mcluding Biology 
Physical Science '101; Ph;~cs 201_d0~athematics 151, 152, hours of advanced work . and a total of 2-1 
biology, chemistry mathe:::-a;.wo ofd thh f<;>Ilowin.g fields -
mum of six hours in each of thics tan PI ysics-with a mini-
M
. e wo se ected 
mor: 32 hours in the b ' I . I . 
and mathematics including B' II ogi~Cnai<f physic~! sciences 
112; Mathematics 152· Phy . II Sg~ - 2; Chemistry 111-
and six hours of adva~ced sicak .cienhce 101; Physics 201-202 
wor In t e area. 
For a description of c ££ • 
ment of Biological Scienceou;he ~ ermgs consult the Depart -
the Department of Physi·c I's .e epartment of Mathematics a Cience. • 
History and Social Science 
Professor: Clifton L. Ganus Jr Ch · • ., airman 
Assistant Professors: Irene Johnson 
Dallas Roberts 
Joe P. Spaulding 
Billy D. Verkler 
Instructor: Gene Rainey 
The work of the depart t . d . basic information concernin men IS . esigned to give students 
which affect civilizations· t~ th: social forces and institutions 
and elementary schools· 'to f p ep~rehteachers for secondary 
demic discipline needed' f urdms t e knowledge and aca-
. or gra uate stud · h ' 
science or in a related professional field. Y m Istory, social 
History 
Major: Social Science 101 102 103 plus 16 hours of advanced le I h. t • • 201, 202 and 450 302. ve IS ory courses including 301-
h Minor: Social Science 101 102 103 201 
ours of advanced history includ,ing 301 or '302. , 202 and six 
Social Science 
Major: 36 hours in . I . . History 301-302 s· h SOCia . SCience mcluding 450 and 
* . IX ours of advanced work in either 
104-105 may be waived on re d . commen atlon of Department of Biology. 
HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE 99 
political science, economics, sociology or geography and a 
minimum of six hours to be elected from two of the remain-
ing three fields. 
Minor: 18 hours of social science with six hours of ad-
vanced credit. 
Political Science 
The Political Sciences teach an understanding of the 
political and administrative problems in government and the 
responsibilities of citizenship, both practical and theoretical. 
The two areas offered for concentration are American Gov-
ernment and Foreign Affairs. Students with majors and 
minors in political science may enter the fields of law, gov-
ernment, international organization, and teaching. Whether 
or not these courses, oriented into a liberal arts curriculum, 
are to be used as specialized training, the emphasis in all 
courses offered by the department is upon the fundamental 
principles underlying enlightened citizenship. 
Group 1: American Government : 102, 250, 251, 322, 
324, 325,352-353,354,355. 
Group 2: Foreign Affairs: 202, 300-301, 320, 351. 
Group 3: Senior Work: 450. 
Majors: 30 hours in political science including 250, 251, 
300, 301, 450, with a minimum of 15 hours in Group 1 and 
12 hours in Group 2, or a minimum of 15 hours in Group 2 
and 12 hours in Group 1. 
Minor: 18 hours of political science including 250, 251, 
300, 301, and six additional hours o£ approved courses. 
History 
251. HISTORY AND CULTURE OF LATIN AMERICA. (3) Fall. Of-
fered 1960-61. The colonial and national periods of our hemispheric 
neighbors. A study of the Indian and Spanish cultures and other factors 
influencing modern Latin American society. Emphasis on present day 
institut ions. 
301, 302. UNITED STATES HISTORY. (3,3) Fall, Spring. Political, 
social and economic development of the United States. Designed to 
give the history and social science major a thorough understanding of 
American life and development. Prerequisites: Social Science 101, 102, 
103. 
303, 304. JEWISH HISTORY. See Bible 303, 304. Does not count 
to'TaJrd the major or minor. 
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S07. REVOLUTIONARY EUROPE (3 ) offered 1960-61 Th I t' · Fall. Alternates with 
C · · e revo u wnary and nati 1 ontment down to 1848 Th Fr · h .ona movements o1 
are emphasized. Prereq~isite~ So~~l s~:~~~u~of and Napoleonic \ 
310. HISTORY AND CULTURE 0 
Offered 1960-61 The earl hi F THE FAR EAST. (3) SJu 
a more intensiv"e stud fy story of Japat: and China is followt, 
and other Asiatic couJri~s ~~rl~gtwtho cloutnttnes, Kore8:, the Philipp• 
e as wo centunes. 
335, 336. CHURCH HISTORY S B'bl 
counts toward the major Do~s n~et r et 3t35, 33d6. Only one sem 
· coun owar the mmor. 
345. EUROPE IN THE AGE OF NA (3) Spring. Alternates with 3 . r TIONALISM AND IMPERIALJ~\1 
Revolutions of 1848 to the First ~7 'ldofWfered 1p959-60.. . Europe from 
201. or ar. rereqursrte: Social Sci()n 
f:7• EUROPE SINCE 1914. (3) Spring Alternates with 345,· offcrt 
60-61. Social ::;t:d political developme~t f E 
present. Prereqursrte: Social Science 201. o urope from 1914 to th 
351, 352. ENGLISH HISTORY (3 3) . 
offered 1959-60. Fundamental~ of • F~l: Sprmg_. . Alter~ate year 
economic activities of the English thle po~trhal, rehgwus, literary 11111 
institutions with emphasis on th~e<?j e th t e d~ve~opment of Engli~h 
Social Science 201. . ng rs constrtutron. Prerequisite 
366, 367. HISTORY OF THE FRONTIER (2 . 
1960-61. Settlement of the West th 1. ,2)d Fa~l •. Sprmg. Offen·rl deve~~pment and the effects of 'thee fr aw~ an pohcr~s rela~ed to it 
reqursrtes: Social Science 101, 102, 103. ontrer on natrona! hfe. Pre 
375. HISTORY OF THE SOUTH (3) F I 
offered 1959-60. The "Old South;, t a I. Alternates with 307, 
development of the "New South" • an he problem~ of reconstruction, th() 
Prerequisites: Social Science 101, 102, d1~; analysrs of continuing trends. 
Geography 
212. ~UNDAMENTALS OF GEOGRAPHY . 
raphy mcluding climates soil river sy t . (3~ Fall. Regronal geog-
aspects of geography aff~cting racial dJ. ~n;rs an dmhountain ranges. The 
vrswn an uman population 
217. ECONOMIC AND INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY 3 . . 
tural resources of the major countries d th . . I (. ) Sprmg. Na-
and business. an err re atwn to commerce 
Political Science 
102. FUNDAMENTALS OF GOVERNMENT 
ser. See Social Science 102. · (2) Fall, Spring, Sum-
202: IN~ERNATIONAL RELATIONS. (3) Socral Scrence 202. Fall, Spring, Summer. See 
250. AMERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMEN 
of the American constitutional s T. (3) Fall. The ongm 
ism, and civil rights. ystem, structure of government, federal-
I £IS TORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE 101 
251. AMERICAN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. (3) Spring. 
The nature, structure and functions of state, city, county, town and 
pecial district governments and their interrelationships. 
~00. GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE. (3) Fall. Alternate years; 
offered 1960-61. The organization and operation of governments and 
parties in the United Kingdom and France. A survey of contemporary 
British and French political issues and problems. 
SOl . THE U.S.S.R. AND GERMANY. (3) Spring. Alternate years; 
offered 1960-61. The government s and politics of the Soviet Union, West 
German (Bonn) Federal Republic and the East German Democratic 
(Communist) Republic. Special emphasis upon Communist Party struc-
ture and tactics as well as political philosophy. 
320. FOREIGN POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES. (3 ) Fall. Alter-
nate years; offered 1959-60. A survey of current problems, involving a 
study of courses of action. Position of t he United States in world affairs, 
techniques involved in the making of foreign policy and procedures of 
American diplomacy. 
322. AMERICAN POLITICAL THEORY. (3) Fall. Alternate years; offered 
1959-60. American political thought from colonial times to the present. 
323. RECENT POLITICAL THOUGHT. (3) Spring. Alternate years; 
offered 1960-61. Major theories from the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury to the present, with emphasis upon the development of the principal 
philosophies (Socialism, Democracy, Fascism and Communism) current 
in Europe and America today. Analysis of the conflict between Demo-
cracy and Authoritarianism. 
324. PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION. (3) Fall. Alternate 
years; offered 1960-61. The administrative processes of national, state 
and local governments. 
325. GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS. (3 ) Spring. Alternate years; 
offered 1959-60. Governmental r egulation of business and the forms of 
governmental promotion and encouragement of business enterprise, 
including the broad economics of public policy. 
351. INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION. (3) Spring. Alternate 
years; offered 1959-60. Methods devised by states for dealing with their 
common problems. Special attention to significant problems faced by the 
United Nations and their importance in current international relations. 
Structure, purpose and conditions affecting U. N. efficiency. Subordinate 
and related bodies. 
352. THE BACKGROUND OF AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONALISM. (3) 
Fall. Alternate years; offered 1959-60. The origin and development of 
the American constitutional system from colonial days to 1876. 
353. RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONALISM. 
(3 ) Spring. Alternate years; offered 1959-60. Continuation of 352 to 
the present. 
354. AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES. (3) Fall. Alternate years; 
offered 1960-61. The organization and practices of political parties, 
electoral systems and campaign methods. 
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355. PUBLIC OPINION AND PROP AG 
years; offered 1960-61 The f AN~A .. (3) Spring. Alt r 
how public opinion afr"ects poli~~~::ki:hrch dmfluenc~ public Oil 
of measurement and the m di t chn' g an execution, the pru 
_ e a, e rques and content of propnv 
4<>0. PROBLEMS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE Open to advanced students w· h' · (2-6) Offered on den 
and special supervised readin rs mg to co~centrate, through re· r 
introduction to graduate wor~'. up~hn af. pladrtrcular. :problez;r. Emphn 
m e re of political scrence. 
Sociology 
203. GENERAL SOCIOLOGY (3) F 
principles of sociology giving ; broad all. I~troduction to the gen. 
and its problems in terms of . 1 _per.spe~t!ve of the nat ure of SO<'I . socra mst!tutwns, forces and changCH 
250. ANTHROPOLOGY (3) S · .. 
and diffusion of cultur~ B . l?rmg. fA study of the origin natu 
P · f · egmnmgs o human · t d h' anson o some contemporary cultures. socre y an t e cur• 
251. IUSTORY AND CULTURE OF LATIN AMERICA S H' 2 2-- MA . ee !Story .• 
<><>: . RRIAGE AND THE FAMILY. . . . 
vanatwns, courtship patterns t I (3) Fall. . Historical famll 
laws. Designed to give the st~d:~ e th ectrohn, marnage and divon 
standards. n a oroug background for his ow1 
305. THE AMERICAN COMMUNI 
havior of typical American commu~~ies (3p) Fall ... A study of the b. 
· r ereqursite: 203. 
310. HISTORY AND CULTURE OF THE FAR EAST. See History 310 
311. HI~TORY AND CULTURE OF AFRICA (3)_ Sp;mg. Alternates with 310· ff . AND TH~ NEAR EAST. 
ma1or historical events which h ' ~ kred 1959-60. Drscussion of the 
of the varied cultures. Emph a:ve a ehn place in this. area and study 
and forces. asrs on t e present nationalistic trend, 
34~. CRIME AND DELIQUENCY . . delinquency emphasizin cause 1· (
3) Sprmg. Crune and juvenilo 
requisites: 203, 204. g s, aw enforcement and treatments. Pre-
355. PUBLIC OPINION AND PROP A .. GANDA. See Political Science 355. 
401_. CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBLEM 
socral system, the organization into \· (3) Fall. Our present fund~ental problems which affe tco~um Ie~, states a_nd :aces. The 
reqursrte: 203. c ese social orgamzations. Pre-
403. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. See Psychology 403. 
Social Science 
1~1· THE AMERICAN SCENE (2) . histo~y with attention to geogr~phic 1 f F~ll, Spndn~;t. Suryey of American ReqM.rred of all freshmen. a ac ors an mdustnal development. 
HOME ECONOMICS 103 
102. FUNDAMENTALS OF GOVERNMENT. (2 ) Fall, Spring. The 
organization, structure and functions of present-day governments. Re-
quired of all freshmen except t hose who take Political Science 251 later. 
JOS. BASIC ECONOMICS. (2) Fall, Spring. The fundamental con-
cepts underlying the American economy and a brief analysis of other 
economic systems. Required of all freshmen except those who take 
Economics 201later. 
201. WESTERN CIVILIZATION. (3) Fall, Spring. Development of 
Western civilization from earliest times to the present. Emphasis is 
placed on major political, economic and social movements with some 
attention to the influence of geographic factors and significant contri-
butions of older civilizations. Required of all sophomores. 
202. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. (3) Fall, Spring. The in-
terpretation of international politics as a struggle for power and an 
attempt to provide a foundation for a sober approach to world problems. 
Survey of the modern state system: geographic, human economic factors; 
imperialism; war as an institution; the relationship between international 
politics and world organization. Required of all sophomores. 
450. SENIOR SEMINAR IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES. (2) Spring. 
Synthesizes the various disciplines in the social science field. 4J.cluft.e~ 
course content and bibliography, scientific research and critical analysis. 
Professors: 
Horne Economics 
Thelma Dumas Bell, Chairman 
Mildred L. Bell 
Assistant Professors: Elaine Camp Thompson 
Dorothy Young Well borne 
The Department of Home Economics offers courses de-
signed to prepare young women to meet their responsibilities 
as homemakers and consumers; to prepare for teaching home 
economics in both vocational and non-vocational home eco-
nomics programs; and to give background courses as founda-
tion for specialized training for dietetics, food service man-
agement and other related careers. Young women not major-
ing in the department are encouraged to choose basic courses 
in home economics as electives. 
The college is approved by the State Department of Edu-
cation and the Federal Office of Education for the training 
of teachers in vocational home economics. 
Echo Haven is the Home Economics Department's mod-
ern home where college women may gain valuable experience 
in many phases of managing a home. Those who live there 
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organize themselves into working units and carry out tl 
plans under supervision of a resident teacher. All Hom(• 
nomics majors live in the home sometime during their JUII 
or senior years. The house accommodates six girls, and tl 
residence period is 9 weeks. Any junior or senior girl rt1 
live in the house if she chooses to take Home Economic., 
as an elective. Credit of 3 hours is given for the course. 
only prerequisite for girls choosing the course as an elect 
is that of junior or senior standing. 
The Nursery School laboratory is excellently arranr 
and well equipped. It provides for twenty nursery sclu 
children, and includes a play room, music-art-dining ro01 
kitchen, a rest-sleep room, childrens' rest rooms, teach( r 
rest room, a lounge-isolation room, a teachers' office, conft r 
ence room, observation booths, and play ground. 
Major (Bachelor of Arts): 30 hours in home economtc 
including 101, 102, 103 or 202, 201, 331 or 433, 401, 402, 40 • 
and six additional advanced hours plus Art 117, 118. Th11 
program includes nine hours in foods and nutrition, six in 
clothing and textiles and nine in home and family. Sociolog~ 
255 is strongly recommended. 
Major (Bachelor of Science for Teachers): 42 hours in 
home economics including 101, 102, 203 or 303, 214, 201, 20:l, 
322, 323, 331, 332 or 433, 401, 402, 405, 406, 437, Art 117 
118, Sociology 255, Chemistry 111-112, Biology 275, and Edu 
cation 204,404 or 405, 412, 417, 424, and 451. This pro-
gram includes eight hours in child and family, nine in 
home management, 12 in foods and health and nine in cloth-
ing and textiles. Non-teaching majors must complete Biology 
101-102, but may omit education courses and the two-hour 
lecture part of Physcial Education 203. 
Major (Bachelor of Science for Dietitians and Food 
Service Managers): 32 hours in home economics including 
102, 214, 201, 331, 332, 433, 435, 436, and 424, Chemistry 
111-112, 301 and 324; Biology 271, 275; Psychology 307 and 
406. Recommended electives are Biology 101-102, Chemistry 
151 and Accounting 205. 
Minor: 18 hours in home economics including 101-102, 
201-202 and six hours of advanced work; Art 117-118. 
101. FAMILY CLOTHING PROBLEMS. (3) Fall, Spring. The selec-
tion of clothing to meet the needs of the various members of the family. 
Practical experience in cutting, fitting, pressing, and construction of 
selected garments, using a variety of fabrics; interpretation of com-
mercial patterns, and sewing machine maintenance. Two lectures and 
three hours of laboratory a week. 
!lOME ECONOMICS 105 
102. FAMILY FOOD _PROBLE~,S. (3 ) f:lho~P~~g~or~ef~;Ja~~!~;, 
for t he family, stressmg. nutntt{ b~~g~~rv!ce for all occasions. Two 
marketing, meal preparation an a k 
hours lecture and three hours laboratory per wee . 
(3 ) s ing Principles underlying the 201. FOOD PREPARA!ION. pr . of markets, standards for 
'IClection and prepara~wn of foods. o!;~:rs responsibility in the eco-
products, grades, labelmg and th~ c in application of scientific prin-
nomic system .. LabordatorTy exhenenl:~ture and three hours laboratory 
ciples to cookmg foo · wo ours 
per week. 
NG TAILORING (3) Fall. The more difficult problems 202. CLOTHI ' · · f th family wardrobe. Mak-
involved in the selection and Jonstruc!!on \ild eand adult clothing. Two 
ing- a tailored suit orhcoathan relnb;:a;~;ycper week. Prerequisite: 101, hours lecture and t ree ours a 
Art 117. 
S . P roblems in consumer textiles: selec-203. TEXTILES. (3) pn_ng. . . f fabrics for clothing and home 
t ion, maintenance, ~n~ servt~eabthty ~ and finishes; laboratory study 
furnishing; char~ctenTsbcs ohf hbe\~c~~~:~c~~d three hours laboratory per 
of selected fabncs. wo . ours 
week. Prerequisite Chemtstry 111. 
(2) Fall. Promotion of health and prev~n-2_14. FAMILY HEALTH. . Care of the sick and convalescent, ftrst t of illness for the family. k a1i~n and safety in the home. Two h ours lecture per wee · 
303. ADVANCED CLOTHING_ '?RIGI~AL PAT'!~~Nth~~::~NJ;:.;ing (~~ 
Fall. The develop~entfl o! or~~~~~l d~::~fn:.es1: study of special fitt ing 
t he dress form and by Ia tpa e d three hours laboratory per week. problems. Two hours ec ure an -
Prerequisite: 102, 201. 
ELOPMENT (3,3) Fall, Spring. Nor~al ~e-322• 323. CHILD D_EV . . th cu h adolescence and hts g-Uld-
velopment of ~he clnld from Emfa~c~ 0~ re~ognizing childhood problems 
ance and care m the ho~e. mp as. s them how child learns. how to 
and remedial measurehs tn olve;co:~~~ three' hours laboratory per week teach children. Two ours ec ur 
in the Nursery School. 
3 ) F ll S · g Principles of nutrition 331, 332. NUTRITION. ~3 • . a ~ee~~1{0; various ages, occupations 
applied to normdi~l. and spTecta~~~~~al:cture and three hours laboratory per 
and h ealth con twns. wo 
week. 
NT PRINCIPLES ( 3 ) Fall. Managerial as-
401. HOME MANA_GEME . lificati~n fo r household activities; 
pects of homemaktdngb; dwortk sk~Pg for the individual and the family. financial records an u ge -ma m 
Prerequisites: 102 and 201 recommended. 
402 HOME MANAGEMENT RESIDENCE. (3) Fall, Sprinf ~~~d 
. . th h management house. Managemen app 1 
weeks residence m e . orne . . n Ianning buying preparing 
to group_ living.! PrPahcbc_al I e~~re:l~f~hei ho~e. So~ial aspe~ts of group 
and servmg mea s. ysiC_a . 
living. Supervised by restdent director· 
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405. HOME EQUIPMENT. (3 ) Spring. Planning equipment anel 
arrangement for the kitchen, laundry. Storage problems. Major 
phasis on selection, arrangement, operation , cost, and care . S1~ 
repair of home equipment. 
406. HOME FURNISIDNGS. (2) Spring. Art in its applicat ion 
the home, with laboratory experiences in refinishing and reupholstt• 
furniture and making of slip covers and draperies. Techniques suit ol 
for homemakers, extension workers, and homemaking teachers. Stude 
furnish own materials. One lecture and three hours laboratory 11 
week. Prerequisite Art 117-118. 
412. TEACIDNG ADULT HOMEMAKING CLASSES . (2 ) Spring. 0 
ganization and development of homemaking programs, teaching m ethod 
and materials useful for teaching adult classes based on the program c 
federal agencies for the improvement of home and home living. San 
as Education 412. 
424. TEACIDNG HOME ECONOMICS. (3 ) Fall. The basic philosoph 
of vocational home economics and its place in the total education 
program of the school and community; collect ion and organization u 
teaching materia ls; evaluation; teaching a ids; equipment, and m anage 
ment of the department . Same as Educat ion 424. 
433. EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS IN FOODS. {3) Spring. The ex 
perimental approach in applying scientific p r inciples of food preparat ion 
to m a jor food problems such as the effects of h eart, oxidation, time of 
cooking and manipulat ion on quality of food; new comm ercial product 
are studied. 
435. QUANTITY COOKERY. {3 ) Fall. Organization and m an age. 
m ent, menu planning and standard methods of food preparation in 
quantity. Observation and pract ice in the college cafeteria. Prerequi. 
site: 201. 
436. FOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION. (3) Spring. Selection, lay. 
out and maintenance of t he physica l plant, equipment, furnishings and 
linens for a food service department; organizat ion and management of 
personnel. Observation and practice in t he college cafeteria. 
437. FOOD PRESERVATION AND SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM. (2 ) 
Fall. A sur vey of special methods of food preservation. Emphasis on 
all methods of food preservat ion used in the home including the home 
freezer. The organization and administ ration of school lunch programs. 
Laboratory for food preservat ion; observation of school lunch room. 
451. STUDENT TEACHING IN HOME ECONOMICS. {6 ) Spring. 
Directed par ticipation in t eaching. Residence at teaching cen ter for 
n ine weeks. Planning for and managing classes, keeping records, mak-
ing reports. Use of va rious evaluat ion procedures, experience in com-
munity participation. Same as Education 451. 
Journalism 
Professor: Neil B. Cope, Chairman 
Instructor: Thomas A. Loney 
The Department of J ournalism offers t ra ining for those 
plannin g t o m ake j ournalism, advertising and public relations 
JOURNALISM 107 
. I l ff courses for those who need the 
their vocatiOn .. t a sfo .o ers r for use in another vocation practical techniques o JOUrna Ism . 
for those who want to write creatively. 
or . . 1. . I ding 18 hours of Ma·or· 27 hours m JOUrna Ism me u . . 
1 advance~ ~ork with approved sl!pport~n~ cl?~es m socla 
science, political science, economics an n.g Is ·. 
· 1 d x hours of Minor: 18 hours in journalism me u Ing SI 
advanced work. 
ALISM (3) Fall. An examination 201. INTRODUCTION. TO J<?URN .in uir into vocational oppor-
of the broad field of JOurnahsm and an q anyd understanding back -
. . · · eading newspapers p 
t umtles. Exercises m frth both m etropolitan and rural. re-ground and pr.oblems o e press, 
requisite: English 101-102. 
) S rin The writing of religious 203 ·REUGIOU~ J«?URNAUSM. ar~ion ~f c~py for the press and t? e 
articles for pubhcation, the l:ezi- .d als in public relations. Of special 
media used b~ :hur:h1es tand I~ I~~d those preparing for church and interest to mimstena s u en s 
mission work. 
Fall. The fundamentals of photography, 
204. PHOTOGRA~Hy. (2~ . use of photographic equipment and 
developing and. prmtmg, etn da;gdn~, lecture and laboratory work. 
standard techmques are s u 1e Y 
) Fall Alternates with 401; offered 195~-.60 . 301. REPORTING. (3. · . . news Exercises in news wntmg 
Fundamentals of ga~hermg ahnd. wntmg~od jo~rnalistic practice for news-
and news values, with emp aslS on 
papers. 
. Alternates with 303; offered 1959-60. 
302. E~ITING. ( 3 ) Sp~m~. headline writing, desk work and p~ge 
Preparation of copy, copyr~ading, lues reader interest, promotiOn 
k Att ntion given to n ews va ' · · · n to m~ eup. e d. . I blems Special consideratiOn IS give 
te:hni9-ues an~ e ltfona 1fr~wn d~ilies and weeklies. editonal pract1ces o sma 
. Alt t with 302 · offered 1960-303. ADVERTISING. (3) Sprmg. . . ern~b!~ms in s~lling and the 
61. Advertising m~~hods Sand. i:t~~~t;~~ to n ewspaper and magazine 
psychology of advertlsl_ng. dpjcla t and to direct mail methods. 
techniques, to mechamcs an ayou . 
Hy (3 ) S ring Alternates w1th 05 PUBLICATIONS PHOTOGRAP . P · . roblems of news ~02; offered 1960-61. Atten~ion J1s g{v:ft0~0 ~~~ s~~~~Jnication through coverage by camera , magaz~e us r rt , roduction techniques, and 
t he printe~. photograph.h ~I~ure p ~~~~~~it~: Journalism 204 or equi-picture edltmg are emp asize . r 
valen t. 
G APHIC ARTS (3) Fall. Alternates 322. TYPOGRAPHY AND ~ . f ra h ie presentation and print -
with 302; of.fered 1960-61. d Ptn~l):!uie!, l~gibility, spacing, h arll?-ony. 
ing mechamcs. Types an typh ff ct the functional design of prmted 
contrast and use of color as ey a e 
matter . 
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323. FEATURE WRITING. (3) S · . 
of non-fiction articles in n ews prmgd St udy,_ analysis and cnt11 
nique manuscri t r . p~pers an magazmes. Style and • 
tacts 'with edito~s p eparat~dn, Illustrations, literary markets and ' 
publication. are consi ered. Students are expected to writ• 
401. THE PRESS AND SOCIETY (3) F 1 
offered 1960-61. Background of th .a I. Alternates _wit~ .) 1 
problems of editorial freedom eth' e 1~hican press; exammatiOn 
opinion and the place of the ~ewspics o . e pdress, pr~pagaJ?-da, puh 
aper In a emocratrc society. 
402. PUBLIC RELATIONS PRINCIPLES ( . 305; offered 1959-60 An . . 3) Sprmg. Alternates w 
h'l h ' · exarnmation of the bas· · · 1 P I osop Ies underlying public relat' h' f II IC prmcip es Ill 
current policies methods and m d' Ions Ips, o owed by a study ' 
educational, and social o~ganizati~nia . emtphlo.ye~ fby in~ustrial, businl 
s In e1r In ormation programs 
4~0 s . 
o • E:MINAR. (2) Offered on demand Individ I 
search on selected topic of interest to the st~dent. ua study or Tf 
Mathematics 
Professors: Ch I ar es G. Pitner Chairman 
Joseph E. Pryor ' 
Assistant Professor·. M · 1 L aurice . awson 
Kenneth Leon Perrin 
_The objectives of the Department of Mathe t' !£ ~~~~nd~;~r:~~~~;ningt~n m~~hemati~s, to prepa:.x;at~~~h:~: 
· th . rna ema ICs, to give the basic training 
d.:n~a f em~ tiCs nedded by pre-professional students or stu-
wh 0 SCI~n~e a-? to lay a broad foundation for students 
0 are maJonng In mathematics. 
Major (Bachelor of Arts). 30 h f . 
eluding 251-252 d 10 h . ours o mathematics in-
201 202 . . adn ours of advanced credit. Physics 
- IS require . 
Major (Bachelor of Scie ) . 30 h f . 
including 251-252 d 10 h nee .f ours o mathematics 
in two oth . an ours o advanced work, 27 hours 
er SCiences and six hou · f h . 
Physics 201-202 must be included. rs m a ourt science. 
d 
Mindor: 1~ hours of mathematics including six hours of 
a vance cred1t. 
101. BASIC MATHEMATICS. {3) F II . . 
students an acquaintance with h I a • Sprmg. Designed to give 
and the ability to appreciate a~de u~~g~ge 0~hleme~tary mathematics 
cultnre. Does not count toward th . e rna :mat1cal aspects of our 
e rna]or or mmor. 
MATHEMATICS 109 
105. INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA. (3) Fall. Designed for those 
students who present fewer than one and one-half entrance units 
in algebra or have inadequate preparation. Does not count toward the 
major or minor. 
108. MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE. See Econ0mics and Business 108. 
151. COLLEGE ALGEBRA. (4) Fall, Spring. Rapid review of ele-
mentary algebra, quadratic equations, functions and graphs, inequalit ies, 
logarithms, ratio and proportion, variation, progressions, mat hematical 
induction, binomial theorem, introduction to the theory of equations, 
determinants and complex numbers. Prerequisite: 105 or consent of 
instructor. 
152. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY. (3) Spring. Trigonometric functions, 
functional relations, logarithms, solution of right and oblique triangles 
with application, identities, inverse functions and equations. Pre-
requisites: 105 and one year of plane geometry or consent of instructor. 
153. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. (3) Spring. Properties of the straight 
line, circle, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola, transformation of axes and polar 
coordinates. Prerequisites or co-requisites: 151, 152. 
171-172. COLLEGE ALGEBRA, TRIGONOMETRY, ANALYTIC GEOME-
TRY. (5,5) Fall, Spring. Usual topics of college algebra, trigonome-
try and analytic geometry. An honors course for those who have a 
strong background in high school mathematics. Prerequisite: Consent 
of instructor. 
251-252. CALCULUS. {4,4) Fall, Spring. Fundamental principles 
of differential and integral calculus. Limits and continuity, differentia-
tion and integration of functions, maximA. and minima, applications of 
integration, series, partial differentiation and multiple integrals. Pre-
requisites: 151, 152 and 153. 
255. FUNDAMENTALS OF STATISTICS. See Economics and Busi-
ness 255. 
301. COLLEGE GEOMETRY. (3) Spring. Alternates with 302; offered 
1960-61. Advanced plane geometry. Geometric constructions, similar 
and homothetic figures, properties of the triangle, quadrilateral and 
circle. PrereQuisite: 153. 
302. THEORY OF EQUATIONS. (3) Spring. Alternates with 301; 
offered 1959-60. Properties of polynomials, complex numbers, theorems 
on roots of an equation, solution of cubic and quartic equations, solution 
of numerical equations, determinants and geometric interpretation of 
algebraic results. Prerequisite: 251. 
322. MODERN ALGEBRA. (3 ) Offered on sufficient demand. De-
tailed analysis of the systems of integers, rational numbers, real num-
bers, and complex numbers. A study of abstract algebraic systems in-
cluding groups, rings, fields, and integral domains. 
401. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. (3) Fall. Alternate years; of-
fered· 1960-61. Ordinary differential equations with applications. Pre-
requisite: 252. Physics 201-202 recommended. 
421. ANALYTICAL MECHANICS. See Physics 421. 
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431. ADVANCED CALCULUS. (3) Offered on sufficient den' n 
Partial differentiation, applications to geometry of space, maximo 
minima, Lagrange's mult ipliers, indeterminate forms, elliptic intcvt l 
line integrals, Green's theorem and transforma tion of multiple intcgr 1lt 
Prerequisite: 252. 
Professor: 
Assistant Professors: 
Instructor: 
A ssisting from other 
departments: 
Assistant Professor: 
Music 
Erie T. Moore, Chairman 
Kenneth Davis, Jr. 
E. Glenn Fulbright 
Mona Moore 
George Edward Baggett 
The Department of Music is organized to prepare stu 
dents to teach music, to train students for a career of musicnl 
performance and to provide for all students the cultural at 
tainments afforded through the study of music. The area 
of concentration are music education, piano and voice. 
Major in Music Education with emphasis on Vocal 
Choral: 45 hours in music including 111-112, 205, 211-212, 
251-252, 331, 335, 403 or 426, 431 and 432; 12 hours of ap 
plied music including at least 4 hours of voice. In addition, for 
certification, Psychology 203, 307, Education 204, 451 and 
seven hours to be selected by the heads of the music and tho 
education departments. 
Major in Music Education with emphasis on Instru-
m ental: 47 hours in music including 111-112, 205, 211-212, 
335, 251-252, 332, 426, 431-432, 461-462, four hours of piano 
and eight hours of private instruments. In addition, for 
certification, Psychology 203, 307, Education 204, 451 and 
seven hours to be selected by the h eads of the music and the 
education departments to fit the particular needs of the stu-
dent. 
Major in Voice: 52 hours in music including 111-112, 
205, 251,252, 331, 335, 431-432, eight hours of piano and 16 
hours of private voice. A voice recital satisfactory to the 
music faculty must be given during the senior year. 
Ma jor in Piano: 53 hours in music including 111-112, 
131, 132, 205, 251-252, 335, 421-422, 431-432, 4 hours of 
private or class voice and 16 hours of piano. A piano recital 
satisfactory to the music faculty must be given during the 
senior year. 
MUSIC 111 
Minor: 18 hours in music including six hours .of advanced 
work selected with approval of department cha1rman . 
101. MUSIC APPRECIATION. (2) Fall, Spring. ~ ~tudy ?f the 
principles and techniques which underlie artistic creation m ~us1c s~ch 
as form, theme, rhythm, mood, tone, and harmony, and the1r relatwn 
to principles in other art media. 
115. FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC. (2) Fall. Ele?lentary. m~sic 
th eory, including notation, scale const~uction, rhythnnc organ1zat1on, 
pr actice in music reading and song leadmg. Does not count toward the 
major. 
111-112. THEORY I. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Ear training, part writ~g, 
keyboard harmony, analysis, dictation, melody wr~ting and h:armoruza-
tion based upon the diaton.ic harm~:m!-es of maJ.or and mmor keys. 
Prerequisite: 115 or the spec1al perm1ss1on of the mstructor. 
116. ELEMENTARY MUSIC EDUCATION. (2} Spr ing. '!-'echniques 
and materials for music instruction in grades one through e1ght . 
131, 132. ENSEMBLE. (1,1 ) Fall, Spring. Participation in one of 
the following music organizations. Open to all students. Maximum 
credit two hours. Choral groups: 
A Cappella Chorus, a mixed ensemble selected by audition, 
prepares a balanced repertoire of sacred an~ secular works by 
composers of various periods from the Rena1ssance through the 
contemporary. Concerts are presented on campus and on tours. 
The Harding Chorale prepares a repertoire of ~dar~ choral 
works. Open to all students. Appearances are prrmarily local. 
Other groups. Men's Quartet, Women's Ensemble, The Harding 
Band, and Symphonette. 
205. ITALIAN, FRENCH AND GERMAN DICTION. (3) SI?ring. The 
study of songs of the Italian, French and Germa? ;epert01re for ~he 
purpose of acquiring a familiarity with the pronunc1at10n and a workin~ 
knowledge of syntax and grammar. Six weeks will be devoted to each 
language. 
211-212. INSTRUMENTAL INSTRUCTION. \2,2) Fall, ~pring.. Class 
instruction in th e playing of band/ orchestral mstruments mcludmg two 
woodwinds and two basses. 
251-252. THEORY ll. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Modulation, chroma~ic 
harmonies, chord dictation, music reading, J;e_Yboard harmony, analysiS, 
melody writing and harmonization. Prerequ1s1te: 112. 
331. CHORAL CONDUCTING. (2) FalL. Alternate years; not of-
fered 1959-60. Choral conduct ing techmques, rehearsal p~ocedure~, 
musical interpretation, repertoire, progr~m building and vo1ce classi-
fication. Emphasis on the problems of h1gh school choruses. 
332. INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING. (2) Spr~g. Altern~te years; 
not offered 1959-60. Preparation for the conductmg of the h1gh school 
band. Includes baton technique and rehearsal procedures. 
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335. FORM ANALYSIS. (2) Fall. Alternate years; not offered I 
60. The structural principles of music, the elements of form , ancl d 
forms used are studied through analysis and listening. 
403. ELEMENTARY MUSIC METHODS. (2) Spring. Techniqut 1 
materials for music instruction in grades one through eight. Regi"l r 
tion restricted to music majors. 
421-422. PIANO MATERIALS AND METHODS. (2,2) Offered on ' 
ficient demand. The standard literature and teaching materialt I 
the piano, techniques of teaching and problems related to the worl 
the private teacher. 
426. SECONDARY MUSIC METHODS. (2) Fall. Organization ,. 
objectives of music education programs, methods of instruction and tl 
direct ing of choral organizations in high school. Registration r estrict« 
to music majors. 
431-432. HISTORY OF MUSIC. (3,3) Fall, Spring. The developmc·r 
of Western music from its beginnings in the Greek and Jewish culturr 
to its manifestations in the present century. 
461-462. INSTRUMENTATION. (1,1) Fall, Spring. On sufficit.n 
demand. Scoring and arranging for instrumental ensembles with em 
phasis on the concert band. 
Applied Music 
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION 
Private instruction is offered in piano, voice, violin, and brass, 
woodwind and percussion instruments. In each, the student's level or 
ability is determined and an individual program of study is followed, 
seeking to help each student to attain th e maximum musical develop 
ment within his capability. 
In private study, one 30-minute lesson per week plus one hour of 
practice per day counts for one semester hour of credit. The normal 
number of lessons per week in any one subject is two. Make-up lessons 
will be given for lessons which are missed by the teacher or by the 
student if the student's absence is due to a reason which would excuse 
him from a class absence. 
In addition to the regular lessons and practice periods, all applied 
music students will be required to attend performance-discussion periods 
to be held each two weeks at an hour mutually convenient to the teach-
er and his students. 
Course names shall be assigned according to the type of private 
instruction being taken (Voice, Piano, Violin, etc.) Course numbers will 
be assigned according to the number of semesters during which credit 
has been earned in any one subject according to the following schedule: 
First semester ....... ....... .. 101 
Second semester ... . ... . .. .. 102 
Third semester . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 201 
Fourth semester . . ... . . . . . . . 202 
Fifth semester . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . 301 
Sixth semester .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 302 
Seventh semester ...... . .. ... .. 401 
Eighth semester .... ... .... .... . 402 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 113 
GROUP INSTRUCTION 
105-106. FIRST YEAR CLASS VOICE. (2,2) Fall, Sp~ing. Group in-
struction for beginning students. Special attention to vo1ce development 
and freedom and poise in singing. 
205-206. SECOND YEAR CLASS VOICE. (2,2). Offe_red o.n sufficient 
demand. Further voice development with cons1derat10n g1ven to ad-
vanced technique and repertoire. 
Physical Education and Health 
Professor: 
Assistant Professors: 
M. E. Berryhill, Chairman 
Cecil M url Beck 
Hugh M. Groover 
Harry Doyle Olree 
Instructor: Joyce Riggs 
The Department of Phys:cal Education and Health is de-
signed to meet the recreationa~ needs of ~tudents, the needs 
of those planning to teach Physical Educat10~ .or to coac~, .a~d 
the needs of those inte:cested in the supervisiOn of activities 
associated with youth group work such as summer camps 
and scout programs. 
The institutional requirement of four hours of Physical 
Education must include 201. The two additional hours may 
be taken in 120, 121, 122, 313, 315, or 320. V ~terans who 
have spent at least one year in the militar~ services. may re-
ceive credit for the total four hours of reqmred Physical Edu-
cation. 
Physical Education 2~1 is not r~qui~ed of Home Eco-
nomics majors, those earning a B. S. In science or math, nor 
pre-professional students. 
Major: 30 hours in Physical Education including 201, 
203, 206, 301, 404, 405, 427 an~ such additional courses 
as may be prescribed by the chairman of the department. 
Women may substitute 400 for 405. 
Minor: 18 hours including 201, 203, 206, 427, and three 
additional advanced hours. 
113. SWIMMING AND WATER SAFETY. (1 ) Fall, Spring. Standard 
Red Cross course in Life Saving. 
120. ARCHERY AND BADMINTON. (1) Fall, ~pring. Inst~c~ion 
and practice in the basic skills of archery and badmmton. Class hm1ted 
to twenty-five. 
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1_21. VOLLEYBALL AND TABLE TENN . t~o~ and practice in the basic skills of w· b(alll) Fdall, Spnn~t". In 
hmited to twenty-five. vo ey an table tenni 
122. TENNIS AND SHUFFLEBOARD . 
and practice in the basic skills of t ·. {ld) Fall, Sprmg. In,.t u 
to twenty-five. enms an shuffleboard. Class llr 
20~. HEALTH EDUCATION. {2) F l cat~on of the findings of science a l, Spring. A study of lht• 
desirable personal health habits. and medicine to the developm• 
202. FIRST AID. {2) Stand d R d . 
through the Health SerVI·ce ar d e Cdross Frrst Aid course. Ocr 
upon eman . 
203. HEALTH EDUCATION (2) F ll . 
ity health problems from the vie a. 't Spfrmg. School and comm 
those who plan to teach. wpom o the teacher. Requir1 c1 
206. SURVEY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATI 
velopment of Physical Ed t. . ON. { ~ ) Fall. Historical 
place in the educational pr~~~a:~· Its underlymg principles, and 
301. KINESIOLOGY (3) S · 
and tJ:Ieir relationship to vark~~gbof study of major m~scle ~rOUJ 
also given to various activities whi h Y ~oy;ments. Consideration 1 
velopment of major muscle groups. c con ri ute to the functional d• 
305. ATHLETICS FOR MEN· FOOTB 
Fall. Coaching and officiatin~ footbal!A~!'d f:s~e!~~~ETBALL. (2) 
307. _ATHLETICS FOR MEN: BASEBALL AND 
Coachmg and officiating baseball and track. TRACK. (2) Sprinp 
313 . . FUNDAMENTALS OF SCOUTING . . 
scot:-tmg, organization of the 1 1 t · <
2 ) Spn~g. History of 
vaned. activities that charact~~fze r~hp, and pro?lems m promoting thl 
work mcludes visitation of troop m et. progresdsive troop. Laboratory 
leaders. ee mgs an work with local scout 
;ns. CAMP LEADERSHIP. (2) S . 
m ca~p organization, camp promoti~~ng. S~~dy of and participation 
servatwn, camp athletics hiki d ' camp Ire programs, nature ob-
, ng, an outdoor cookery. 
320. ORGANIZATION AND SUP GR~~· (2) Fall. Histor ERVISION_ OF RECREATION PRO-
?rgamzmg and supervising Jar~~u~h~y~ecrefb_on ~o':'ement, methods of 
Ity recreation programs and fes 0 I~stltutlonal and commun-
field. ' survey 0 vocatiOnal opportunities in the 
400 .. ATHLETICS FOR WOMEN. (3) techmques and officiating in three m , Fall. ~ study of coaching 
basketball, volleyball, and softball. a~or athletic sports for women: 
402. ORGANTZATION AND SUPER 
LETICS. (2) - Fall Indiv"d 1 d !VISION OF INTRAMURAL ATH-
. th . I ua , ua and group c t"t· m e gymnasium on the pla d ompe I Ion; activities 
activities; develop~ent of lea~gro~!l . • and the athletic field; seasonal 
scheduling; record keeping· and ers Ip, mf ethods of point distribution· 
' ypes o awards and honors. ' 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 115 
404. EVALUATION AND APPRAISAL IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION. (2) 
Fall. Acquaints students with the various t esting devices in Physical 
Education and gives practice in the use of these devices. Prerequisite: 
206. 
405. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF HIGH SCHOOL 
ATHLETICS. (2 ) Spring. Consideration of the place of interscholastic 
athletics in the school program; financing t he program; time in t he 
school schedule; scheduling of games; membership in athletic leagues; 
school-community relationship; eligibility; facilit ies and equipment; 
player awards; procurement of officials; and auxiliary organizations such 
as pep squad and band. 
427. METHODS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS. (3) Fall. A study of methods of organization, instruc-
tion, and selection of activities at the secondary school level. 
Physical Science 
Professor: Joseph E. Pryor, Chairman 
Associate Professor: William D. Williams 
Assistant Professor: Maurice L. Lawson 
The Department of Physical Science is organized with 
the following objectives in v iew: to increase the general 
culture of all st udents; to prepare high school science teach-
ers; to provide the basic training for pre-professional stu-
dents of medicine, engineering and other professional fields; 
and to prepare chemistry majors for graduate study or indus-
trial work. The Bachelor of Science degree is awarded to 
chemistry majors. For the general science degree programs 
see page 97. 
Chemistry 
Major : 35 hours of chemistry including 111-112, 151, 
252, 301, 311, 351 and 10 additional hours of advanced 
credit. The following supporting courses or equivalents 
must be completed: Physics 201-202, Mathematics 251, Ger-
man 101-102 and additional science and/ or mathematics to 
total 67 hours in this area. Chemistry 302, 412, Mathematics 
252, and Physics 301 are strongly recommended. 
Minor : 18 hours of chemistry including 151 and six hours 
of advanced credit. 
Physics 
Minor: 18 hours m physics including six hours of ad-
vanced credit. 
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GENERAL EDUCATION 
101, 102. PHYSICAL SCIENCE. (2,2) Fall, Spring. An introch 
to the philosophy and methodology of science; basic concepts or 
of t he physical sciences. Astronomy, geology, meteorology and con 
tion of natural resources are included in 101; chemistry and phy • 102. 
Chemistry 
111-112. GENERAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (4,4) Fall, Sp 
I'he fundamental principles and fll.cts of inorganic chemistry inclu• 
the basic laws and theories, atomic structure, the periodic tab! 
systematic survey of the more common eiements, chemical reaction11 
elementary calculations. Three class periods and three hours labornt 
per week. Students who have had no high school chemistry or h 1 
a weak background may be required to meet an additional period c • h 
week. 
151. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. (4) Fall. The theory of inorgnr 
qualitative analysis and an application of the t heory to the semi-m1r 
separation and identification of the more common cations and anion 
Two class periods and six hours laboratory per week. Prerequisite: l J 
. 252. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. (4) Spr ing. The t heory and tech 
niques of gravimetric and volumetric analysis with emphasis on fundn 
mental principles, calculations and precision of determination. Twn 
class periods and six hours laboratory per week. Prerequisites: 151 or 
consent of the instructor, and Mathematics 151 or 152. 
301-302. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (4,4) Fall, Spring. Fundamentnl 
principles of organic chemistry including nomenclature, classification, 
preparation, properties, uses and characteristic reactions of aliphatic and 
aromatic compounds of carbon. Three class periods and three h oun 
laboratory per week. Prerequisite: 112. 
311. CHEMICAL LITERATURE. (1) Fall. The sources of information 
in the field of chemistry and the use of chemica l literature in research. 
An independent study course. Prerequisite: 12 hours of chemistry. 
312. ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. (2) Spring. The periodic 
system, atomic structure and special topics in inorganic chemistry. Two 
class periods per week. Prerequisite: 151. 
313. INORGANIC PREPARATIONS. (1 or 2) Offered on sufficient 
demand. The preparation of inorganic compounds by various techniques. 
Three or six hours laboratory per week. Pererequisites: 151 and consent 
of instructor. 
324. BIOCHEMISTRY. (3) Spring. Offered on sufficient demand. 
Basic concepts of biochemistry including carbohydrates, fats, proteins, 
vitamins, hormones and their role in digestion, metabolism and nutri-
t ion. Three class periods per week. Prerequisite: 301. 
333. ADVANCED ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY. (1 or 2 ) Offered on 
sufficient demand. Selected techniques of chemical analysis including 
instrumental methods. Three or six hours laboratory per week. Pre-
requisites: 252 and consent of instructor. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 117 
(1 2) Off red on sufficient demand. 403. ORGANIC SYNT~ESES. ~~ usin !ore advanced techniques 
The synthesis <;>f orgamcT cohmpoun ix hoJ;.s laboratory per week. Pre-
than in the basrc course. r':e or s 
. •t s· 302 and consent of mstructor. 
requlSl e . RY (4 4) Fall Spring. Fundamental 
411-412. PHYSIC:AL ChHE~tST . ~ludi~g states 'of matter, propertie~ of 
principles of physrcal c ~mrs ry ~~b . d phase diagrams, chemrcal 
soluti?ns, thermodynam~s, 1 efur~~;lve force. Three class periods and kinetics, conductance an e ec r~ Prerequisites: 252 or consent of the 
three hours lab?ratory p0e2r wede M th matics 251 one of which may be instructor, Physrcs 201-2 an a e ' 
taken concurrently. 
Physics tal 
(4 4) Fall Spring The fundamen 201-202. GENER~L P_HYSICS. . 'on basic , concept~ and problem ~o~v-
principles of physrcs wrth emp~ad\~d in 201; sound, light and electncrty ing. Mechamcs and hea~d are s du th ee hours laboratory per week. Pre-in 202. Three class.peno san r 
requisite: Mathematics 152. . . d S 
(3) Off ed on suffrcrent deman · orne 301 MODERN PHYSICS. er d · the fr'eld of physics 
• . t' th entury a vances m 
of the rmportant twen re . c . . tomic structure, X-rays, spec-
selected from electroma~n~trc radratw~tu~ theory and nuclear physics. 
troscopy, theory of relatrvrty, the qua .. t . 201-202 and Mathematics ~~I~cal~~1~;:~~dt!:ai;:~k~ii~e:~~~~~t e~i instructor . 
311
. LIGHT. (3) Offer~d o~ suf~icient rte:::~~:· tr~at~~~~ ~l b~~~~ 
metrical and physical optics, mc\u~m~p~icaf instruments. Three class 
principles and the theory ?f.t~e~ ~g1_202 and Mathematics 252. The periods per week. Pren:qursr res. 
latter may be taken concurrently. . . 
CS (3) Offered on suffrcrent de-401. HEAT AND THER~ODYNAMI ~d fundamental laws of heat from 
mand. A stu~y of _the basr~ conc~~\~o~ is iven to the development and 
a rigorous vrewpomt. Specral att d · g Three class periods per week. 
application of the laws of therm~ yn~J?:ncsZ52 The latter may be taken Prerequisites: 201-202 and Mat ema rcs . 
concurrently. . 
(3) Offered on sufficient demand. An mter-
411x. ELECTRICITY. h d plication of electricity. Three class 
mediate study of the t eory_ r;tn . a§01_202 and Mathematics 252. The periods per week. Prereqmsr es. 
later may be taken concurrently. ff' 
ORATORY (1 3) Offered on su r-415. ADVANCED PHYSICS ~AB . f ~x eri~ents at an advanced 
cient demand. This co~rse d~ll co~~~~~eo partfcular needs of the student. 
undergraduate level desrgne 0 me k f each hour of credit. One hour 
Three hours of laborator~llp~ wee -t~:d under normal circumstances. 
of credit per semester wdr e pe:m~ instructor Enrollment or credit Prerequisite: 201-202 an consen o . . 
. 301 311 401 or 411 may be requrred. 
m ' ' ' ICS (3) Offered on sufficient demand. 
421. ANALYTICA~ MECH~N · nd bodies with an introduction 
Statics and dyn~mrcs of _pomt masses£ amathematics in interpreting na-
to vector analysrs, stressmlg the u_sed o er week Prerequisite: 201 and 
tural phenomena. Three c ass perro s P · 
Mathematics 252. 
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Psychology 
Professor: William Knox Summitt, Chairmn. 
Associate Professor: Edwin M. Hughes 
Assisting from other 
Departments: 
Professor: George W. Bond 
The objectives of the Department of Psychology are: t<• 
assist students to gain an understanding of human behavior 
and r~xperience; to contribute to the general education objcc 
tives of the individual student; to help the student apply psy 
chological principles to everyday problems of life adjustment; 
and to prepare the student for advanced training in psycho· 
logy, education, social service and related fields. 
Major: 27 hours in Psychology. 
Minor : 18 hours in Psychology. 
Psychology 
201. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. (3) Fall, Spring. The fundamentals 
of human adjustment with special reference to such topics as scope and 
method~ of psychology, growth and development, individual differences 
and therr measurement, the dynamics of behavior frustration and con-
flict, personality, learning, remembering and forgetting thinking and 
problem solving, and applied psychology. ' 
203. PR~CIPLES OF HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. (3) 
Fall, Sprmg. _Th~ physical, m~ntal, emotional and social development 
of the . hu.man mdividual from birth through adolescence. Application of 
the pm;ciples of psychol?gy to an understanding of human growth with 
emphasis on understanding of child and adolescent behavior. 
205. FIELDS OF PSY<;:HOLOGY. (2) Spring. Alternates with 323; 
offer~d 1959-60. The fields of pschology, such as physiological psycho-
physical, comparative, genetic, clinical, social abnormal edJcational 
industrial and vocational. ' ' ' 
250. P~YCHOLOGY OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT. (2) Fall. Alter-
nates. Wit~. 404, offered 1959-60. Mental hygiene emphasizing principles 
of scientifiC psychology applied to the social, emotional and personal 
problems of adjustment to life. 
307. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. (3 ) Fall, Spring. The basic 
process~s and principles of hum~n behavior, th.e development and growth 
of rna~ s eqmpme~t for. le.ammg, the learnmg process, learning and 
forgettmg, motivatiOn, prmciples of learning, with special efforts to make 
application of the principles of psychology to the problems of the class-
room teacher. 
PSYCHOLOGY 119 
323. DISCRIMINAL PROCESSES. (2) Spring. Alternates with 205; 
offered 1960-61. An examination and evaluation of the evidence regard-
ing the discriminal processes. Prerequisite: 201. 
325. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY. (3) Spring. Alternates with 405; 
offered 1960-61. Emphasis upon causes, symptoms and treatment of 
abnormalities in human behavior. Prerequisite: 201 and approval of 
the instructor. 323 strongly reco=ended. 
360, 361x. PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF THE DEA!. (2,_2) 
Fall, Spring. Offered on sufficient demand. A study of t he bas~c. phys~o­
logical and psychological problems of the deaf and the specific traits 
which are common to t hem. 
403. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. (3 ) Spring. The behavior of individuals 
in their reactions to other individuals and other social situations and 
institutions. An appraisal of the social and cultural influences upon 
behavior. Prerequisite: 201. 
404. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY. (2) Fall. Alternates 
with 250; offered 1960-61. The methods and results of the scientific 
study of the normal personality. Attention is given to the basic con-
cept of personality traits and their measurement, the developmental in-
fluences and the problems of integrat ion. Theories of organization, 
types and methods of analyses. Prerequisites: 201 and consent of in-
structor. 323 strongly reco=ended. 
405. INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY. (3) Spring. Alternates with 
325; offered 1959-60. The application of the principles of scientific 
psychology to selected problems in business and industry. Prerequisite: 
201. 
406. PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES OF COUNSELING. (3 ) Fall. 
The basic pr inciples, pract ices, and materials used in counseling, guid-
ance and personnel services. Prerequisite: 201. 
407. TESTING IN COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE. (3) Offered 1960-
61 and alternate years. History and develop~ent . of me~t.al te.sts; 
validity and reliability of measures used; p:actiC.e m a~mimstration, 
scoring and interpretation of group te~ts of mtelhgence, ~n.terest, p~r­
sonality, scholastic aptitude and achievement. P:er~quisit~s: semor 
standing, Psychology 406, and Education 317 or permiSSIOn of mstructor. 
450. SEMINAR. (2) Offered on demand. Individual study or re-
search on selected topics of interest. 
School of Atnerican Studies 
The primary purpose of the American Studies program 
is to train young men and women for leadership careers in 
business, public life and education. The task is undertaken 
through formal training, observation tours, special seminars 
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with the staff members of the School and lectures by fncuh 
representatives of other educational institutions. 
~urriculum: Each student's study program include.• 
selectwn of courses which are intended to broaden cullu• •I 
understandings and appreciation of our American herib 
and pr~sent day life and institutions, furnish background 111 
~orn:atwn for advanced study and provide specialized trnu 
~ng m on~ or more of the following fields of learning: accou11 
In¥, business, economics, history, government, secretan I 
SCience and elementary and secondary education. 
Tours: One or more extended trips are arranaed annu nll 
to a wide variety of financial and industrial o;ganizat ion 
governmental institutions and places of historical importance• 
throughout the country. American Studies itineraries of thl 
past four years have included visits to Chicago, Cleveland 
Dall.as, Gal':eston, Houston, New York, San Antonio, St 
Loms, Washmgton and other important metropolitan centerll 
Seminars: During each school term students and faculty 
members of the American Studies program meet informally, 
at regularly scheduled periods, to discuss a wide range of 
problems of personal, national and international importance. 
Guest Lecturers: To supplement the curriculum of tho 
college several recognized authorities are invited to the cam -
pus each school year to lecture in their specialized fields of 
learning. ~ring their two-day visits students are urged t o 
attend spec?al lectures and informal discussion periods. Re-
cent guest lecturers have included representatives of such 
university faculties as Chicago, Cornell, Emory, Harvard, 
Syracuse and other institutions. 
. Briefly, the above program attempts to combine the 
virtues of an aca~emic and a practical approach to learning. 
It stresses the umqueness of the American scene but not at 
the expense of international understanding. It affords stu-
dents the opportunity to search for truth through objectivity 
a?d faith in proven values. It stresses the need for profes-
swnal competence and service to humanity. 
Students i1~.terested in specific courses offered by the 
Scho?l of .Amer~can Studies should investigate departmental 
of~ermgs m b~sme~s, economics, education, history, political 
SCience or social science or write to the Dean of the School 
f?r special American Studies bulletin and additional informa-
tion. 
SPEECH 
Speech 
Professor: Evan Ulrey, Chairman 
Assistant Professors: Richard Walker 
R. Glen Wiley 
Wanda Luttrell Wiley 
Doyle Ward 
121 
The Department of Speech has the following objectives: 
to improve the communicative skills and attitudes of all stu-
dents, to develop specialized abilities in public speaking, dra-
matics and oral reading and to prepare teachers of speech. 
Major: 30 hours of speech including 110, 255, 240, 125 
or 275, 200, 250 and 400. The minor should be in a related 
field such as English, social sciences, Bible or journalism. 
Minor: 18 hours including 110, 200, 250 or 400 and 275 
or 255. 
100a-100b. SPEECH IMPROVEMENT. (1,1) Fall, Spring. Special 
training for those who have minor speech difficulties. Does not count 
toward the major or minor. 
101. BASIC SPEECH EXPERIENCES. (3) Fall, Spring. Preparation 
for experiences such as reading aloud hPfore an audienC'e, participation 
in discussion groups, organizing and delivering short speeches; critical 
listening and evaluation. Does not count toward the major or minor. 
110. PUBLIC SPEAKING. (2 ) Fall, Spring. Preparation, delivery 
and critical evaluation of prepared speeches. Prerequisite: 101 or con-
sent of instructor. 
120. PROBLEMS OF PLAY PRODUCTION. (2) Fall. Alternates with 
320. Offered 1960-61. Special laboratory problems in lighting and 
scenery as they apply to staging drama. 
121. PROBLEMS OF ACTING. (2 ) Fall. Alternates with 316. Offered 
1959-60. Beginning principles and pract ices of acting. 
124. FUNDAMENTALS OF MAKE-UP. (1 ) Fall. On demand. Tech-
niques of character and straight make up for the stage. 
125. DEBATING. (2) Fall. Principles of argumentation including 
research and organization of argument and evidence. Opportunity to 
participate in inter-collegiate debate. 
200. INTRODUCTION TO SPEECH FIELDS. (3) Fall. An intro-
duction to the various areas of the speech field and to the terminology 
and tools of the field. 
240. PROBLEMS OF PLAY DIRECTING. (3 ) Spring. Special labora-
tory problems in directing plays. 
250. SPEECH CORRECTION. (3) Fall. A survey of common speech 
defects; training teachers to correct minor defects and to recognize those 
that should be referred to experts. Supervised clinical practice. Pre-
requisite: 200 or consent of instructor. 
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255. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORAL INTERPRETATION. {3) Fnll A 
study of the theory and practice of preparation and oral presentat111 :II 
prose and poetry. 
270. ADVANCED DEBATING. (2 ) Fall. Practice in debatinJT 
those who have had one or two years of debating experience. Prcr• 
uisite: 125. 
275. GROUP DISCUSSION METHODS. (3) Spring. Alternates " lh 
337; offer ed 1959-60. Principles and practices in conducting the svrt\ 
posium, the conference, the forum and the round table. 
300a.-300b. CLINICAL PRACTICE. (1,1) On demand. Laboratory n 
speech correction. Prerequisite: 250. 
310. CONTEMPORARY DRAMA. (2) Fall. Alternates with 311. ,,, 
fe red 1960-61. An analysis of plays from ancient to modern times frcm 
the viewpoint of structure, acting possibilities and directing problem 
311. HISTORY AND THEORY OF THE THEATRE. (2 ) Fall. Offer·t·d 
1959-60. Alternates with 310. The history of playwriting, act ing and 
directing. 
316. STYLES OF ACTING. {2) Spring. Alternates with 121. Offen·d 
1960-61. An advanced study of the theor y and practice of modern prin 
ciples of acting. Prerequisite: 121 or consent of instructor. 
320. HISTORY OF STAGE COSTUME. (2 ) Fall. Alternates wi th 
120. Offered 1959-60. History of costume from early Egypt to th t• 
present. Costuming dramatic productions. 
331. INTRODUCTION TO RADIO. (3) Fall. Historical development, 
techniques of program construction, continuity and script writing, micro-
phone technique. 
332. RADIO SPEECH. (3) Spring. Writing and production of tho 
various types of radio programs. 
341, 342. PREPARATION AND DELIVERY OF SERMONS. (3) Fall, 
Spring. See Bible 341, 342. 
351. ORAL INTERPRETATION OF LITERATURE. (3·) Spring. Pslams, 
Proverbs, J ob, Ecclesiastes, Song of Solomon and selections from th e 
New Testament are used as a basis for theory and criticism. Prerequi -
site: 255 or consent of instructor. 
400. ADVANCED SPEECH CORRECTION. (4) Spring. Treats the 
more difficult types of speech abnormalities. Prerequisite: 250. 
402. PRINCIPLES OF AGRUMENTATION. (2 ) Spring. On demand. 
Application of the principles of argumentation to speech and debating. 
Prerequisite: 125, or consent of inst ructor. 
405. PHONETICS. (3) Spring. Alternates with 275; offered 1960-61. 
General phonetic principles and practice. Regional dialects of America: 
general American, southern and eastern; also standard British or stage 
speech. Prerequisite: 200, or consent of instructor. 
410. ADVANCED PUBLIC ADDRESS. (3) Spring. On demand. A 
critical analysis of speeches and speakers in order to develop a sound 
rhetorical theory and practice. Prerequisite: 110 or consent of instructor. 
430. TEACHING SPEECH. (2 ) Fall. See Education 430. 
450. ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL STUDY. (2) On demand. Seminar 
in Drama, Oral Interpretation, Speech Correction, Public Address Pho-
netics, Speech Education. Prerequisite: Consent of Instructor. ' 
HONORS AND DEGREES 123 
Honors and Degrees 
May and August, 1958 
H ONORS 
Summa Cum Laude Degree Major State 
Billy Ray Cox Accounting 
Edgar Ray McAlister 
Harold Young Vanderpool 
John Paul Vanderpool 
B.A. 
B.S. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
Business Administration 
Bible 
Texas 
Texas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Magna Cum Laude 
Virgil M. Beckett B.A. 
Calvin W. Downs B.A. 
Betty Jane Fisher B.A. 
James Herman Gaskill B.A. 
Annelle Northcut Parmenter B.S. 
Homer Picklesimer, Jr. B.A. 
Martha Louise Tucker B.A. 
Jack D. Wilson B.A. 
.Tohn Lynda! York B.S. 
Bible 
Biblical Languages 
Speech 
English 
Economics 
Mathematics 
Biblical Languages 
Elementary Education 
Mathematics 
Chemistry 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
New Mexico 
Arkansas 
Texas 
Kentucky 
Tennessee 
Michigan 
Arkansas 
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Cum Laude 
Adella Ruth Anderson B.A. Physical Education Fh•rl 
Barbara Gladys Childs B.A. Elementary Education Knt 
David Dale Combs B.A. Biology Ark111 
David S. Eldridge B.A. English Oklnhn 
Asako Kakehi B.A. Social Science JnJ I 
Marianne Markle Kasbaum B.A. English Flon In 
Emanelle Owens B.A. English Misst• 
Freda Sue Paxson B.A. English Oklahw 
Darrell Ray Skinner B.A. Social Seience Orcr• I 
Betty Jones Starling B.A. English Arkan li 
Erma! H . Tucker B.S. Secretarial Science Arkan 
Carol Lundy Watson B.A. Elementary Education Tenncs•• 
Tillie J . Watson B.A. Elementary Education Michigtu 
Clary H. Welborn B.A. Bible Mississippi 
William Robert Whittle B.S. Chemistry Arkan"1 
Thomas Garner Yoakum B.A. Bible Michignn 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Cecil B. Alexander 
Darrel E. Alexander 
George Franklin Alexander 
Audean Stafford Baldwin 
Dorothy Beck 
Pat J. Bell 
Elizabeth Ann Belue 
Larry Morris Bills 
Bruce Baker Brown 
Thomas Reuel Brown 
Glenda Ann Calvert 
Jerry Lee Campbell 
Ellis Leon Clymore 
Dan Arvid Dahlgren 
Sims D. Da iley 
William Garth Diles 
Ray Clayton Diller 
Anna B. Duckworth 
Mary Lorene Dunn 
Thomas Fear! Eaves 
Barbara Ethridge 
Robert Eugene Eubanks 
Dale Lee Flaxbeard 
Robert Clerk Fletcher 
William Kirk Floyd 
Robert Carlton Ford 
Ruth Carmen Gardner 
Susie Allene Gary 
William Levi Gentry 
History 
Speech 
Bible 
Elementary Education 
English 
Accounting 
Physical Education 
Music Education 
Accounting 
Psychology 
Mathematics 
Bible 
Bible 
Social Science 
Accounting 
Business Education 
Economics 
Art 
Social Science 
Bible 
Music 
Bible 
Physical Education 
General Business 
Speech-Bible 
Bible 
Social Science 
Biology 
Bible 
Michigan 
Indiann 
Californi11 
Oklahoma 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Texas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Texas 
New Mexico 
Oklahoma 
Texas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Kansas 
Arkansas 
Texas 
Tennessee 
Texas 
California 
Missouri 
Arkansas 
Oklahoma 
New York 
Arkansas 
Mississippi 
Texas 
HONORS AND DEGREES 
Mary Ann Getter 
Paul Erwin Grubbs 
Maynard W. Hammans 
Margaret Ann Hardy 
Joe Carl Hazelbaker 
Ottis Lewis Hilburn, Jr. 
Bernice Horn 
Donald Eugene Humphrey 
Joe Wendell Hunnicutt 
Myrtle Mae Inman 
Donald Carol Johnston 
Alice Jacqueline Jones 
Rosemary Kendrick 
Hideko Kobayashi 
Wanda Nell Lamb 
Max Eugene Larwin 
Albert Lemmons 
J. B. McGinness 
Della Stokes Mahaffey 
Vernon Wyatt Massey 
Hollis Carlton Miller 
Jimmie Rhea Mobley 
William L. Morgan 
Eddie Gene Morphis 
Edward L. Mosby 
Gaylord Eugene Mowrer 
Ozy Murphy, J r. 
Patsy Parker 
Wiley Post Parker 
Will Rogers Parker 
Lester Leon Parmenter 
Max Patterson 
Milton Harvey Peebles, Jr. 
Eugene Persell 
Anthony Lee Pippen 
Carolyn Pogue 
Ernest Porter 
Dale Porterfield 
William Lee Powers 
William Ross Ramsay 
Ronald B. Rea 
Frank Ronald Rester 
Donald Lee Richardson 
Elvamae Vera Robinson 
L. Franklin Robinson 
Marlyce Roddy 
Willis W. Rush 
Bob Scott 
Anne Seay 
J ohn Paul Shaw, Jr. 
Journalism 
Biology 
Bible 
Business Education 
Social Science 
Psychology 
History 
Speech 
Mathematics 
English 
Physical Education 
Business 
Elementary Education 
Journalism 
Elementary Education 
Economics 
Bible 
Bible-Social Science 
Elementary Education 
Social Science 
Bible 
English 
Accounting 
Biblical Languages 
Business Administration 
Physical Education 
Social Science 
Elementary Education 
Art 
Art 
English 
Bible 
Mathematics 
Social Science 
Journalism 
Elementary Education 
Social Science 
Bible 
Accounting 
Social Science 
Psychology 
Biblical Languages 
English 
Psychology 
Mathematics 
English 
History 
Music 
Physical Education 
Bible 
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Arkansas 
Ohio 
Nebraska 
Oklahoma 
Indiana 
Kansas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
New Mexico 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Tennessee 
Louisiana 
J apan 
Arkansas 
New York 
Arkansas 
Alabama 
Louisiana 
Arkansas 
Kentucky 
Missouri 
Arkansas 
California 
Oklahoma 
Kansas 
Arkansas 
Texas 
Oklahoma 
Oklahoma 
Oklahoma 
Tennessee 
Arkansas 
Alabama 
Michigan 
Tennessee 
Missouri 
Arkansas 
Mississippi 
Massachusetts 
Oklahoma 
Michig!m 
California 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Florida 
Indiana 
Kansas 
Alabama 
Kentucky 
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Gloria Shewmaker 
James E. Shurbet, Jr. 
Harold Leonard Simmons 
Warren Lee Snyder 
Billy Jack Stafford 
Ruth Robertson Starling 
Nancy Irene Starr 
James M. Stone 
Kenneth Pat Teague 
J. Anderson Thompson 
John T. Thornton, Jr. 
Thomas Neal Tibbles 
Emilie Ann Travis 
Carol Virginia Trent 
Mary Francis Turman 
Gene Edward Ward 
Franklin Delano Waters 
Delane Way 
John David White 
Nellis J. Williams 
Shirley Ann Williams 
JoAnn Wilson 
R. Edward Wood, Jr. 
Homer Wright 
Dorothy Munger Yingling 
Elementary Education 
Bible 
Bible 
Biology 
Biblical Languages 
Elementary Education 
Elementary Education 
Mathematics 
Business-Bible 
Elementary Education 
Social Science 
Bible 
General Business 
English 
English 
Bible 
Secondary Education 
English 
Social Science 
Mathematics 
Psychology 
Art 
Bible 
Social Science 
Home Economics 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Donna Sue Carruth 
Harold Wayne Cooper 
Alfred James Couch, Jr. 
Gary L. Covington 
La Nelle Cutts 
Bill J. Dismuke 
Annette Hendrix 
George B. Howell 
Carl Eugene Johnson 
Paul H. Mitchell 
Rosco T. Morris, Jr. 
Gene Edward Rainey 
Donald Robert Rusk 
Larry Gene Stone 
Marvin W. Thannisch 
Garrett Landiss Timmerman 
Carroll Wayne Voigts 
Eva Jane Wade 
Gerald C. Westjohn 
Home Economics 
General Business 
Business Administration 
Business Administration 
Home Economics 
Business Administration 
Home Economics 
General Science 
Business Administration 
Mathematics 
Business Administration 
Public Affairs 
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Business Administration 
Mathematics 
Business Administration 
Chemistry 
Mathematics 
MASTER OF ARTS IN BIBLE 
Robert Howard Anderson 
Thomas R. Atkinson, Jr. 
Missuur 
Arkan ,. 
Arknn • 
Kentud 
F lorid 
Michi~tnu 
Arizon 
MissOUIJ 
Tenness 
Arkansn• 
Indiann 
Texaft 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Oklahoma 
Florida 
Oklahoma 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Missouri 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Texas 
Missouri 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Alabama 
illinois 
Arkansas 
Ohio 
Kentucky 
Texas 
HONORS AND DEGREES 
Richard Eugene Byrd 
:::harles E. Cigrang 
James Dave Clayton 
Charles W. Davis 
Thomas Eaves 
Joe E. Gibbs 
K. Dieter Goebels 
William Joe Hacker, Jr. 
Emil Bryant Harrison 
Clyde Emerson Hartman 
Robert Helsten 
George Earl Hilbert 
Bob Jolliff 
Brown Campbell Kinnard 
Alfred Lee 
Myong Nam Limb 
George Clements Massey 
Owen Dwight Olbricht 
Clarence Arthur Pearce, Jr. 
Robert Bryon Prince 
Neale Thomas Pryor 
Roland Delevar Roberts 
Truman Laverne Scott 
Norman W. Starling 
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Arkansas 
Minnesota 
Tennessee 
Georgia 
Tennessee 
Tennessee 
Germany 
Oklahoma 
Oklahoma 
West Virginia 
California 
West Virginia 
California 
Tennessee 
California 
Japan 
Tennessee 
Arkansas 
Mississippi 
Ohio 
Kentucky 
Texas 
California 
Arkansas 
MASTER OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
Ronald D. Bever 
Owen Dwi'!ht Olbricht 
Henry E. Pipkin 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
Jerome Medwick Barnes 
Frances Merle Bateman 
J ohn Bessire 
Mildred Bowden 
Ruth Ellen Browning 
Betty Clopton Brumley 
Walter Louis Gilfilen 
Robert Jesse Grissom 
Verda Glenn Haile 
Jack D. Harris 
Iris Martin 
Jack C. Meredith 
Robert W. Miller 
Marion D. Owens 
Valrie D. Price 
Frances R. B. Pulliam 
Katie D. Springer 
George W. Thompson 
John L. Vandiver 
Kiuko Y okomori 
Colorado 
Arkansas 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Arkansas 
Oklahoma 
Arkansas 
Missouri 
Arkansas 
Illinois 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Arkansas 
Mississippi 
Arkansas 
Missouri 
Arkansas 
Missouri 
Arkansas 
Texas 
Arkansas 
Japan 
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1957-58 
STATES AND COUNTRIES REPRESENTED 
COLLEGE ENROLLMENT IN REGULAR SESSION 
Regular Session 1957-58 Male Female Totul 1957-58 Freshman 210 203 4U 
WITHOUT DUPLICATION Sophomores 126 96 222 Junior 104 82 18G Senior 114 65 179 States Number States Number ! 
Post-Graduate 3 2 5 Graduate 55 21 76 Alabama 21 Ohio 24 Special 15 7 22 Alaska 6 Oklahoma 66 Total 627 476 1103 Arizona 4 Oregon 9 Arkansas 409 Pennsylvania 2 
California 41 South Dakota 1 Summer 1958 Colorado 4 Tennessee 50 Freshman 12 6 18 Connecticut 2 Texas 82 Sophomores 12 12 24 Florida 15 Virginia 2 Junior 17 17 34 Georgia 14 Washington 2 Senior 30 29 59 Idaho 1 Washington, D.C. 1 Graduate 27 32 59 Special 4 5 9 Illinois 20 West Virginia 10 Indiana 19 Wisconsin 1 Total 102 101 203 Iowa 6 Wyoming 3 Kansas 33 Foreign Countries Total College, Regular Kentucky 15 Africa 3 and Summer 729 577 1306 Louisiana 23 Canada 8 
Maine 1 China 2 Maryland 1 Germany 1 HIGH SCHOOL AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL Massachusetts 1 Greece 3 ENROLLMENT 
Michigan 38 India 1 Regular Session 1957-58 Male Female Total Minnesota 1 Iran 1 High School 76 55 131 Mississippi 20 Japan 7 Elementary 72 63 135 Missouri 97 Italy 1 Summer 1958 23 12 35 Nebraska 2 Korea 2 New Jersey 7 Jamacia 1 TOTAL ENROLLMENT New Mexico 7 Mexico 1 Total, all divisions, Regular 775 594 1369 N1~w York 9 Puerto Rico 1 Total, all divisions, Regular North Carolina 1 and Summer 900 707 1607 
Total 1103 
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Index 
Academic Information 
··············•······················· ········································· · Academic Regulations ............................... ..... .... ..... .. ........... ... ... ... ........ .. .. . 
Academic Standing ..... ... ... .......... ..... .... .... ....... ...... ..... ..... .... .. .............. .... . .. 
Activities, Student ..... .......... ...... .. .. ..... ... .............. .. ................. .. .. .......... .... . . 
Administration-Auditorium Building ..... .. ......... .. .... ... .. .. ........ ......... .. ..... . 
Administrative Officers .. ................. .... ........ ........................ .................... .. . 
Administrat ive Staff 
······· ············· ····· ·· ·· ······ ················· ··· ······ ··················· ·· Admission .. ............... ................. ......... .. .. .................. ....... ....... ....... ...... ..... .. . 
Advanced Standing ........... .. .... .... ....... .. ... ..... ....... .. ... ..... .. .... .............. ... ... .. . 
A ' ~~~~~ij~~i~~i~;;~~~::::::::::::::::::::: : :: : :::: :: :: : ::::: : ::::: : :: : ::: :: ::: :::: : ::::::: . : ::: 
American St udies School of 
Agriculture .. ... ... : ........ ........... :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: 
Art, Department of ........... ............... ... ....... .. .... ... ...... .. ... ..... .... .. ........... ..... . 
!~~:~~i~:::-::::::::: :: ::::::::::::: : ::::::: :: ::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::: :::: ::: ::: : :: : ::::: 
i;~~:~~;:b~~~P.a~~~~~.r~~~:::::::: · :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .:: ::::::::: : :::: 
Bible, Religion and Philosophy, Department of .... .... ...... ........ ..... .. .... ... .. 
Biblical Languages .... ..... ...... ... .......... ... .. .. ...... .. .. .. ... .... .. ... .. .. ....... ..... ...... . 
Biological Science, Department of ..... ... .... .... .. ................. ... ........ ......... :.: :: 
~~udin~~ T~~~t~~s .. ::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::: 
Business Education .. .. ..... ... ......... ................ .... .... ..... ... ................ .... ..... .... .. 
Business and Economics, Department of ........... ... .. .......... .. ... ..... ....... .... . 
Calendar. 1959 
.. .. ... ......... .............................................. .......... .................... 
Calenda r, 1960 .......... ....... .. .. ....... ... .... .... .............. .... ... ...... ..... ... ............ ... .. . 
Chapel Attendance 
............... ......... .............. .......... ..................... ........ ....... 
·111 
1!:! 
111 
:!H 
21 
7 
17 
,,; 
47 
J!l 
37 
21 
ll!l 
71 
71 
42 
21 
32 
53 
21 
43 
73 
95 
77 
6 
21 
59 
80 
4 
5 
43 
115 
43 
48 
48 
48 
42 
40 
16 
70 
53 
g~~::i~o~i~';u~~~~~~s .. ::::::::::::::::::: :: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::: :::::::::::::::: ~~ 
Drama tics ..... . . .. . ..... . ... . ... .. ... . .. . . .... . ... . .... . . . . ... . . .. . . . ... . . . . .... .. . . . . ..... . . .. . .... . . . . . . . .. 39 
Echo Haven ..... .. ......... .... ....... .... ..... .......... .. .......... .... ... ................. ....... .. 22. 103 
Education, Suggested Program ........ .... .... ..... .... ....... .. .. ..................... :...... 60 
Economics, Business and, Department of ... . ... ..... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ...... .... . 80 
~;r~t~rr~;::'~'•••••••• •• •• ·•··••• ••• •• · ••••• •••• ••••• ·•• •••· •• •• ·•• • ••••••·••• •• il 
INDEX 131 
English and the Humanities, Department of .. .. .. ................................... . 
Enrollment, Late ................ .. ... ... ..... .... ............. ....... ... ........ .... ... .... .... ....... .. 
Enrollment Summary ................. ... .. ..... ..... ............................ · .... .. . · .. · ..... · · · 
Ent rance Tests .. ... .... ..... .... ... .. .... ....... ........... ....................... · · · ...... · · .. · · · .... · · · · 
Examinations .............. .... ... ......... ...... ... ... .............. .... ...... ... .... ··· ··· · ··· · ···· · · ·· · · 
Expenses ... .... ..... ....... .............. .......... ......... ... ........... ...... ..... ..... ... ..... ...... ..... . 
92 
49 
128 
47 
49 
26 
Faculty, Academy and Elementary School .. .... .... .... .... ....... .. ... ...... .... .. .. 
Faculty, College .................................. ...... .... ...... .......... .... ....... ......... · · .. · · · .. · 
Faculty Committees .............. ..... .... .. ....... .... ................ .. ... ....... ... ............... .. 
Faculty Emeriti ........ .......... .. ......... ..... .... .... ..... .. .. .... .. .......... .. ... .. ...... ...... .. . . 
Faculty Housing ..... .. ........ ....... ............ .. .... .. .... ... ... ...... ... .... .... ............ ....... .. 
Fees ....... .. .. ... .......... .. .... .......... .. .. ... ... .... ......... ..... ... ......... ...... .. ... ...... ... ... ..... . . 
Foreign Languages and Literature, Department of ......... ...... ... ........... . 
Forensics ...................... ..... ......... ...... ... .. .. .. ..... ..... .. ............ .. .............. .... ... ... . 
14 
8 
16 
13 
23 
26 
94 
39 
Ganus Student Center ... ... .. .. ... ....... ..... ......... .... .... ... .. .... ....... ..... · · · · · · · · ...... · 
General Education Program ... ... ..... ..... ... ......... ... ........... ....... ....... .. ........... . 
General Information .. ..... .. ............... .. ... .. ...... .. ................. .... ...... .... ........ ... . 
General Science .... ...... ....... .. .... ... .. .......... .. ... .... ....... ... .... .. .. ......... · .. ...... · · .. · · · 
Grades .... .... ................... ... ..... .... .. ... .... ..... .......... ...... .... ... ........ ....... .............. . 
Graduate Council .................................................. ......... ..... .... ..... .. .. .. ..... ... . 
Grants-in -Aid .... ......... .... ................ ..... .... .. ....... ....... ... .. .............. ...... .. ...... .. . 
Gymnasium, Rhodes Memorial Field House .......... ... ................... ... ..... .. 
Health, Department of Physical Education and .............. ..... .. ... ........... . 
Health Service .. .... ... ... ............ ... .................. .. .............. ..... · ... .. · .. · · .... · · · · · · .... . 
Historical Sketch .. ...... .. ........ ........ .. .................. .. .. ..... .......... .... .......... . · ·. · · · · · 
History and Social Science, Department of ........... ....... .... ... ... ...... ... ..... .. 
Home Economics, Department of ........................... ........... ............... .... .. . 
Home Economir.s. Suggested Program ........... .... ..... ... .. ............. .. ...... ..... . 
Honor Scholarships ... ....... .... .... .. ... ............... ... ...... .... · .... . · · · · · · .... .. · · .. · ..... · .. · · 
Honor Societ y ................. ... .............. ........... .... ...... ... ..... .. .. .. ....... .... ..... · · .. · .. .. 
Honors and Degrees ... .................. .. .. .... .... .... .. .. .... ..... .. ... ...... ........... · · · · · .. · · · 
Honors and Honor Points .. ....................... ..... ... .. ... ... .. .. .. ......... ........ ......... . 
Housing, Faculty ....... ........... ................. ..... ...................................... · · · · ·· · · · · 
Humanities, Depa rtment of English and .. ............ .. ... ...... ... .... ........ ...... .. 
23 
54 
19 
97 
49 
15 ~\ 35 22 ·. ·. 
113 ·.>. 
45 
20 
98 
103 
61 
35 
39 
123 
50 
23 
92 
Institut ional Management and Dietetics ..... ........ .... .. .......... ..... ........... . .. 
Instruction, Courses of .. ....... ..... ...... ..... .. ........... .... ......... ... .......... .. ..... .. .... · 
62 
70 
Journalism, Department of .. ...... ... ... ............ ..... .. ... ..... .. .. .... .. ... .. ..... .. ...... . 106 
Laboratories and Studios ........ .......... .. .. ........ ... ..... ............ ...... ................. . 
Languages, Biblical ..... .. ..... ....... ..... ....... ...... ..... ............ .. .. .. ...... · · · · · .. ... · ·· · ... · 
Lecture and Lyceum Series .................................. ..... ........... .. .. .. ..... ..... .. .. 
Library, Beaumont Memorial ........ .. .. .... .... ............ ..... .... ...... ..... ... .. .. ........ . 
Library ........... .... .. ...... ................. .. ... ......... ..... .. ... ......... ............ ................ ... . . 
Loan Funds ......... ........ .... ..... ....... ....... .... ... ...... ... ....... .. ... ..... ........... ... .......... . 
Location .. ....... .. .. .................................................... .. .. ...... .. .. ... ......... ............ . 
25 
95 
42 
21 
24 
32 
20 
Maior and Minor Fields of Concentration ..... .... ..... .. .... .... ..................... . 
Marriages, Student .... .... .. ..... ... ... ....... ...... .... ............. .... ... ... .. ......... ... .. ... ... . 
Mathematics, Department of ... ... ..... .. ..... .... .. ............ .... .. .. ... ..... .. ..... .. ... ... . 
Modern Languages .... ............... ..... ... ........ ... .... ................ · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Moral Conduct ... .. ....... ...... .... .... ..... ... .. .. ... .... .... .. ... ... .... .. ... ... .. . · .. · ..... · · ....... · · 
Music Activities ... ... ... ....... .. ....... .... .............. ..... .... ..... ...... .... ...... ..... .. ......... . 
Music, Department of ..... .. .... .. ..... ............ ....... .. .. .... ... ... .. .... ... .......... ... .. .. .. . 
Music Education .... .... .......... ....... .. .. ..... ... .......... ..... ........... .. ... .. ...... .. ....... .... . 
55 
44 
108 
96 
44 
39 
110 
63 
I 
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Music Hall . . . .. . .. .... .. . .. .... . ...... ... . . . . .. . ... .. ... . ...... .. .... .... ... ... . .. . . .. .. . . ... ...... .. .. . . 22 
Non-Resident Students .. ...... ....... ............ .... .. .. ..... ..... .... .. .......... .... ...... .. .. 43 
Officers of Administration . .... . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . ... .. . .. . . .. ... . . . . .... . . . . . .. 7 
Personnel Services . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . 44 
Philos::>phy, Department of Bible, Religion and .. ...... ... .. ......................... 73 
Physical Education and Health, Department of ................. .. ......... ........ 113 
Physical Science, Department of .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... ..... .. ..... .. .. 115 
Phvsics .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .... .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . 115 
Political Science .. . ... . .. . .... . ... . . ..... . . .. . .... . . . .. ... . .. . ... . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . ..... .. .... ... 100 
Pre-A-;riculture Curriculum ....... .. ....... .... ................ .. .. .......... ... ..... ............ 6.3 
Pre-Architecture Curriculum .... . .. . .. . . . .. .. ... . .. . .... . . . . . .... . . .. . ... .. . . . . . . . .. .... . .. . .. . . 63 
Pre-Dentistry Curriculum ......................... .. .... ... .... .. ... .. ..... . ........... .. ... .. .. ... 64 
Pre-Engineering Curriculum ..... ... ..... ..... ..... .. .... .. ....... .. ... .... .... ... ... ..... ...... 65 
Pre-Law Curriculum ............................. ... .. .. . ............... .... ... .... ........... ........ 66 
Pre-Medica l Technology Curriculum .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. . ..... .. .. .. ...... .... ...... .. .. .. 66 
Pre-Medicine Curriculum .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . ... . . . . . ... .. . . . . .. ... . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .... . . . . 67 
Pre-Optometry Curriculum ... ... .. ... ... ... .... .... .. .... ...... ......... .. .. ....... .. ......... ... . 68 
Pre-Pharmacy Curriculum ..... ...... .... .. ...... .. ................... ...... ....... .. .. .. .. .. ..... 69 
Programs of Study, Suggested .. .. .... .. .. ... .. . .. . ..... .. .. ... .. .. . ......... .... ..... ........ 56 
Psychology .. . .. . . . ... . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . 118 
Publicat ions, St udent . . . ..... . .. .. . . .... . . . . . .... . . . . ..... . . . . . . ... . ... . . ... . . . . . ..... . . . . .. ..... . . . . 40 
Purpose ..... ......... ........ ..... .. ........ .... ................ .............. .................... ...... ...... . 2 
Recreational Facilities .. . .... ... . .... . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . ... .. . . 25 
Refunds ........... .... .. .......... .. .... ....... ....... ..... .. .... ..... ...... .. ... .... ............ .. .... .. ...... 28 
Regulations, Genera l ...................... .. .. .... ... ... .. ....... ... ... .... .. ... ..... ...... ...... .. .. 43 
Religion, Department of Bible, and Phi!os::>phy .... .. . ....... ...... .. ... . .. . ..... .. .. 7.'3 
Relicious Meet ings . . . ..... . . . . . . . ...... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .... . . . . . . .... . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .... 38 
Residence Halls . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .... .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . 23 
Resident Students .. ... ....... ... ... ............... .. ..... ... ... .. .. ... ........ .. ... .... .. ... .... .. ... 44 
Rhodes Memorial Field House .. .. ... .. .. ..... . .. . .. ... . .. .. . . .. .. .. ...... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. 22 
Room Reservation ..... ........ .. .. .......... .... ... ... .... ... .. .... ... ...... ... ........ .. ....... .. ... .. 30 
Rooms, Furnishings for . . . .. ... . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. ... . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . ... ... . .. . . .. .. . . . . . ... .. . . . . 30 
Scholarship Levels . . .... . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . ... . ... . . . . .. . . . 49 
Scholarships .................................. ... ........... .. .... ... .. .. ... .. .... ............. .. ... ........ 32 
School of American Studies .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... . ... .. .. .... .... .. .. .. ..... . .. . .. ... . .. . ... .. .. .... 119 
Science, General, Department of .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ... . ... .. .. .. .. 97 
Science Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Social Clubs .... ....... ..... .... ........... .. ... ............... ..... ... ............ ..... ...... ...... ........ .. 42 
Social Sdence, Department of History and .. ................... .. ........ ..... ........ 9S 
Soecial Interest Clubs .................. .......... .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .... .. ........ .................... 40 
Speech, Department of .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. ... . .. . .. .. .. . 121 
Student Activities . . ..... . . . . . . . ..... . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . ... .. ... . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . ... 38 
Student Aids . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . ... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . ?-2 
Student Association ............ .. ... ...... .. .. .. ....... ....... ........ ... ..... .... .... .... ...... .. ..... 38 
Student Center, Ganus .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . ... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. ... . ..... .. .. ....... .. 23 
Student Employment . . . .. .. . .... ... . . . . . . .... . . . . .... . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .... . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . 36 
Student Publications ......... .. ...... ...... ... ..... ........ .... .... .... ...... .... ...... .. . 40 
Summer Session . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Tobacco ....... .............. ...... .. ......... ... .... ....... ...... .......... ..... ..... ...... ....... .. .. .. ... .... 44 
Tuition and Fees . . . .... . . . .. . . .... ....... .. ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .... . . 26 
Ji~~~r:;s· .. ~~:.~~~e.~ ... ·.·.·..·.·::."."."."." ." ."."."."."."."."."." ·::.·:::: ::·:::::::."."."."."."."."." ."."."."."."."." ." ."."."."."."."."." . ."."."."."."." ." ."."."."." 
Vocational Rehabilitation ........ ... ...... .. ... .. .. .... .... .. .. ... ....... ..... ....... ... .. .... .. .. . 
28 
44 
36 
\ 
... \ 
· . . 
··:· ... 
..... 
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1. Adminisb·ation-Auditorium 
2. Ganus Student Center 
3. Beaumont Memorial Libt·ary 
4. Science Hall 
5. Amel'ican Studies Building 
6. Pattie Cobb Hall 
Not shown on map: 
Home Management House 
Harding College Press 
College Farm and Dairy 
7. Cathcart Hall 
8. Armstrong Hall 
9. Gradua te Hall fot· Men 
10. East Hall 
11. West Hall 
12. Rhodes Memorial Field House 
13. Music Building 
14. Academy Building 
15. Elementary Tt·aining School 
16. Tennis Courts 
17. President's Home 
18. Dean's Home 
19. Sewell Hall Apartments 
20. Utility-Gat·ages 
21. Science Annex 
22. Health Set·vice 
23. Laundry & Dry Cleaning 
24. Swimming Pool 
25. Heating & Cooling Plant 
26. Engineet·'s Home 
27. Faculty Rental Housing 
28. Sports 
29. Sports 
30. New Alumni Spm·ts Field 
31. Future Expansion 
•b 
All shaded buildings 
are air-conditioned. 
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